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SPIN VECTOR CONTROL OF A ROTATING SPACE STATION
 
VOLUME I: USER'S MANUAL
 




This document presents the formulation, computational logic,
 
input/output options, subroutine description and other perti­
nent information that should aid the user of the SPIN VECTOR
 
CONTROL COMPUTER PROGRAM (MD246). 
I. INTRODUCTION
 
This document is concerned with the design use and imple­
mentation of a digital computer program to facilitate the
 
study of the dynamic behaviour and control of dual spin space
 
vehicles. This volume is a companion to Volume II (analytical
 




The Spin Vector Control Program (MD246) is a Fortran
 
Program that was written and checked out using the CDC 6400/
 
6500 digital computer. To minimize possible system incompatabili­
ties care has been exercised to assume that only the basic fea­
tures of the system are used. Thus the program should be
 
operable on most digital machines with a FORTRAN 4 compiler.
 
The program is capable of solving the rotationaldynamics
 
of dual spin earth orbiting spacecraft. Several control
 
options as well as spacecraft configurations are possible.
 
Among the available control actuators are CMGs, reaction
 
wheels, reaction jets and torque motors. This program is
 
intended for but not restricted to attitude control studies
 
of a rotating space station. The generalized spacecraft con­
figuration along with geometrical definitions is shown in
 
Figure 1. Figure 2 is a specific spacecraft configuration.
 
The remaining contents of this document discusses in
 
varyiLg degree of detail how to use the program. The first
 
chapter Input Deck Construction describes those cards which
 
are ntcessary when exercising the various program options.
 
Cqhapt.r 2 Data Deck User's Guide presents a complete sequence
 
and f.-rmat description of all the data input cards. For a
 
















Figure B General Body Configuration 
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'ibe basic data deck for operating the program with essen­




















17-25 BODYOI(1,I) - BODYOI(3,3)
 
26 NUMCMG = 0
 










'254 DOI(1), DOI(2), D01(3)
 




283 NGAIN = 0
 










Some examples of data deck arrangements for various options
 






Card #2 IPNDLM = I
 
Before card #282 add cards #268 thr6ugh #281, the
 
pendulum parameter and initial value data.
 
2. 	 Two single DOF CMGs
 
Card #26 NUMGMG = 2
 
After card #26 add -

Card 	#27 IDOF(l) = I 
#28 - HW(l) 
#29 - #37 AOCJ(I,l,1) - AOCJ(l,3,3) 
#38 #42 AII(l,l,l) - AII(I,3,3) 
#47 
- THATA(I) 
#48 - THATAD(l) 
#60 - IDOF(2) = I 
#61 	- HW(2) 
#62 - #70 AOCJ(2,I,I) - AOCJ(2,3,3) 
#71,- #79 AII(2,1,1) - AII(2,3,3) 
#80 - THATA(2) 
#81 - THATAD(2) 
6 
Card 	#283 NGAIN - 5
 
After 	card #283 add cards #284 - #288
 
(Cards #287 is control gain for CMG #1 and
 




3. 	 Propulsion on Body 0 (no attitude control) 
Card #225 IPROPF - 1 
After card #225 add -
Card #226 IATTIF = 0
 
Card #230 AOJ(l) = (non-zero) CGAINO(l)
 
Card"#231 AOJ(2) - (non-zero) CGAINO(2)
 
Card #232 AOJ(3) = (non-zero) CGAINO(3)
 
After card 	#259,if present)otherwise after card
 
#255 	add -
Card #260 AliJ(1) = (non-zero) CGAINI(1) = 0 
Card #261 AIJ(2) - (non-zero) CGAEN(2) - 0 
4. 	 Movable Mass
 
Card #255 IB2F = I
 
After card #255 add cards #256 - #259 per­




5. 	 Attitude Control with Propulsion on Body I 
Card #225 IPROPF = 1 
After card #225 ad -
Card #226 IATTIF = 1 
Card #227 CA(1), CA(2), CA(3) 
Card #230 AOJ(1) = (non-zero) CGA:N(1) = 0 
Card #231 AOJ(2) = (non-zero) CGA3N(2) - 0 
Card #232 AOJ(3) = (non-zero) CGA1N(3) = 0 




Card #260 AIJ(1) = (non-zero) CGA:NI(1)
 
Card #261 AIJ(2) = (non-zero) CGAUNl(2)
 
6. 	 Gravity Gradient
 
Card #294 IGRAVF = 1
 
7. 	 Docking 
Card #295 IDOCK = I 




DATA DECK USER'S GUIDE
 
5 .CUO: 
/I STRUCTION. THIS CARD MUST ALWAYS BE PRESENT.ALTAIABLE: 
oAT: + . E+ 
OUN. 245 5 7891011 . 
: 4 
INSTRUCTION: THIS CARD MUST ALWAYS BE PRESENT. 
VARIABLES: TSTART TSTOP DELTAT 
FORMAT: + .+- .. + 
COLUMN: 2 2 4 6 1 8 9101I121 1516119120212223242S -229303132 34336138C: 3 . 































VARIABLE: TIBOI (3,1) 
CARD: 9. 
















COLUMN: 2 3 4 56- . 9 It12 
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+ E +FORMAT: 















































































 9 CARDS.THE NEXT 
, IGNORE=(1,1,1)IF NUMCMGAOCJINSTRUCTION:VARIABLE: + 
























/ VARIABLE: AI (1.1,3) 
INSTRUCTION: IF NUMCMG OR IDOF (1) 0,OIGNORE THE NEXT 9 CARDS. 
VARIABLE: All ii) 
FORMAT: +
 

























VARIABLE: AlO (1,3,3) 
CARD: 56 
VARIABLE: AI (1,3,2) 
CARD: 55 
VARIABLE: AID (1,3,1) 
CARD 54 
VARIABLE: AIO (1,2,3) 
CARD: 5 
VARIABLE: AIO (1,1,2) 
CARD:49 
INSTRUCTION: IF NUMCMG = 0,OR TDOF (1)= 
IGNORE THE NEXT 9 CARDs. 
VARIABLE: AIO (,1,1,) 
FORMAT: + 
COLD: 234.61891011-2 





INTUTON FNMCG<2 INR 
HL AD 
C R:, 6 1 - . . 




















 2 2,2)ACJVARIABLE: 
CARD: 6 
VARIABLE: AOCJ (2,2,1)









































INSTRUCTION: IF NUMCMG < 2, OR IDOF (2) 0, 
IGNORE THE NEXT 9 CARDS. 
VARIABLE: All (2,1,1) 
FORMAT: + 






7 3 45 ,67 ,,,to1,11 1 
































INSTRUCTION: 	 IF NUMMG < 2, OR IDOF (2) =0, OR IDOF (2) 










INSTRUCTION: IF NUMCMG < 3, IGNORE THIS CARD. 
INSTRUCTION: IF NUMCMG < 3, IGNORE THIS CARD. 
, OR D.OF (2) = OR IDOF (2) = <G 2,:IF N MCM CR.9INSTRUCTION 
(2) THE NEXT 2 CAIWDS.SFEEIGNORE VARIABLE: + 
















CARD: 99VARIABLE. AOCJ (3,22)
CARD: 970
 





FORMAT: + . 





































INSTRUCTION: IF NUMONG,< 3, OR IDOF (3) =0,
 
































VARIABLE: AIO (3,3,3) 
/CARD: .122 
VARIABLE: AIO (3,3,2) 
NARD:121 
VARIABLE: AIO (3,3,1) 






VASRUITBON: IO (UG3,ODOJ3)=0 
CARD:E117EX CRS 
VARIABLE: AIO (3,1,) 
ART: 116 
R DF(3 





INSTRUCTION: IF NUMCMG < 4, IGNORE THIS CARD.
NARIABLE: HW (4) 
/CARD: 12 6 .=
 
INSTRUCTION: IF NUMCMG < 4, IGNORE THIS CARD.




VARIABLE: FEED (3) 
CARD: 124
 
INSTRUCTION: IF NUMCMG < 3, OR IDOF (3)= 0, OR IDOF (3)= 1
 






















VARIABLE: AOCJ (4,2,1) 
CARD: 129
 
VARIABLE: AOCJ (4,1,2) 
CARD: 128
 


















i VAIABLE: All (4,,) _________________ 




VARIABLE: AIX (4,1,2) 
CARD: 137 
INSTRUCTION: 	 IF NlMCMG ( 4, OR IDOF (4) = 0, 















































INSTRUCTION: IF NUMCMG < 4, OR IDOF (4)=0, OR IDOF (4) 1
 

































INSTRUCTION: IFNUMCMG < 4, OR IDOF (4) = 0, OR TDOF (4) 1 
IGNORE THE NEXT 2 CARDS. 
VARIABLE: FEE (4) 
FORMAT: + 
COLUMN: 23 4 5 7 110112 
33
 





































FORMAT: + . 








VARIABLE: All (5,3,2) 
CAR: 176 











INSTRUCTION: IF (CMQ5,)OR (5) 0,N < IDOF = 
IGNORE TCE NEXT 9 CARDS.-
VARIABLE: All(5,1,1) 
FORMAT: 7+ 












 5 6 7 






















CARD: 18 7 
I/vA E MO 5,2 2 
VARIABLE AU0 512 
CARD.: 182 A IO(5,1,2)VARIABLE: 

CARD: 181 
OR DO E (5) 1,IF N(MG C5, OR I.2O. (5) = 0,INSTRUCTION: 


















COLUMN, 2345 6 1 &Io ,,12 
CARD: 192 
INSTRUCTION: IF NUMCMG < 6, IGNORE THIS CARD.-





VARIABLE: FEED (5) 
CARD: 190 
INSTRUCTION:. IF NUMCMG < 5, OR IDOF (5) 0, Of IDOF (5) = 1IGNORE THE NEXT 2 CARDS. 
VARIABLE: FEE (5) 
&FORMAT: + 






















IF NUMMO < 6, IGNORE THE NEXT SCARDS.INSTUCTION:AOCJ (6,1,1)VARIABLE: 
































INSTRUCTION: IF NUMOMG < 6, OR IDOE (6)= 0, 
IGNORE THE NEXT 9 CARDS.VARIABLE: All (6,1,3) 
FORMAT: + 














INSTRUCTION: IF.NUMCMG < 6, OR IDOF (6)= 0, IGNORE THIS CARD. 
VARIABLE- THATA (6) 
FORMAT: +
 






















1217 26CARD AO 
VARIABLE: 

(6,,1 ,2 ) A
217






Wt F ro PODFICATIONS , ThE MEAT bA-R CA kD 




 IF IPROPF OR IATTIF = 0, IGNORE THIS CARD.
VARIABLES: CA(t) CA(2) OA(3)
IORMAT: + + . + 
24557 11- C .OLtIMN73 SIBt"'? 15I6lI20212221 n245......,.f?9O4Z33333
....
U 3 ..CARD: 226 ...... 









INSTRUCTION: THIS CARD MUST ALWAYS BY PRESENT.












INSTRUCTION: IF NUb{CMG < 6p OR IDOF (6) =0, OR 1130? (6)'= 1,

IGNORE THE NEXT 2 CARDS. 
VARIABLE: FEE (6) 
FORMAT: + 
COLUMN: Ia 4*,.7 0 10 111Q 
43
 
DItE To M oDIF I CAT-LONS, ) "tRF- NT D A CR 





CAC GAINO (2) 3 RDSo THE NEX 





7 1o1,12 15,7 1 421COLUMN: 23456.6 I, , 1222 
44
 




































FORMAT:- + . +
 









INSTRUCTION: THIS CARD MUST ALWAYS BE PRESENT.
 
VARIABLES: DOI(I) DOl(2) DOl(3)
 
FORMAT- + . + . + 
2 3 4 5 1 8 91011 12 Is1I110 19202122232425 2B2930313233 43536373 
CARD: 253
 






I CfT.ThN'1 7 4 5 67 5S II Z 
CARD: 252
 















FOMT: + . 
COLUMN: 2 3 4557 8 9101112 I16P11192023222425 
CARD: 258
 
INSTRUCTION: IF IB2F 0, IGNORE THIS CARD.
 
S2(3)
VARIABLES: S2(1) S2(2) 
+
FORMAT: + * + 
COLUMN, 23 ±56 7 8_ 101112 I516I18_19202122232U25 l2130313233343M337 M 
CARD: 257 
INSTRUCTION: IF IB2F = 0, IGNORE THIS CARD.
 
D12 (3)
VARIABLES D12 (1) D12 (2)
] F OR M T . + - . + -+­
2 3 4 5 6 6 91011t12 ISi l 183202122 232 2 n1031323334353S37M /CARDOu 256 
INST-UOTION: IF IB2F = 0, IGNORE THIS CARD.
 
VARIABLE: B2MASS
FORMAT: + . E+
 
3 5 S. COLUMN. 2' 7&11 111? 
48
 
E2LkE -O PoDTEX-CA-FOS) THE NEKE DATA CARlD 
1AS THI-E NLLMtaER 210g. 
26F.
-CARD:
VARIABLES: AIJ(2) CGAINI(2) 
CARD: 260
 




FORMAT: +. E+ +. E+
 
COLUIN: 234 5 6 9 101112 151617119202122n24 
49
 
271 . THIS CARD.CARD: IGNOREZP£NDLM = 0 13 3): IF D 3(2)INSTRUCTION + .D 13) 'VA RB ES.- ± . 2 35334 53 3l 3tS23230 24. 2 119 01 22 3 25MAT:- + 1 SIB1 7O 2 117 89 102 34 COLU 2704N CARD./CR: 0, IGNORE THIS = IF IPNDLM INSTRUCTION:BMASSVARIABLE: E+ .FORMAT: 5 B?,,,o,,,2COLUMN : 23269 CARD.THIS.CARD: IPNDLM =0, IGNOREIFINSTRUCTION: P2VARIABLE : 
+ .*FORMAT : 








INSTRUCTION: IF IPNDLM 0, IGNORE THIS CARD. 




INSTRUCTION: IF IPNDL= 0, IGNORE THIS CARD.COLUMN: 23 4 5678 9101112 11183h1234S 22~33331333V ARIABLES: S4(1) S4(2) S4(3) 
FORMAT + .+ .++SO UMN. 4 5,67,9,10o1,1 Is.,I 9 9N21,2224 2 72930,332 3I35N37 '1 
CARD: 27CAleRD . 277 9'12
 
INSTRUCTION: IF IPNDLM 0 IGNORE THIS CARD.
]VARABLES: D14(l) D14(2) D14(3)
 
FORMAT: + .,+ .+ . 
OLTJ N 23 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 L$6] a]0iz)45 
810333 3_3 
CARD: 276 
INSTRUCTION: IF IPNDT14 0, IGNORE THIS CARD. 
VARiABLE. B4MAss 
FOKMA&T: + . E+ 




INSTRUCTION: IF IPNDLM 0, IGNORE THIS CARD. 
VARIABLE: OMEGA3 
FORMAT: +274 
V 73 4 5 6 $ 9 10 1112--
CARD: 
INSTRUCTION: IF IPNDL14 = 0, IGNORE THIS CARD. 
VARIABLE: THETA 
FORMAT- + 
COLUMN: 234 5 5 7 9101112 
CARD: 273 
INSETCTION: IF IPNDL = 0, IGNORE THIS GARD. 
VARIABLE: FEND3L 
FOBM&T: + 
COLUN: 234 56078 9101112 
CARD: 272 
INSTRUCTION: IF IPNDLM ­ 0, IGNORE THIS CARD. 
VARIABLES: S3(1) S3(2) s3(3) 
FORMAT: + + . + 














I 1 4 5 6 7 1 9 90 91912
 
CARD: 281 • N
 





























FORM&: + . E+
 
COLUMN: 2345 7 91jO1t12 
CARD: 286
 






23 4A . ,_10178_ 12CARD: 285 







COLUMN: 2345 6 1 b 9 10 11 12 
CARD: 284
 











INSTRUCTION: IF NGAIN < 10, IGNORE THIS CARD.
 
VARIABLE: GAIN (0) " FO M T + . E
 
- CARDA: 292 I2 (901
 
INSTRUCTION: 



















INSTRUCTION: IF NGAIN < , IGNORE THIS CARD.
 
CO LTWb -j 3 4 5 1 * 5 1011129 __________________________________________VARIABLE: GAIN (7)
CARD: 290
 









0, IGNORE THIS CARD.
 INSTRUCTION: IF,IDOCK 

BDMASSVARIABLE: E++ .FORMAT: 
1-11 c&~.teNoRSIF IDOCK=O,/4 S~ug~oNA 
. 61& 7l"2 















VARIABLE: BODYDI (3,2) 
CARD: 304 
VARIABLE: BODYDI ( i) 
CARD: 303 
VARIABLE: BODYDI (2,3) 
CARD: 302 
VARIABLE BODYD (2.2) 
CARD 31 
V VAA LE- BODYDI (2,1) 
F A: 3 00ARIABLE- BODYDI (1.3).. 
CRD: 299 















INSTRUCTION: IF IDOCK = O IGNORE THIS CARD.
 
VARIABLES: DDOI(1) - DDOI(2) DDOI(3)
 
FORMAT: + . + • + 
2345687 910 tV 151617I1 21222324 2 293031233U33537 38COLUMSCARD : 307 
INSTRUCTION: IF IDOCK = 0, IGNORE THIS- CARD. 
VARIABLES: DTI(1) DTI(2) DTI(3) 
FORMAT: + + . + 
COLUMN: 2 45 7 8 1 12 1518171] 19202122232425. 282930 '13233 545363738 
58
 
APPENDIX A, DEFINITIONS AND REFERENCES FOR INPUT VARIABLES 
This appendix is in two .parts. The first part contains
 
a list of all input variables in alphabetical order. The
 
second part contains the input variables in categories and
 
the input variables in each category are alphabetized.
 
[Ai I(j ,M,N)1:1 
AI(~~)AII(J,1,2) ATJ13 
[AII(J,M,N)] = [1] = AII(J,2,1) AII(J,2,2) AII(J,2,3) 
AII(J,3,l) AII(J,3,2) Ali(J,3,3) 
This array is the inertia matrix for the inner gimbal of 
the Jth control moment gyro aboard the stator. A maximum of 
six CMGs may be used. (i.e. J = 1,6) All CMGs are also con­
strained to be located at the center of mass on the stator, body 
0. If the Jth CMG has one or two degrees of freedom, it will 
have an inner gimbal. (Refer to the write up on CMGs f6r further' 
discussion.) I , 
UNITS: (slug-ft ) 
FORMAT: # 5006 = (IX, Fl1.5) 
AIO(J,MN)I: 
FAIO(J,1tI) AIO(J,l,2) AIO(J,1,3)1 
[AIo(J,M,N)] [1j] = AIO(J,2,l) AIO(J,2,2) AIO(J,2,3) 
AIO(J,3,1) AIO(J,3,2) AIO(J,3,3) 
This array is the inertia matrix for the outer gimbal of 
the Jth control moment gyro aboard the stator. A maximum of 
six CMGs may be used. (i.e. J = 106) All CMGs are constrained 
to be located at the center of mass on the stator, body 0. The 
A-i 
Jth CMG will have an outer gimbal only if it has two degrees of
 










ALT is altitude of the center of mass of the space station
 
configuration measured from the surface of the earth. All
 
orbits are constrained to be circular with no obLateness effects.
 




FO1MAT: # 5004 = (lX, Ell.4)
 
AOCJ (3,MN): 
AOCJ(J,1,1) AOCJ(J,l,2) AOCJ(J,I,3)1 
[AOCJ(J,M,N)] = [0,C] AOCJ(J,2,l) AOCJ(J,2,2) AOCJ(J,2,3) 
AOCJ(J,3,1) AOCJ(J,3,2) AOCJ(J,3,3)j
 
This array is the coordinate transformation matrix from the 
CMG null gimbal coordinate frame to the coordinate frame of body 
0, the stator. (Refer to the coordinate transformation appendix.)
 
For example, consider the two coordinate systems shown7zj below: 
zo
 
Body 0 Frame Jth Null Gimbal Frame 
A-2
 













AOJ(1) is the distance between the jets of the pure couple
 
producing the torque around the X axis of body 0.
 
AOJ(2) is the distance between the jets of the pure couple
 
producing the torque around the Y axis of body 0.
 
AOJ(3) is the distance between the jets of the pure couple
 
producing the torque around the Z axis of body 0.
 
Note: 	 The variables CGAINO(l), CGAINO(2), and CGAINO(3)
 
are also read on the same data cards as AOJ(l),
 
AOJ(2), and AO(3). Punch the values of AOJ(1),
 
AOJ(2), and AOJ(3) in columns 2 through 12 of the
 
data cards. Non-zero values should be read in for
 
AOJ(M). Control on an axis can be 4isabled by read­




FORMAT: I 5008 = lx, El.4, 2", -l-4) 
Ali(14: 
AIJ(l) is the distance between the jets of the pure couple 
producing the torque around the X axis of body 1. 
A1J(2) is the distance between the jets of the pure couple
 
producing the torque around the Y axis of body 1.
 
Note: 	The variables CGAINI(l) and CGAIN1(2) are also
 
read on the same data cards as AIJ(l) and AIJ(2).
 
Punch the values of AlIJ(l) and AIJ(2) in columns 2
 




be read in for AIJ(M). Control on an axis can be 
<disabled by reading zero for the CGAINt. 
UNITS: (feet) 
FORMAT: # 5008 - (IX, Ell.4, 2X, Eli.4) 
BDMASS:
 
BDMASS is the sum of the mass of body 0, the stator, and
 
the mass of the docking vehicle; The docking vehicle is con­













This array is the inertia matrix of the docked body which
 











BODYOI(,t) BODYOI(1,2) BODYOI (1,3) 
[BODYoI(M,N)] = [I10] = BODYOI(2,l) BODYOI(2,2) BODYOI(2,3) 












BODYII (l l) BODYI1 (1,2) BODY1 (i,3)
 
[BODYMN)] -[II] = 	 BODYII(2,l) BODYII(2,2) BODYII(2,3)-
BODYII(3,I) BODYII(3,2) BODYI1 (3,3) 




FORMAT: # 5004 = (IX, Ell.4)
 
BOMASS: 
BOMASS is the mass of body 0, the stator. BOMASS =m 
UNITS: (slugs) 
FORMAT: # 5004 - (lX, 	Ell.4)
 
BIMASS: 
BIMASS is the mass of body 1, the-rotor. B1MASS -m 1 
UNITS: (slugs) 
FORMAT: # 5004 - (IX, Eli.4) 
B2MASS:
 





FORMAT: # 5004 = (lx, Eli.4) 
B3MASS:
 
B3MASS is the mass of body 3, a pendulum. B3MASS - m3 
UNITS: (slugs)
 












CA(ly, CA(2), and CA(3) are the three direction cosines
 










CGAINO(l) equals the control gain of all four reaction
 
jets in the pure force couples producing torque around the X
 
axis of body 0.
 
CGAINO(2) equals the control gain of all four reaction
 
jets in the pure force couples producing torque around the Y
 
axis of body 0.
 
GGAINO(3) equals the control gain of all four reaction
 
jets in the-pure force couples producing torque around the Z
 




Note: The variables AOJ(1), AOJ(2), and AOJ(3) are also 
read in on the same data cards as CGAINO(l), 
CGAINO(2), and CGAINO(3). Punch the values of 
CGAINO(1), CGAINO(2), and CGAINO(3) in columns 
15 through 25 of the data cards. 
UNITS: (bLradians/second ) 
FORMAT: # 5008 - (IX, Eli.4, 2X, Ell.)
 
CGAINl(M): 
CGAIN1(1) equals the control gain of all four reaction
 
jets in the pure force couples producing torque around the X
 
axis of body 1.
 
CGAINI(2) equals the control gain of all four reaction
 
jets in the pure force couples producing torque around the Y
 
axis of body 1.
 
Note: 	 The variables AlIJ(l) and AIJ(2) are also read
 
in on the same date cards as CGAINI(l) and CGAINI(2).
 
Punch the values of CGAINI(l) and CGAINl(2) in
 








CPI and CP2 are parameters used in determining the stiff­
ness and the resonant frequency of the pendulums. For example,
 
the control laws which are governed by the parameters are:
 
T13 = - CPI * OMEGA3 - CP2 * THRTA3
 
T14 = - CPI * 0MEGA4 - 0P2 * (THETA4 - 7r) 








DDO1(1), DDO1(2), and DD013) are the X, Y, and Z components 
of the vector from the center of mass of the docked body to the 
hinge line of body 1, the rotor. The vector is expressed in 
body 0 coordinates. The docked body shall be defined as the 
configuration of the docking vehicle attached to body 0. 
UNITS: (feet)
 





DELTAT is the time increment used in the integration 
algorithm which solves the rotational equations of motion. 
When "TIME" is updated we have: 
TIME = TIME + DELTAT 




FORMAT: # 5002 =(IX, 3(Fl1.5, 2X))
 
DOl(M): 
D0l(l), DOl(2), and DO1(3) are the X, Y, and Z components 
of the vector from the center of mass of body 0 to the hinge 
line of body 1, the rotor. The vector is expressed in body 0 
coordinates. DO(l) should in most cases be zero. 
UNITS: (feet)
 
FORMAT: # 5002 (Ix, 3(141.5, 2X)) 
flTI(M): 
DTI(1), DTI(2) and DTI(3) are the X, Y, and Z components
 










DT3ME is the time when docking occurs. (i.e. "Docking Time")
 
The restrictions placed on DTIME are as follows:
 
a) Ts < DTIME < Tto
 








D12(l), D12(2) and D12(3) are the X, Y and Z components of
 
a fixed vector locating the starting position of the movable 
mass, the elevator. The vector equation that describes the 
motion of the movable mass is j = ai + S. Where s is a 
unit vector which defines the direct in which the movable 
mass travels and s is a scalar prespecified function of time. 
For most cases a(t = 0) = 0 so that d12 specifies the initial 
starting position of the movable mass. The elevator is known 
alternately as the movable mass or body 2. D12 is expressed
 
in body I coordinates. For example, if the elevator were con­
strained to travel along the X axis, then d12 could have the
 




FORMAT: # 5002 = (IX,3(FII.5, 2X))
 
1)13CM): 
D13(i), D13(2), and D13(3) are the X, Y, and Z-components
of the vector from.the center of mass of body 1 to the hinge 





FORMAT: # 5002 = (X, 3(FII.5, 2X))
 
DL4(l), D14(2), and D14(3) are the X, Y, and Z components
 
of the vector from the center of mass of body I to the hinge
 
line of body 4.
 











FEE(J) is the outer gimbal angle of a two degree of freedom
 
control moment gyro as shown pictorially below:
 
The subscript J refers to the number assigned to the CMG.
 








INITIAL VALUE AT TIME = T 
FEE(J) j 
FEED(J) is 	the outer gimbal rate of a two degree of freedom
 
controlomoment gyro. The subscript J refers to the number
 






FORMAT: # 	5006 = (ix, Fl1.5)
 
GAIN(M) is an array of numbers the dimension of which is 
determined by another input variable NGAIN. These numbers, 
once read in, are stored in common and can be used for a variety 
of purposes. In many CMG control laws it is necessary to have 
control gains. GAIN(M) can be used for this purpose among others. 
UNITS: (None)
 
F0RMAT,: # 	5004 - (iX, Ell.4) 
H(J) is the angular momentum of the wheel associated with
 






FORMAT: # 	5004 - (IX, Eli.4) 
IATTIFi 
IATTIF is the attitude flag.
 




IATIF 0 implies an attempt to change attitude will not
 
be made. 
SPEOIAL INSTRUCTIONS: Punch a 0 or a 1 in column 3 of the 
data card. 
UNITS: (none) 
FORMAT: # 5000 (lX, 12) 
IB2F:
 
IB2F is the body 2 flag. (i.e. the elevator flag)
 
IB2F 5 1 implies body 2 will be present.
 
IB2F = 0 implies body 2 will not be present.
 






FORMAT: # 5000 = (01, 12)
 
IDOCK: 
IDOCK is the docking flag.
 
IflOCK = Iimplies docking will occur.
 
IDOCK = 0 implies docking will not occur.
 
















IDOY(J) = I implies the Jth controller aboard body 0 is a 
one degree of freedom control mom nt gyro. 
IDOF(J) = 2 implies the Jth controller aboard body 0 is a 
two degree of freedom control moment gyro. 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS: Punch a 0, 1, or a 2 in column,3 
of the data card. 
U-)U TS: (none) 
FOIMAT: # 5000 - (IX, 12) 
IGRAVF: 
IGRAVF is the gravity gradient flag.
 
IGRAVF - I implies gravity gradient torques will be present.
 
IGRAVF = 0 implies gravity gradient torques will not be
 
present. 
SPECIAJ INSTRUCTIONS,; Punch a 0 or a 1 in column-3 of 
the data card. 
UNITS: (none) 
FORMAT: # 5000 - (iX, 12) 
IPNDLM: 
IPNDLM is the pendulum flag-. 
IPNDIM = I implies body 3 and body 4, the pendulums, 
will be present.
 
IPNDLM = 0 implies body 3 and body 4, the pendulums,
 
will not be present.
 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS: Punch a 0 or a I in column 3'of
 
the data card. 
UNITS: (none) 




IPRITT is an integer variable used to determine how often 
output data is printed. Data is printed in time increments 
of IPRINT * DELTAT. For example, if IPRINT = 50 and DELTAT = .2, 
then data will be printed when time = 10, 20, 30, 40, 50,. 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS: If IPRINT has a value less than 10, 
punch the integer in column 3 of the data card. If IPRINT has a 
value greater than 9, punch the integer in columns 2 and 3. 
UNjITS: (none)
 
FORMAT: # 5000 - (IX, 12)
 
IPROPF: 
IPROPF is the propulsion flag.
 
IPROFF = I implies propulsion forces will be considered.
 
IPROFF = 0 implies propulsion forces will not be considered.
 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS: Punch a 0 or a 1 in column 3 of 
the data card. 
UNITS: (none)
 




NDEC1 is an integer variable equal tb the number of data
 
decks present at run time. 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS: This variable goes in front of the
 
first data deck only. If NDECK has a value less than 10,
 
punch the integer in dblumn 3 of the data card. If NDECK
 





FORMAT: # 5000 = (Ix, £2). 
A-14 
NGAIN: 
NGAIN is an integer variable and refers to the number of
 
arbitrary gains which are input. If NGAIN = 3 then values.
 
for GAIN(l), GAIN(2) and GAIN(3) will be input. Thie maximum
 
value of NGAIN is 10.
 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS: If NGAIN has a value less than
 
10, punch the integer in column 3 of the data card. Otherwise,
 




FORMAT: # 5000 - (iX, I2)
 
NUMQ:G. 
NUiCMG is the number of controllers aboard body 0. A
 
maximum of 6 controllers may be used.
 






FORMAT: # 5000 = (IX, 12) 
OMEGA1 is the initial relative angular velocity measure 
about the spin axis between bodies 0 and 1. Another definition 
of OMEGA1 can be visualized by referring to the sketch shown 
below showing the orthogonal coordinate systems located on 







Impl.icit in this sketch is the hinge line between the stator 
and roto: is aligned parallel to both the X0 and X axes. There­
fore, the orientation of the stator and~the rotor 'iffer only 
in a-rotation 0, . THETAl and OMEGA1 - 01. 
UNITS: (radians per second)
 




OMAEGA3 is the angular velocity of body 3 about the hinge
 
line s . OMEGA3 is also the time derivative of THETAS when
 









In other words, s determines the positive direction of
 
rotation by the right Rand rule and the positive Y "Z
 
plane determines to starting position.
 
UNITS: '(radians per second)
 
FORMAT: # 5006 = (IX, F11.5)
 
INITIAL VALUE AT TIME = Tstart 
OMEGA4: 
OnEGA4 is the angular velocity of body 4 about the hinge
 




the datum for the angle THETA4 is the same as THETA3. (See 
OMAW) 




FORMAT: # 5006 = (iX, F11.5)
 




PEND3L is the scalar distance from the hinge Line. s3 2, to
 








PEND4L is the scalar distance from the hinge line, Sd4 to
 








S is a scalar parameter used in defining the position of
 








FORMAT: # 5002 - (IX, 3(FII.5, 2X))
 




SDOT defines the magnitude of the velocity vector of body 2.
 
Note: Punch the value of SDOT in columns 15 through 25.
 




,FO4AT: # 5002 = (ILX, 3(FI.5, 2X)) 








UNITS: (radians per second)
 
FORMAT: "# 5006 - (IX, 711.5)
 
$2(1), s2(2). and S2(3) are the Y, Y, and Z components of
 
a unit vector defining the direction of travel of body 2. s
 




-FORMAT: # 5002 = (lX, 3(FII.5, 21))
 
9304): 
S3(1), S3(2), and S3(3) are the X, Y, and Z components of
 
a unit vector which defines the hinge line of body 3. s is
 




FORMT: i 5002 = (lX., 3(FII.5, 2X))
 
34(1), S4(2), and S4(3) are the X, Y, and Z components of
 
a unit vector whigh defines the hinge Line of body 4. s4 is
 








THAT(J) is the gimbal angle of the Jth controller ,aboard body 
0 assuming this controller is either a one or two degree of free­
dom control moment gyro. If it is a two degree of freedom CMG, 
then this variable refers to the inner gimbal angle. J may have 
a maximum value of 6. 
UNITS: (radians)
 
:FORMATi # 5006 - (lX, F11.5) 
INITIAL VALUE AT TIME = Tstart 
Tfl(J):
 
THATAD(J) is the gimbal rate associated with TEATA(J). 
UNITS: '(radians pr second)
 
FORMAT: # 5006 = (IX, F11.5) 
INITIAL VALUE AT TI T 
THETAl:
 
THETAL is the relative angular displacement measured about
 












FOIAT:# 5006= (lx, F11.5) 





TlETA3 is the angle between pendulum 3 and th Y,.Z, plane.
 
The axis about which THETA3 rotates is the hinge Lue s. For
 






FORMAT: # 5006 - (lx, FI1.5)
 
INITIAL VALUE AT TIME = Ttart 
THETA4:
 
THETA4 is the angle between pendulum 4 and the Y,_Z, plane. 
The axis about which THETA4 rotates is the hinge line s4. The
 
datum for THETA4 is the same as for THETA3. 
UNITS: (radians) 
FORMA: # 5006 = (IX, Fll.5)
 
INITIAL VALUE AT TINE = Ttar t 
TIBOT (M,N): 
TIBOI(1,I) TIBOI(l,2) TIBOI(I,3) 
[TIBOI(M,N)] = TIBOI(2,l) TIBOI(2,2) TIBOI(2,3) 
TIBOI(3 ,) TIBOI(3,2) TIBOI(3,3) 
This array is the initial transformation matrix of the
 
body 0 coordinate system to the inertial coordinate system.
 
If initially body 0 is aligned with the inertial system,
 
TIBOI(MN) would be the identity matrix. Refer to the
 




FORMAT: # 5006 = (IX, F1.5)
 




TSTART is the time at which you wish the program to start
 
calculating the equations of motion. Except for r2starting,
 
TSTART is usually set to zero.
 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS: Punch the value of TST RT in columns 
2 through 12. 
UNITS: (seconds) 
FORMAT: # 5002 - (IX, 3(Fll.5, 2X)) 
TSTOP:
 










FORMAT: # 5002 - (IX, 3( 1.5, 2x)) 
WO(l), WO(2), and WO(3) are the X, Y, and Z components
 
of the angular velocity vector of body 0.
 
UNITS: (radians per second)
 
FORMAT: # 5002 - (IX, 3(Fll.5, 2X),)
 
INITIAL VALUES AT TIME = Tstar t 
A-21
 
GENERAL INPUT VARIABLES 
ALT: 
ALT is altitude of the center of mass of the space station 
configuration measured from the surface of the earth. All
 
orbits are constrained to be circular with no oblateness effects.
 




FORMAT: # 5004 (IX, Ell.4) 
BDMASS:
 
BDMASS is the sum of the mass of body 0, the ;tator, and
 
the mass of the docking vehicle. The docking vehicle is con­




FORMAT: # 5004 (IX, Ell.4)
 
BODYDI(M,N): 
BODYDI(l,l) BODYDI(,2) BODYDI(i,3)1 
[BOnxnI(M,N)] [%,] BODYDI(2,l) BODYDI(2,2) BODYDI(2,3) 
BODYDI(3,1) BODYDI(3,2) BODYDI(3,3)j 
This array is the inertia matrix of the docked b6dy which
 






FORMAT: # 5004 = (IX, Elt.4) 
A-22
 
QA(l), CA(2), and CA(3) are the three direction cosines
 






FORMAT: # 5002 - (lX, 3(Ffl.5, 2X))
 
CF1 and C2: 
CPI and CP2 are parameters used in determining the stiff­
ness and the resonant frequency of the pendulums. For example,
 
the control laws which are governed by the parameters are:
 
Ti3 - CPI * OMA3 - CP2 * THEA3 
T14 - PI * OMXGA4 - C2 * (THETA4 - r)
 




FORMAT: # 5004 = (IX, Ell.4) 
DDO1(M): 
DDOi(1), DD01(2), and DD01(3) are the X, Y, ani Z components 
of the vector from the center of mass of the docked body to the 
hinge line of body 1, the rotor. The vector is expressed in 
body 0 coordinates. The docked body shall be defined as the• 








D LTAT I 
DELTAT - At 
DfTAT in the time increment used in the integration 
algorithm'which solves the rotational equations of motion. 
When "TIME" is updated we have: 
TIME - TIME + DELTA% 




ToBATt # 5002 ' (IX,3(Fi.5, 2X))
 
DTI(l), DTI(2) and DTI(3) are the X, Y, and Z components
 








DTfI E is the time when docking occurs. (i.e, "Docking Time")
 
The restrictions placed on DTIME are as follows:
 
a) Ttart < DTIIE < T top
 









GAIN(M) is an array of numbers the dimension of which is
 
detetimined by another input variable NGAIN. These numbers,
 
once read in, are stored in common and can'be used for a variety

of purposes. In many CMG control laws it is necessary to have
 




FORMAT: # 5004 = (IX, 311.4)
 
IATTIF: 
IATTIF is the attitude flag. 
TATTIF = I implies an attempt to change attitude wil-l be 
made.
 














IB2F is the body 2 flag. (i.e. the elevator flag)
 
IB2F = 1 implies body 2 will be present.
 
IB2F = 0 implies body 2 will not be present.
 











IDOCK is the docking flag.
 
IDOCK = I implies docking will occur.
 
IDOCK - 0 implies docking will not occur.
 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS: Punch a 0 or a I in column 3 of 
the data card. 
UNITS: (none) 
FORMAT: # 5000 = (X, 12) 
IG&VF:
 
IGRAVF is the gravity gradient flag.
 
IGRAVF = I implies gravity gradient torques will be present.
 














IPNDLM is the pendulum flag.
 




IPNDLM = 0 implies body 3 and body 4, the pendulums,
 
will not be present.
 












IPNflIT is an integer variabl.3 used to determine how often
 
output data is printed. Data is printed in time increments 
of IPRINT * DELTAT. For example, if IPRINT = 50 and DELTAT - .2,
then data will be printed when time - 10, 20, 30, 40, 50,....... 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS. If IPfRINT has a value leis than 10, 
punch the integer in column 3 of the data card. If :PRINT has a 
value greater than 9, punch the integer in columns 2 and 3. 
UNITS : (none)
 
FORMAT: # 5000 - (IX, 12) 
IPROPF:
 
IPROPF is the propulsion flag.
 
IPROPF 1 implies propulsion forces will be considered. 
IPROPF = 0 implies propulsion forces will not be considered. 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS: Punch a 0 or a I in column 3 of 
the data card. 
UNITS: (none)
 




NDECK is an integer variable equal to the number of data
 
decks present at run time.
 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS: This variable goes in front of the 
first data deck only. If KDECK has a value less than 10, 
punch the integer in-column 3 of the data card. If NDECK 








NGAIN is an integer variable and refers to the iumber of 
arbitrary gains which are input. If NGAIN - 3 then ialues 
for GAIN(l), GAIN(2) and GAIN(3) will be input. The maximum 
value 'of NGAIN is 10. 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS: If NGAIN has a value less than
 
10, punch the integer in column 3 bf the data card. Otherwise,
 




FORMAT: # 5000 = (1X, 12) 
TSTART: 
TSTAiS is the time at which you wish the program to start
 
calculating the equations of motion. Except for restarting,
 
TSTART is usually set to zero.
 






FORMAT: # 5002 - (IX, 3(F1l.5, 2X)) 
TSTOP:
 
TSTOP is the time at which you wish the program to stop 
calculating.
 















[uI(J,a,N)] = [II = AII(J,2,1) AII(J,2,2) AII(J,2,3) 
AIl(J,3,1) AII(J,3,2) All(J,3,3)
 
This array is the inertia matrix for the inner gimbal of
 
the Jth control moment gyro aboard the stator. A maximum of
 
six CMGs may be used. (i.e. J = 1,6) All CMGs axe also con­
strained to be located at the center of mass on the stator, body
 
0. If the Jth CMG has one or two degrees of freedom, it will
 












[AIo(J,M,N)] = [IOj] = AIO(J,2,l) AIO(J,2,2) AIO(J2,3) 
1o(J,3,1) AIO(J,3,2) AIO(J,3,3)J 
This array is the inertia matrix for the outer gimbal of
 
the Jth control moment gyro aboard the stator. A maximum of
 
six @1Gs may be used. (i.e. J - 1,6) All CMGs are constrained
 
to be located at the center of mass on the stator, body 0. The
 
Jth CMG will have an outer gimbal only if it has two degrees of
 










[AOCJ(,,M,N)] -'Cj] AOCJ(J,2,l) AOCJ(J,2,2) AOC3(J,2,3) 
AOCJ(J,3,1) AOCJ(J,3,2) AOC3(J,3,3) 
This array is the coordinate transformatin mattrix from the 
CMG null gimbal coordinate frame to the coordinate frame-of body 
0, the stator. (Refer to the coordinate transformAtion appendix.) 





Body 0 Frame Jth Null Gimbal Frame
 
For the above situation: 
0. 0. 1
 
[AOaCJJ,X,N)] =1. 0. 0. 
0. 1. 0. 
UNITS : (None)
 






AOJ(1) is the distance between the jets of the pure couple
 
producing the torque around the X axis of body 0.
 
AOJ(2) is the distance between the jets of the pure couple
 
producing the torque around the Y axis of body 0.
 
AOJ(3) is the distance between the jets of the pure couple
 
producing the torque around the Z axis of body 0.
 
Note: 	 The variables CGAINO(1), CGAINO(2), and CGAINO()
 
are also read on the same data cards as AOJ(1),
 
AOJ(2), and AOJ(3). Punch the values of AOJ(l),
 










BODYOI(i,l) BODYOI(I,2) BODYOI(1,3) 
[BODYOICM,N)] = [a]=j BODYOI(2,L) BODYOI(2,2) BODYOI(2,3) 
BonYOI(3, 1) BODYOI (3,2) BODYOI(3,3)j
 
This array is the inertia matrix of body 0, the stator.
 
UNITS:, (slug-ft ) 
FORMAT: # 5004 - (1K, Ell.4) 
BOMASS: 








CGAflO(1) equals the control gain of all four reaction 
jets in the pure force couples producing torque around the X 
axis of body 0. 
GGANO(2) equals the control gain of all four reaction jets in the pure force couples producing torque around the Y 
axis of body 0. 
CGAINO(3) equals the control gain of all four reaction
 jets in the pure force couples producing torque around the Z
 
axis of body 0.
 
Note: 	The variables AOJ(l), AOJ(2), and AOJ(3) are also
 
read in on the same data cards as CGAINO(l),
 
CGAINO(2), and CGAINO(3). Punch the values of
 
CGAINO(l), CGAINO(2), and CGAINO(3) in columns
 




FORMAT: # 5008 - (IX, R11.4, 2X, El1.4)
 
Fu(): 
FEE(J) is the outer gimbal angle of a two degree of freedom
 
control moment gyro as shown pictorially below:
 
The subscript 3 refers to the number assigned to the CMG. 
(Refer to the write up on CQGs for further discussion.) 
UNITS: (radians) 
FORMAT: # 5006 = (lX, FI.5) 





two degree of freedom
FEED(J) is the outer gimbal rate of a 
control moment gyro. The subscript J refers to the number 






rOmIAT: # 5006 = (lX, rll.5) 
HW(J) is the angular momentum of the wheel associated with
 






FORMAT: # 5004 (iX, El1.4) 
IDOF(J) 
IDOF(J) - 0 implies the Jth confroller aboard body-a is 
a reaction wheal. 
IDOF(J) I1 	implies the Jth controller aboard body 0 is a
 
one degree of freedom control moment gyro.
 
IDOF(J) = 2 implies the Jth controller aboard body 0 is a 
-two degree of freedom control moment gyro. 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS: Punch a 0, 1, or a 2 in column 3
 








NUCM is the number of controllers aboard body 0. A
 
maximum of 6 controllers may be used.
 






FORMAT: # 5000 (IX, 12)
 
THATA(J): 
THAT(J) is the gimbal angle of the Jth controller aboard body 
0 assuming this controller is either a one or two degree of free­
dom control moment gyro. If it is a two degree of freedom CMG, 
then this-variable refers to the inner gimbal angle. J may have 




FORMAT: # 5006 (IX, FI1.5)
 
INITIAL VALUE AT TIME TStar t
 
TETAD(J) is the gimbal rate associated with THATA(J). 
UNITS: (radians per second)
 
FORMAT: # 5006 - (IX, F14.5)
 




TIBOI(l,I) TIBOI(1,2) TIBOI',3) 
= TIBOI(2,l) TBO1(2,2) TIBOI(2,3) 
LTIBOI(3,l) TIBOI(3,2) TIBOI(3,3) 
This array is the initial transformation matrtx of the
 
body 0 coordinate system to the inertial coordinat! system. 
If initially body 0 is aligned with the inertial srstem, 
TIBOI(M,N) would be the identity matrix. Refer :o the 




FORMAT: # 5006 - (IX, 711.5)
 
INITIAL VALUES AT TIME = Tstar t 
WO(1), W0(2), and WO(3) are the X, Y, and Z componnts 
of the angular velocity vector of body 0. 
UNITS: (radians per second)
 
FORMAT: # 5002 - (IX, 3(1I.5, 2X))
 




BODY I INPUT VARIABLES 
A1J(l) is the distance between the jets of the pure couple
 
producing the torque around the X axis of body 1.
 
AIJ(2) is the distance between the jets of the pure couple 
producing the torque around the Y axis of body 1. 
Note: 	The variables CGAIN1(1) and CGAINI(2) are also 
read on the same data cards as AIJ(1) and AlJ(2). 
Punch the values of AIJ(L) and AIJ(2) in columns 2 
through 12 of the data cards. 
UNITS: (feet)
 
FOEMAT: # 5008 (lX, ERI.4, 2X, Ell.4) 
B.ODYlI (bl,N) : 
BODYII(l,1) BODYII(l,2) BODY1I(1,3) 
[ODYIctN)] = [11] BODYI(2,1) BOYlI(2,2) BODYII(2,3) 
BODYI(3,1) BODYII(3,2) BODY11(3,3)
 



















CGAINI(l) equals the control gain of all four reaction
 
jets in the pure force couples producing torque around the X
 
axis -of body 1.
 
CGAIfI(2) equals the control gain of all four reaction
 
jets in the pure force couples producing torque around the Y,
 
axis of body 1.
 
Notet 	 The variables AIJ(1) and AIJ(2) are also read 
in on the same date cards as CGAIN1(1) and CGAINI(2). 
Punch thq values ofoCGAINI(l) and CGAINI(2) in 
columns 15 through 25 bf the data cards. 
UNITS: 	(lb/radians/second)
 
FORMAT: # 5008 - (IX, Ell.4, 2X, Ell.4) 
D01(l), D0L(2), and D01(3) are the X, Y, and Z components 
of the 	vector from the center of mass of body 0 to the hinge
 
line of body 1, the rotor. The vector is expressed in body 0 
coordinates. D01(1) should in most cases be zero.
 
UNITS: (feet) & 
FORMAT: # 5002 - (lX, 3(Fll.5, 2X)) 
OMEGAl is the initial relative angular velocity measure 
about the spin axis between bodies 0 and 1. Another definition 
of OMXEGAI can be visualized by referring to the sketch shown 
below showing the orthogonal coordinate systems located on 





Imp iLit in this sketch is the hinge line between the stator 
and roto" is aligned parallel to both the Y and - es° There­iffes only­fore, tht orientation of the stator andthe rotor 

THETAI and OMEGAI o
- 9f 
in a rot ttion 0 -
UNI2S: (radians per second)
 
FORT4A: # 5006 = (lx, F11.s) 
SP:
 




UN3 tS: (radians per second)
 
FORMAT: # 5006 = (IX, F11.5)
 
THETAl: 
THETA is the relative angular displacement measured about
 










FORMAT: # 5006= (IX, Fl.5)
 
INITIAL VALUE AT TIME = Tstart 
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B2MASS is the mass of body 2, the elevator. B24ASS = m2 
UNITS: (slugs)
 
FORMAT: # 5004 - (IX, Ell.4) 
D12(M):
 
D12(l), D12(2) and D12(3) are the X, Y and Z components of 
a fixed vector locating the.starting position of the movable, 
mass, the elevator. The vector equation that describes the 
motion of the movable mass is I d 2 + s. Where s2 is a 
unit vector which defines the drectaon in which the movable 
mass travels and a is a scalar prespecified function of time. 
For most cases s(t = 0) = 0 so that d12 spectfies the initial 
starting position of the movable mass. The elevator is known 
alternately as the movable mass or body 2. D12 is expressed 
in body I coordinates. For example, if the elevator were con­
strained to travel along the X axis, then d12 could have the 
following values: D12(l) = I., D12(2) = 0., D12(3) = 0. 
UNITS: (feet)
 
FORMAT: # 5002 = (IX, 3(F1l.5, 2X)) 
S:
 
S is a scalar parameter used in defining the position of
 








FORMAT: # 5002 = (, 3(FI..5, 2X)) 




SDOT defines the magnitude of the velocity vector of body 2.
 
Note: Punch the value of SDOT in columns 15 through 25.
 
UNITS: (feet per second)
 
FORMAT: 5002 - (1X, 3(Fll.5, 2X))
 
INITIAL VALUE AT TME - Tstart
 
S2(1), S2(2), and S2(3) are the X, Y, and Z components of
 
a unit vector defining the direction of travel of body 2. s2
 




Y0EtMAT: # 5002 - (IX, 3(FIi.5, 2X)) 
A-40
 
BODY 3 INPUT. VARIABLES 
B3MASS: 
B3MASS is the mass of body 3, a pendulum. B3MASS - mS 
UNITS: (slugs)
 
FORMAT: # 5004 - (1X, Ell.4) 
1)13(M):
 
D13(l), D13(2), and D13(3) are the X, Y, and Z components
 
of the vector from the center of mass of bpdy 1 to :he hinge 





.OAT:# 5002 - (x, 
OMEGA3: 
OMEGA3 is the angular velocity of body 3 about the hinge 
line s . OMEGA3 is also the time derivative of_THEW when 






In other words, s determines the positive direction.of 
rotation by the right land rule and the positive Y - Z 
plane determines to starting position. 
UNITS: (radians per second) 
FORMAT: # 5006 - (iX, Fll.5) 
INITIAL VALUE AT TIME = Tstar t 
A-41 
PEND3L• 
VRND3L in the scalar dintAnco from the hinge ln, 9 , to 
the center of imia of body ,3. (i.e. thi length of pendulam 3) 
UNITS: (feet) 
FORMAT: # 5006 - (lX, F11.5) 
S3(1), S3(2-), and S3(3) axe the X, Y, and Z components of
 
a unit vector wliidh defines the hinge line of body 3. ; is
 








-THETA3 is the angle between pendulum 3 and the Y,_Z, plane.
 
The axis about which THETA3 rotates is the hinge line s . For
 






FORMAT: # 5006 - (IX, Fl1.5)
 
'INITIAL VALUE AT TIME = Tstart 
A-42
 








FORMAT: # 5004 - (lX, El.4) 
D14(1), D14(2), and D14(3) are the X, Y, and Z components
of the vector from the center of mass of body 1 to the hinge
 
line of body 4.
 








ONEGA4 is the angular velocity of body 4 about the hinge 
line .A. OMEGA4 is also the time derivative of THEA4 where 
the datum for the angle THEXA4 is the same as THErA3. (See 
OMEGA3) 
UNITS: (radians per second)
 
FOMT: # 5006 - (1X, F11.5)
 
INITIAL VALUE AT TIME - Tstart
 
PEND4L: 
PEND4L is the scalar distance from the hinge line, i,, to 









34(1), 94(2), and S4(3) are the X, Y, and Z components of 
a unit vector which defines the hinge line of body 4 s is 
expressed in body 1 coordinate!. S4(1) must always be zero. 
UNITS.: (none) 
FORMAT: * 5002 (iX, 3(Fll.5, 2X)) 
THETA4 is the angle between pendulum 4 and the Y,_Z, plane. 
The axis about which THEAA rotates is the hinge line s4. The
 
the same as for THEA3.datum for THETA4 is 
UNITS: (radians) 
FOR4Al: # 5006 - (IX, F1l.5) 
INITIAL VALUE AT TIME = Tstar t 
A-44
 
APPENDIX B, COORDINATE TRANSFORMATIONS
 
The following pages contain a pictorial guide to aid the
 
user in computing the initial transformation-matrix from one 
right hand orthogonal coordinate system to another. The trans­
formation matrix from coordinate system B to coordinate A shall 
be denoted [A,B]. 
Mathematically: XA XB 




i.e. XA AB(1,1) * XB + AB(1,2) * YB + AB(1,3) * Z 
A AB(2,1) * X + AB(2,2) * YB + AB(2,3) * 
AB(3,1) *ZA . XB + AB(3,2) * YB + AB(3,3) * ZB 
For simplicity, the coordinate systems in the following
 
illustrations are orthogonal to each other in one way or another-.
 
i.e. There are not small offsetting rotations. Hence, the
 
components of A,B may assume only certain values. The com­
ponents may be + 1., 0., + sinO, + cosS, + sing, + cosO, + sinX,
 
or + cos$ where 0, 0, and 14 are angles of-rotation about the
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COMMON Ac3) 9 AE'(5 ) * AED(5 ) 9 OmPkd 
AFOUR(S) AXX(6,3,3) VQcMMC 
oA1O069393) 9 AJ1C(1) AVi ' CQMI4C 
* 	 AOCJ(6g3o3) o AOJ(3) e AONE(7) * COMMG 
ATCPT2(3p3) 9 ATHREE(5)- 9 ATWO( 4 ) * COMM 
*A109v3) 0 Ali(a) CQMM 
COMMON BDMASS. * BFOUk( ) 9 8MDM -COMM 
SBoDyI(33) # BODYOI(3b3) $ BODYuI(33) #COMM 
BOMAS- BONE(7) BTHREE-CB) 0 COMM 
BTWO(') SIMASS BEMASS 9 COMM 
*3MASS-	 84MASS COMM 
COMMON CA(3) * CB(3) 9 COG NO(3) v COMMl
• 	 -CGAIN1(R) 
 CoMM
 
0 :COSFEJ COSTIJ * CPSTTO o-0OMP 
CoSTTI1 COSTT3 -COSTT4 9 CO*m(
C02T 9 CPI o CPR 	 CtOMMd 
CST 9 Cl COMmW 
COMMON -OB(3) 9 0001(3) 9 COMM 
'
DELTAT 9 0O1(0) 9 0046oT(3) q OMm. 
DTT() 9 cOMMq 
*OTIME 9 01203) * 13(3) 9 qOMMc
0130DT(3) 9 D13Y0S 9 D13YSN t tOMM 
013ZCS' 013ZSN 0 014(3) COMMcJ 
0 o1i T(3) 0 0¥ S 9 01ySN 0 COMMC 
5
0)14ZCs. D14ZSN 9OMmC 
COMMON EEE(3g3) 9 EEJ(39 ) ELe(3 9 COMMC0 	 EL2DOT(3) 9 EL2YCS 9 ELYSN * COMMC 
* 	 EL2ZCS 9 ELZaZN 9 ELB313OMM4c V 
EL30OT(3) 0 ELaYCS 9 ELBYSN 9 cOMMC 
* 	 EL3ZCS 9 ELSZSN e EL4(3) e COMMC 
* EL4OT(3) 9 EL4YCS ELrYSN * COMMC 
0 EL4ZCS EL4ZSN p EMt(66) COMMC 
COMMON 	 FAT(8) 9 QOMMc 
FEE(6) EED(6) 0F(3) 9 COMMc 
* 	 FFJ(3) -FLAGI 0 FLAG2 f COm4C 
FLAG3, e FAG4 v FN o COMMc 
*FO(3) 	 * IP1) 9 voec3) q COMMC 
F03(V 13) 9 F1103) 9 QOMMC
0-	 'FPT(t) QOMMC 
. F12(3) * F13 (?) COMMc 
COMMON GAIN(10) 63. 9 COMMC 
* 	 6300 04 9 G400T 3ONM(
COMON 	 H(3) HCMG(3) 9 HDOT( 3) Omm
 
* 	 HI( 3 ) 9 mO( 3 ) 9 HWt(6) * COMm 





COMMON 1B2F ICFA 
 ICFB 9 CO1tNC
 
* 	 ICFC ICFO IDOCK 9 COM 
* 	 IDoF(6) CO"Mc 
IGRAVF IPNDLM IPNTCK , OMmc 
* 	 IPRINT IPROPF QOMMC 
'COMMON NCA$E NCHECK NDECK 9 COMMC 
e 	 NGAIN NUMCMG OMMC
 
COMMON OMEGAl OME0A3 OMEGA4 
 COMMC
 





COMMON R RO(3) 9 R13) 9 COMmC
 
* 	 RIDOT(3) 9 R1YCS , RiYSN * Commc 
* RiZCS RIZSN , R2:(3) 9 cOMMC 
C R2DOT(3) R2YCS 9 R2YSN 0 COmMC 
* 	 R2ZCS * RRZSN * R3(3) 9 COMmC 
* 	 R3DQT(3) R3YCS f R3YSN 9 C0MMC
 
* 	 R3ZC$ R3ZSN 0 R4(3) COMMC 
R4DOT(3) R4YCS 9 R4YSN q COMMC
 
COMMC
R4ZCS 9 R4Z$N 

COMMON S SDOT SINFEJ , COmMC
, 
* SINTTI v COMMC* 	 SINTTJ e SINTTO 
* 	 SINTT2 9 SINTT3 f SINTT4 0 OMMC 
cOMmC
 
s $S(3) s3(3) gommcC 

SP 	 9 SUMi I SUM2 Q 

5UM3 	 9 
* 	 S4(3) QOMMC 
COMMON T(33) 9 TC(393) 9 TEMPI(3) 9 COmMC 
* 	 TEMPZ(3) 9 COMMC 
* 	
T EMP3(3) , TEMP4(3) , TEMP5(3,3) * commc 
* 	 TEMP6S(393) * TEMP7(3,3) , TEMPS(3,3) 9 COMMk 
TEMP9 (393) , TEMPIO(3.3) 9 TEMP11(3,3) 9 COMMC 
TEMPlt(3) t TEMPI3(393) 9 'TEMP14(3,3) 9 OMMC 
i 	 TEMP1S(33) 0 TERMiC3) 9 TERM2(3) f cOMMC
 
* 	 TFRICT f THATA(6) I THATAD(6) q COMmC 
THETAI THETA3 9 THETA4 , COmMc 
THE TO 
p 
TIfO(393) 9 TIB6(603) 9 COMMC 
TIME-
, 
TJ 9 TJi(iO) I COMMC 
* 	 TJ2(1) * TJ3(10) TJ4 (1O) * COMMC 
TMOTOR 0 COMMC
 
TOEF(3) 9 TOTMAS 9 TOI 9 COMMC
 
* 	 TQOG(3) 9 TQOP(3) 9 TQ1G(3) 9 COMMC 
* 	 TQIP(3) * TSTART 0 TSTop * CommC 
TT0OOT * TT3DOT f TT4OT tQOMMC
 
Ti4
" TIEF(3) T13 , COMmC 
COMMON V(3) VOMMC 
COMMON WO(3) 9 WS 9 WI(3) * COMMc 
* 	 W3(3) I W4(3) cOMMC 









C THIS IS THi ENTRY POINT TO THE RUN CONTROL MODULE. RtON
 
C THE FUNCTION OF THIS mODULE IS TO MAKE THE DECISION TO STOP ALL RCON
 
C CALCULATIONS AND EXIT THE PROGRAM OR CONTINUE TO THE INPUT MODUCE R ON
 




NCHECK c-0 	 RCON
 
G-3 
C READ IN THE NUMBER OF DATA DECKS PRESENT AT RUN TIME. 	 RtON
 
REAU (595000) NDECK RCON
 




C THE PROGRAM RETURNS TO THE FOLLOWING %TATEMENT NUMBER AFTER EACH RCON
 
C DATA OECK HAS BEEN COMPLETELY PROCESSED. RCON
 
10 	NGHECK a NCHECK * I RCON 















C THIS is THE ENTRY POINT TO THE INPUT MODULE. INPUl
 
C THE FUNCTION OF THIS MODULE IS TO READ IN ALL DATA PERTAINING TO INPU
 
C THE NEXT CASE, AFTER EACH VARIABLE HAS BEEN REAL IN9 IT WILL BE INPUi
 
C PRINTED OUT TO INSURE PROPER CONVERSION AND TO RETAIN A RECORD OF iNPU
 
CC THE INPUT DATA0 !NPUINPUJ 





WHITE(6,6500) NCHECK INPU' 







c READ THE PRINT.FLAGo 
READ cs€5ubo, IPRINT (I.E. PRINT EVERY IPRINT TIME POINT.) INPU' NPU' 
WNITE(66544) IPRINT INPU" 
C READ THE STARTING TIMEt STOPING TIME9 AND DELTAT. INPU" 




c READ THE ORBIT ALTITUDE. INPU' 
READ (595600) ALT 
WHITE(6,60 04) ALT 
iNPU; 
!NPU' 
c READ THE TRANSFORMATION FROM THE BODY 0 FRAME TO THE I FRAME. INPU 




READ (595006) TIBOI(MN) INPU" 
30 CONTINUE NPU 
DO 35 M193 iNPU ' 
WHITE(6,6006) MoTIBOI(Ml),MTIBOI(M, ),MTIBOI(MO3) INPU' 
35 CONTINUE jNPU 
C READ BODY 0 ANGULAR RATES, TNPU' 
READ (5,5002) WO(1)WO(2)qWO(3) fNUI 
WIITE(6,6008) WO(l)WO(2),WO(3) tmpu 
C REAO THE MASS OF BODY O INPU 
READ (5,5004)
J :; 0 BOMASS INPU'iNPU' 
WRITE'(6906o) .jBoMASS INPU 
C, READ THE INERTIA MATRIX FOR BODY 0. INPU' 
DO 40 M093 INPU' 
Do 40 Nvlo3 INU' 
READ (5,5004) BODYOX(MN) TNPU' 
40 CUNTINUE INPU' 
00 45 McI0i INPU, 
WHITE(660lz) M9BoDYOI(M.1),MBODYOI(Mt2?MBOoYOI(M3) INPU' 
45 CONTINUE INPU; 
C-4
 
C 	 READ THE NUMBER OF CONTROL MOMENT GYROS ABOARD BODY O TNPUi






IF (NUMCMG sEQ. 0) 0 TO 120 INPUt
 
DO 110 JlNUMCMG 
 INPUt
C 	 READ THE DEGREE OF FREEDOM OF THE JTH CMG. 
 INPUl
 
READ (5t5000) IDOF(J) 
 INPUl
 





GQ TO 	70 
 jNPU7






GO To 	70 
 IN2U!
60 wH8TE(6,eo2o) J imoUl
 
70 CONTINUE TNPUi
C. 	 READ THE ANGULAR MOMENTUM OF THE JTH CMG, INPUI 
READ (5#5004) HW(J) INPUI
 
WRITE(6#6O22)-JtHW(J) INpUl





00 80 	MuI3 INPUl
 
L)U 8o 	N=193 
 INPU
 





DO 85 	Mlt? 
 INPU1

WRITE(,o24) JMtAOCJ(JMl.JMiAOCJ(JM,2),J.MAOCU(JM,3) INPUi 
85 CONTINUE NPU 
IF (IOOF(J) *EQo 0) 0 TO 110 INPUl

C READ THE INERTIA MATRIX FOR THE JTH INNER GIMBAL*- INPUN
 
DO 90 M.1,3 
 INPUt
 
00 90 	N=1,3 
 iNkUi
READ (5506) AII(JMN) TNPUl 
90 CONTINUE INPUi










c 	 READ THE INNER GIMBAL ANGLE AND RATE OF THE JTH CMG, 
 INPUi
READ 1.595006) THATA(J) 
 INPUl













IF (IDOF(J) .EQ. 1) Go TO 110 
 I.NPU1
 
C 	 READ THE INERTIA MATRIX FOR THE JTH OUTER GIMBAL. 
 INPU1
00 100 M'1,3 
 !NPUl
 
DO 100 N4193 
 XNPU
 





00 105 MW1,3 
 INPU'




READ THE OUTER GIMBAL ANGLE AND RATE OF THE JTH CMG. 
 INPU"
 
READ (5,5006) FEEW) 
 jNPU"











C. 	 READ THE PROPULSION FLAG. iNPU'
 
ReAD (5,5000) TPROPF 
 INPU'

WHITE(6,607 ) IPROPF 
 INPU

IF (IPROPF *EQ, 0) GO TO 140 
 INPU

READ (t55ooo) IATTIF 
 INPU
 
WHITE(,6,6562) ZATTIF jNPU7 
IF (IATTIP ,EQ, 0) GO TO 125 NPwU 
READ (9,5002) CA(1hCA(2 )OCAS) IN0U 
.WHITE(6,6564) CA(1)tCA(2)gCA(3) INPUl 
185 CONTINUE TNPU7 
DO 130 J0i10 INPUl 
READ (5,5OOo) AOJ(J), CGAINOCJ) INPUT 
WHITE(6,6074 ) JAOJ(J),JDCGAINO(J) fNPU 
130 CONTINUE !NPUI 
140 CONTINUE INPUi 
C READ IN VARIABLES RELATED TO BODY 1 INPU 
c READ THE MASS OF BODY 1. INUl 
READ (5,5004) BIMASS 	 INPU7
 
J * I 	 JNPU7
 
WNITE(6,6 010 ) JB1MASS INPU
 
C READ THE INERTIA MATRIX FOR BODY 1, INPU
 
O 150 M0l, 3 INPUJ
 
00 150 N193 INPUT
 










C 	 READ THE PRIMARY GIMBAL ANGLE AND RATW OF BODY 1 W.RoT, BODY O. INPUI
 
READ (5,5U06) THETAI INPU
 
READ (5o50o6) OMEGAX INPU1
 
WR'ITE(6,6U 42 ) THETA190MEGAI INPUl
 
c READ THE VECTOR FROM THE CM OF BODY 0 TO THE HINGE POINT BETWEEN INPUi
 
C BODY 0 ANU BODY-1 (BODY 0 COORDINATES) INPUi
 
READ (595002) DOLCI)9DOl(2)gDO(3) iNPU7
 
WHITE(696044) OO (I)OOI(2)qO0(3) INPUT
 
C READ THE BODY 2 FLAG. (I.Eo THE ELEVATOR FLAG,) ZNPU
 




IF (182F oEQc 0") Go To 155 ZNPU7
 
C READ THE MASS OF THE ELEVATOR* INPUT
 
READ (595004)" B2MASs 	 -INPU
 
J Q; 2 	 XNPUT 
WRITE(660lO) JB2MASS JNPUI
 




READ (595002) S2(1)9 SZ(2)9 S2(3) 	 INPUI
 
4 Q.2 	 iNPU! 
WRITE(6,6052) j;S2(1)rJS2(2),JS2(3) INPUl
 
C HEAD THE POSITION-AND VELOCITY OF THE ELEVATORg INPU7
 




GO TO is7 INPU7
 
155 82MASS v "0a INPUT 
012(1) m Oe XNPUT 
012(2) 0 	 INPUT
O, 







SOOT 0 	 INPUI
 
Such 0, 	 INPUi 
157 CONTINUE INPUl
 
IF (IPROPF oEO. 0) 00 TO 170 INPUY
 
U ,
DO 160 J=0 	 INP

READ (595008) AIJ(J)e CGAINI(J) 	 iNPU7,








IF (IPNOLM *EQ, 0) so To 172 INPUT
 
READ (5:5004) CP1 TNPUi
WRITE(b65S82) CPI -	 "PCUl




C READ THE VARIABLES ASSOCIATED WITH BOoY 3, (I.E. PENDULUM 3) INPUi
 
C READ THE MASS OF BODY 3, INPUi
READ (595004) B3MASS 	 INPUT
 
J m,3 INPUT 
WHITE(6601o') jB3MAss INPUT 
C READ THE VECTOR FROM THE CM OF BODY I To THE HINGE POINT BETWEEN INPUT 
C 	 BODY I AND PENDULUM 3o (BODY 1 COORDINATES) INPU7
 
READ (595002) D13(i)gD13(Z),D13(3) INPUI
 
WRITE(696045 ) D13(1)D13(2)9D13(3) INPU7
 
READ (595002)- S3(1)9 S3(2)9 S3(3) INPUi
 
J g- 3 iNPUi 
WRITE(6,6052) J#S3"(1),JS3( )9JS3(3) INPUT 
Cl READ THE LENGTH OF WODY 3, (I.E. PENDULUM 3) ImPu,




C READ THE PRIMARY GIMBAL ANGLE OF BODY 3 WoReT, BODY le -INPUl





C READ THE PRIMARY GIMBAL RATE OF BODY 3 W0R,T, BOOY lo INPU7
 




C READ THE VARIABLES ASSOCIATED WITH B06Y 49 (I.E. PENDULUM 4) INPU!
 
C, READ THE MASS OF BODY 4*, jNpu
 
READ (SiSO04) B4MASS INPUi 
j 3 4.INU 
WRITE(696010) JPB4MASS INPU7
 
C READ THE VECTOR FROM THE CM OF BODY 1 TO THE HINGE POINT BETWEEN INPUi
 
C 	 SODY' 1 ANU PENDULUM 4* (BODY 1 COORDiNATES) INPUi 
READ (595002) Dj4(1)tD14(2),Dl4(3) - iNpU 
WRITE(6,E6oo) 014(1)v014(Z)D4(3) ImPUi 




C READ THE LENGTH OF BODY 4. (IQE, PEN6ULUM 4) INPUi
READ (5,5006) PEND4L 	 INPUT
WRITE(66064 ) PEND4L 	 INPUT
 








GO To l 4 
 INPU
 





CPa a 0. 

C 	 0, 
INPUT
 














THETA3 m-0, jNPU1 
OMEeA3 = O, INPU7 
B4 MASS q0 - INPU! 




014,(2) a 0. 
INPUT
014(3) a 0, 

S4(2) a Os 
S4(3) a 06 
PEND4L v Os 
THETA4 a O, 
OMEGA4 a 0, 
174 CONTINUE 
REAO (595006) SP 
WRITE(6,608o ) SP 
READ (5#5000) NGAIN 
WHITE(6,6570) NGAIN 












DO 175 JEZtNGAIN tNPUl 






17b CONTINUE INPW 
C 
C 
READ THE GRAVITY GRADIENT FLAG. 
READ (5,5000) IGHAVF 
wHITE(6,6078) IGRAVF 






READ (595000) IDOCK 
wHiTe(6,6068) bDOCK 
IF (IOOCK 1EGO 0) GO TO 180 





READ cU,5006) DTIME 
WHIT(6oo600) DTIMI 
OTMIN a DTZME c DELTAT/lO. 
OTMAX m DTIME * DELTAT/lO. 
DCMMIN = DTIME'- 1,DELTAT 







READ (595004) BDMASS 
wHITE(6,6574) BDMASS 




DO 177 N=193 INPU! 


























C THIS IS THE ENTRY POINT TO THE INITIACIZATION BLOCK. INIT
 





C CALCULATE THE TOTAL MASS OF THE CONFIGURATION. INIT 
TOTMAS a BOMAss BIMASS * 82MASS * B3MASS * B4MASS iNiT 










 INITIALIZE THE FLAGS NEEDED To START THE INTEGRATIONS. IN!T 
FLAGL = 9 
 ?TT
 
FLAG2 a 0 !N!T

FLAG3 a 0, INTT
 
FLAG4 a 0. 
 INIT
 
INITIALIZE THE QUATERNION COMPONENTS. NT

AE(2) m 1. 
 TN T
AE(3) u 0, IN?!
 
At (2 = 1, NTT' 
AFQ(3) = 0o
AED() m 0, TNOT
TNT
 
AiO(S) c 00 
 ZNYT

ATWO(2) a THETA INT
 
AT*O(3) 8 THETA 
 INIT
ATWO(4) a THETA4 
 INIT
 






ATHREEW4) = 0.0 
 IN.T
 
ATHREE(S) a oo 
 iN!T
 
C. INITIALIZE THE PRINT CHECK FLAG. 
 TNT
IPNTCK a I 
 INiT





C INITIALIZE TIME To THE TSTART VALUE. 
 INIT

TIME u TSTART 
XMU a 1.4 0S9,16 
INYT 
R 7AT'* 3960. INX!
 
R 5280.0 R 
Cl * XMU/R**3 !NI tiT
W5 SQRT(C1 ) INIT ECE(1i) 0.IN?!
 
EEE(1,3) 3 0. TNIT TN!T
 
EEE(2,1) = o. 
 IN!!
 





EEEl(3 2) 0.0, 
 TNT.
 
EiE4, 3) -09 NT
 
FFF,1) * Do INIT
FFF-1t3) 0.o TIT














FQ-t a- 0, NIT
FO *.,. '0* ):: O yNjTt11
-
FlZ(s) =0.. 








F123) a 00 
 TWIT
 
F _ a 00IN!? 
C-9
 
F1(3) 0, 	 TNlf
tQOGMl Do 	 INZt










TQLG(I) a 0. INI! 
TuiG(S a 0. jNTT




TIP(3) o 	 IN!?
 




U0 183 Jcl#NUMCMG My

THATA(J) V THATA(J) m THATAD(J*)DELTAT INIT
 
F E(J) a FEE(J) i-.FEED(J)*DELTAT INIT
 
1B CONTINUE 	 NiT
 
184 CONTINUE TN!! 
C SUBROUTINE XDOT CALCULATES THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES. INIT 
C A. HDOT l) IN! 
C B. HDOT(2) MIT! 
C Cc HDOT(3) IN!! 
C Do H1POOT(1) INIT 
C E. G3DOT INtT 

















C 	 * 
C INEE
 
C THIS IS THE ENTRY POINT TO INTEGRATION BLOCK ONE. INTEG
 
C THE PURPOSE OF THE BLOCK IS TO CALL AN INTEGRATION SUBROUTINE To INTEG.
 
C INTEGRATE THE VARIABLES CALCULATED BY SUBROUTINE XDOT. INTEt
 
C THE ARRAYS USED BY THE INTEGRATION SUBROUTINE MUST BEICALCULATE INTEG
 
C EACH TIME BEFORE CALLING THE INTEGRATiON SUBROUTINE, INTEG
 




G3 *EM(5g1)*WO(1) 4EM(5v2)*WO(2) 6EM(593)*WO(3) INEG
 
* 4rEf45v4)*OMEGAI 4' EM(5,9)*OMEGA3 o EMCS96)*O4EGA4 	 INEC! 
G4 	 EM(6,1) WO(1) o EM(692)*WO(2) * EM( 6,3)*WO(3) INTEG 




AONE(1) C TIM INTE-
AUNE(2) HM) INTEC 
AONE.(3) H(,2) INTEG 
AONE(4) =H(3) INTEc 
AONE(5) = HipRIM(Q) TNTEr. 
AUNE-() = G3 INTEc 
C-10 





dUNE 2) a HOOT(1) 

BUNE(3) m HDOT(2) 

tONE(4) a HOOT(3)
BONE(S) a HLPDOT(1) 

BUNE(6) = G300T 








H(3) a' AONE(4) 
IF (MOCK *EC* O) GO TO 193 
IF ((TIME *LT. OCHMIN) *OR, (TIME oGTQ OCHMAX)) 
Ht1) 2 H(1) * OTIMi) 
HI2) a H(2) * oTI(c) 
H(3) m H(3) o DTI(3) 
193 CONTINUE 

H1PRIM(1) w AONE(5) 





















































C THIS SEGMENT.StMPLY CALCULATES THE GIMBAL ANGLE-RATES: OF BODIESt 
C 
C 
ONEe THREE, AND.FOUR. THAT IS TO SAY THE SUBSTITUTION NEEDED BY 
INTEGRATION BLOCK TWO IS DONE AT THIS POINT. 
C 
TT1OT a OMEGAl 
TT3pOT = OMEGA3 







C THIS IS THE ENTRY POINT To INTEGRATION BLOCK TWot INTEG 
C THE PURPOSE OF THE.BLOCK IS TO CALL AN INTEGRATION SUBROUTINE TO !N7FG 
C INTEGRATE THE GIMBAL ANGLE RATES OF BODIES ONE9 THREE', AND FOUR INTEG 
c TO PRODUCE THE CORRESPONDING GIMBAL ANGLE POSITIONS. AS BEFORE, INTE{C 
C THE ARRAYS USED BY THE INTEGRATION SURROUTINE MUST BEICALCULATED INTEG 
Cc EACH TIME BEFORE CALLING THE INTEGRATION SUBROUTINE, INTEV 
ATwO.i) -m-TIME 
BTWO(,) v DELTAT 
INTE 
INTEC 
8TWO(E) 2 TTDOT 
TWO(3.) = TT3DOT 
NTEC-
INtec 
8TwO(4) = TTOT INTEC 
CALL FOMS(ATWOBTWO,4,FLAG2TJ2) iNTEk 
THETAl a ATWO(2) !NTEC 
THETA3 m-ATWO(3) INTE( 
THETA4,= ATWO(4) INTEC 




C 	 QUAC 
C 	 THIS ISTHE ENTRY POINT TO,THE GUATERNzON BLOCK@ QUA! QUA!
C 

W(*01) a ,o 	 QUA?
 
W(103) u -Os*WO(2) 	 QUAT 
(194) a .0.BWO(3I QUAT 
Q1i1) a "0(12) QUAT 
W4292) a 0, 'QUAY 
Q(2#3) w -0(lt4) QUA? 
Q(2o4) u Q(1.3) QUAT 





0(393) v of QUAT 
Q4304) * .=(102) QUAT 
Q0401) a 00194) QUAT 
Q(9)a -Q103) QUA! 
o(40) a Q(192) QUAY 
Q(94 p o QUAY 
AED(2) a Q(1,1)*AE(2) * Q(1,2)*AE(3) * Q(13)*AE(4) * Q(1.4)*AE(S7QUAT 
ACO(4) Q(2o,),AE(Z) * Q( 2)*AE,(3) + Q1t3)*AE(4) * Q(4)*AE'(5)QUAT
AEO(4) z Q(3,1)*AE(2) + Q(3,2)*AE(3) * Q(3,3)*AE(*) * Q(3,4)*AE5)OUAT
 
AED(S5) = 014,1)*AECZ) # Q(4,2,*AEI(3) + Q(4,3)*AE(4) + O(4,4)*AECB)QUAT
 
C SET UP MATRICES-UsED BY THE INTEGRATION SUBROUTINE QUAT
 
ATHREE(1) = TIME QUAT 
BTHREE(1) a DELTAT QUAT 
OTHREE'12) x AED(2) QUAT 
BTKREE'(3) v AEO(1. QUAY 
BTHREE,(4) = AED(4 ) QUA! 
BTHREE1(5) = AED(S) QUAt 
CALL FOMSCATREEBTHREE.5.FLAG3,TJ3) QUAT 
A(2) a ATHREEC2) QUAT 
AE43) v ATHREE(3) QUAT 
A9) ATHREEW 	 QUA!
 
Ali(5) a ATHREE(5) 	 QUAY
 
C 	 CALCULATE THE NORMALIZING FACTOR* QUAT
 
FN * SORT( AEC2)O*2 o AE(3)**2 # AE(4)**2 * AE(S)**e2 ) QUAT
 
AE(2) a AE(2)/FN QUAT
 
A.i3) a AE,(3)/FN QUA! 
AF .4 AE(4 /ir QO 
AES) x AE(5)/FN QUAY 
2
T(i91) AE(2)"* 2 o AE(3) *2 - AE(4 )*2 - AE(5 )** QUAT 
T c92.*(AEC3)*AE(4) '- AE(2)*AE%5) QUA! 




T(9)a AE(2)**2,a AE'13)**2 # AE( 4)**2 aAE(5)-**2 QUAY 
T 3 a 2,j*(AE(4)'*AE(5) - AE(2)*AE(3)) QUAT 
T(301) m 2.*(AE(3)*AE(5) a AE(2)@AE(4)) QUAT 
T(392) = 2.*(AE(4)*AE(5) * AE(2)*AE(3)) QUA! 
-
T(393) a-AE(2)*02 aAE(3)*? AE(4)**2 * AE(5)**2 QUAT 
CALL MULT(DUMDUMOUMTIBOTIBO-ITva) QUAT 




C 	 * 
C
C 









195 CONTINUE CONTM 










FATMI v Ot 	 ONtv
FAT(1) a 0. 'CONi 
FAT(3) a 0o -ONTm 
FAT(3) m 0 CONTU 
FAT(4) a Oo CONTm' 
FATP6) w 0. 	 O~i
FAT(6) a Oo 	 CONTM 
FATI7) m 0O 	 CONYM
FAT (8) * 0, 	 CONY?' 
DO 196 M4l3 CONTm 
TQOP(M) a60 CONM 
TU1PD(4) a OcV CONT 
196 	CUNTINUE CONT
 
IF (IPROPF ,EQ. 0) GO TO 199 CONT
 




IF (ICFA tEG. 1) GO TO 199 CONfM
 
197 CONTINUE CONTi? 
CALL PCON CONTP 
199 CONTINUE CON!? 
TMPum FATQI) * FAT(Z) * FPT(2) FPT(3) +-FPT(4) CONti 
TAP a TAP + TPDELTAT CON? 
TNP'x FPT(1) + FPT(5) CONT 



















C SET UP THE X MATRIX 1NVE
 







200 CN.IINUE . )NVER 
S EMP I w-B2MAS§iSDOT*|-R2(3)-*$2(2) *R2(2)-*$2(3-) INVEF 5TEMP2 B2MASS*SOOT*((R2(3)*SZ(1) - R2(1)'S2(31)COSTT -TNVfR 
* 	 (-R2(2)*5 2 (1) * R2(1)*S2(2))*SINTT1) INVER 
STEnP3 a BUMASS*SDOT*((R2(3)S2(1) - R2C1)*S2(3)SINTl * INVER 
* 	 (.Rg(2)4S2(l) R2(1)4S21%2))*COSTT) INVER 
STENP4 a SDOT*(SZ(RE*(t 8MASS*R2 (3 ) * (BOMASS*BZMASS/OTMAS4 ZNVEP 
* (DQl(Z)*S:NTT1 *'DOI(3 )COSTT1)) * S2(3 )'CBZMAS$2R(2) - INVER 
(BQMASS*S2MASS/TOTMAS)*(DO1(2)*COSTTi * DO(3?'*SINTT1))) jNVEF
 
STE4P5 v (CSMASS*B3MASS/TOTMAS)*SOT*((EL3(3)*$21)-, INVEP
 
* (EL(2*S(1_.* EL3C1)'*62(2))'S 3 ( 3 )) INVEF 
STECP6 a-(BZMASS*B4MASS/TOTMAS)*SDOT*i(EL4(3)1*S2(I).- NVEF
 
EL4()*Sas *S))S,(2) + (-EL4(2)*S2(i) * EL4.(1)SZ(2))*S4(3)) INVEF
 
H() MHM) - STEMP !NVEP
 
H(R) H(Z) : STEMPU I1EV 
H(3) x H(3) - STEMP 3 INVEF 
HLPRIM(I) w HIPRIMNl) - STEMP4 IN.V91 
G3 * 03 * STEMP5 TNVP 
04 8 G4 * STEMPO 1NVEE 
IF (IPNDLM *EQ, 0) 00 TO 202 TNVEr 
DO 201lt3 INVE 
VIM) HM) a FFF(M) INVE 
201 CONTINUE INVE;
 




A( 9T) a v(3) INVER:
 
A(497) a NIPRINCL) INVER
X(5'9T) x G3 INVERi
 




WO(1) a A(1#7) INVE6
 




OMEGAI a X(497) INVEA'
 
OMEGA3 v X(597) INVER
 
OMEGA4 = X(6#7) !NV6
 
GO To 204 INVER
 
202 CONTINUE INVEP 
DU 203 MCI,3 jNVER 
VIM) 1 H(M) - FFF(M) INVEr 
Z03 CONTINUE INVES 
A(195) VUj XNVEg
X(liS) wV() INVER 
X(3,5) a V(3) INVER 
X(495) a HIPRIM(I) INVER 
CALL SYEQNS(XO4,6&TIFLAG) INVER 





OMtGAI a X(4,5) XNVFR
 
OMEGAJ = Oe INVEP
 
OMEGA4 m 0, INVER
 
204 CONTINUE INVEg 
C INVER 
C 





















IF (IPNTCK *NE* IPRINT) GO TO 215' OUTPL'
 








IF (IDOCK mEQ, 0) 00 TO 208 OUTPL
 








 OUTfiVV)IqlTE (60550) 
WRITE(6:6510) M(1)9H(2)9H(3) OUTOU
 


















 j v -0 ootou 

















IF (182F *EQ9 0) 60 TO 209 OUTPu 
j 8;2 OUTPL 
WRITE(696552) i oUTOL 
WRLTE(696556) $PSDOT 06T@(' 











IF (jPNDLM oEQo 0) GO TO 211 oUTPL





















J. X 4 OUTPL 
WRITE(6t,6952) i OUTPL 
WAITE(696566) JoW4'(D9JvW4(2)9J.qW4(-3) OUTeL 
WR-j-T E (6 9,65 16) J#H4PR l-mtl)tJtk4PR-IM(2)9J9H4PRIM(3) OYTPL 
WRITE(696922) )9EL4,(l)v%)tEL4(?)vJ9EL4*(3) OUTPL 
WRITE096524) joELI$DOT ;)PJoEL4DOT(2)'*JgEL4DOT(3) OOTOL 








211 CONTINUC oUTOL 
IF'(IPROPF 9EQo 0) GO TO 212 OUTPL 






IF (NUMCMG *EQ. 0) GO TO 214 OUTPL
 










214 CUNTINUEI OUTPL 
IPNTCK u 0 oUTpL 








IF (IQOCK 9NE. 1) GO TO 220
 













































6000 FORMAT(LNLMiXg16H THERE ARE (IS) 912,22H DATA DECK(S) PRESENT.) I/O
6002 FORMAT(1HI,1X-914HTSTART a 9E13e6,23X14HTSTOP = #E13.6,i/00 Z3X,14MOELTAT a 9E13.6) iO
 
6004 FORMAT(1Xv14HALTITUODE # i/O
*E13.6)

6006 FURMAT(1X6HTIO(1I1,TH1) : FIl'2 5 XEHTIBOQICilTHt2) , o 
* F%11S925Xo6HTIBOI(eI,7mqH3 ) =-! ,t/0*5) 
6
6008 FORMAT(1X(14HW0() gE3e6 23X,14HWO(2) = OE13,o 23X91 /o 
* i4HWO(3) 9E13 0 6) 1/0 
6010 FORMAT(1X,1HBI11ZHMASS g 6)9E1 116 
6012 FURMAT(1X,7HBoDYOx(9II 6Htl) ,E13#6,23X,7HBODYOIgII6H,2) a * I/o 
*E13o6923X,7HBODYOI(9I.16H93) ,E13p6) T/O
6014 FORMAT(1X914HNUMCMG 0 .72) i/0
6016 FORMAT(1,I11HCMG NUMBER 9I1121H IS A REACTION WHEEL*) i/o 
60418 FORMAT(IX911HCMG NUMBER 9I1,26H HAS ONE DEGREE OF FREEDOM) I/O
60O0 FURMAT(aXtIHCMG NUMBER tI1,27H HAS TWO DEGREES OF FREEDOM) I/O
6022 FURMAT(lX,35HTHE ANGULAR HOMENTUM oF CMG NUMBER 911 ,3H a ,E1396) I/o 
60a4 FORMAT(1*XBHAOCJ(41,1HQI1,6,1) a ,FI15,ZSXBHAOCJ(,I1,1HqI1, I/O 
= ,V11,S2SX9SHAOCJ(,IIl"11,6H3) I/O




"*7HT2) = ,E13,6,23X94HAII(,Il1Hol.TH93) = ,E13,6) i/O 
6026 FORMAT(1Xe4HAIi(tI1t1HI1.tYH.I) 9 i/O
 





603 FORMAT(1X.4HAIO(qI1tlH9I1t.H1l) = 9E13*6923Xt4HAIO(9IltIH19 I/0

" '7Ht2l c tE,3,6t2"X#4HAIO(qIll1H,I1TH 3 ) z 9E13 ,6 ) I/O





6040 FORMAT(1X97HBODYICIl,6H91) S ,E13#6,23XTHBODYII(II,6H,2) = 9 i/o
 
6FQ316Z3X1?H0(O1I( I ) 66H13t1E0126) 3/O
 
6042 FO2MT(3X.l4HTHEA a 9E13@692JX#14HOME)AI /E13*6)
9 1 O
 
6044 FORMAT(1X914HDO(I) = ,E13.6#23Xl4HD1(2) = 9E13#6, i/o
 
* 23X*14HDO1(3) = ,E13.6) I/O
 
6058 FORMAT(IX.14H013(1) = ,E13,6,23x,14HD13(2) c ,E13,6, r/O

* 23X.l4HD13(3) = VE13.6) 1/0
 
6050 FORAT(1X#i4HO1(1) = ,E36*23XlHD11(2) = i/O
E13S6, 

# 23X14HI1,43) 9E13*6) 1/0
6052 FORMAT(IXojMStjjqjZH(j) = fEl4,6o23XvIHSvIl 12H(2) = 1/0
 
6058 FORMAT(1X914wPEND3L = OE13.6) i/O
 
60 0 FURfAT(IX914HTHETA3 a ,E13.6) i/O

6Obi FURMAT(1XQ14HOMEGA3 =,E1306 ) 1/0 
6064 FQRMAT(aXo4HPEN04L = OE13s6) i/O 
6066 FURMAT(1Xqj4HTHETA4 = 9E13.6923X14HOMEGA4 a ,E1396) 1/O 
'60fl'FORMAT(IX,14HIDOCK = 9I2) i/0 
6970 FQRMAT(hX 4HDTIME = 9E13.6) j/0 
6072 FORMATCIXO14HIPROPF = 012), /0
6074 FORMAT(1X94HAOJ(912.BH) = sE13eb,23XTHCGAINO(#I2,SH) a 1/0 
* E1396) 1/O
 





6078 FOAMAT(1X,14H$RAVF = t12) /0
 
6080 FORMAT(IX914HSP m ,E13,6) 1/0

60U2 FORMAT(1H1,1X,9HIPNDLM a .I2o/) 1/0
 
6006 FORMAT(IHIIX,46H THE FOLLOWING INPUT CORRESPONDS TO DATA DECK 912i/0

x/0








6506 FORMAT(jXANWq#tlH(1) u" E136923X, =tt/O
11mWI112N(2) 

"e13,623XtMHW9o1?1H(3) • tE13,6) 1/0
 
6510 F0RMAT(XoI4HH(1) = E1396#2X914HH(2) .tEI3,6#, /0
 
# 23X 914HH(3) a 4E13,6) i/O
 
6512 FORMAT(CXol4HHI(1) a ,E13:6923X914HMI(Z) = 9E13*6t /0
 
* 23X.14HHI(3) = #E130 6) -/0
 
6514 FORMAT(X,144HHDoT(I) • ,E13-6,2JXl4HHDOt(2) = OE13*6, i/o
 
* 23X.L4HHOOT(3) = 9E13*6) 1/O

-651§ FORNAT(X91IHH I,12HPRIM(L) q qE1).6,23xq1HHsI1q12HPRIM(2) 91/0
 
*El346q23XIHMMI,1ZHPRIM(3) x .E13o6) 1/0

6522 FORMAT(Xo2HEL1,11H(1) w #E13.6v23X,2HEL#I1tjlH(2) a *I/0
 
*E13Gt23X,2HELjjq11H(3) = 9E13,6) I/O
 
6524 FORMAT(IX2HELIlalHoOT(1) w #E13623X2HELL1111HDOT(2) s,/O
 
*9A3,6923X.2NEL.IlI1HDOT(3) 8 #E136) , /0

'•52kFORMAT(1XM1R8p9 v ) a ,E13.6.23XIHRI1.i2HN(2) : ,1/0




6528 FORMAT(1Xo1HR9z1,1HDOT() u .E136q23X.1HRI1v12HDOT(2) a ,I/O

*E13,6,23xlHRoz1,l2HDoT(3) u tel3.6) /
 
6535 FQ!4AT(141 s012C1) a ,E13.6,23X,14H0I2(2) a 9E13*69 i/
 
* 23X,14HD12(3) a ,c.6} 1/0

6536 FORAAT(IX14qHTHETO 0 ,r11,S925XI4HToTMAS m 9E13,69/) Ilo
 
6538 FORMAT(1XqSHTIBO(,I1,SHt) V F11 t5,2SXSHTIBOIIlSH2) . I/O1 

6544 FORMAT IX914HIPRINT x 2 F 1/0
* 'l1,v19qX9sHT!BO(11sHo3) *j.FI1.s5) i o
 
16546 FURMAT(tXK4NB2F 9t2) 6i0
 6 )  
6548 FURMAT(LA,4HS t 94HSDOt q3a 1/O
,E13,6 #8 2 

6650 FORMAT(IX ,ZYHGENCRAL INFORMATION,/) r/O

6562 FQRMAT(LX1UHBODY 9Z1112H INrORMATZQN9/) /O
6554 FORMAT/) lIfo 
6566 F5*MAT 4HS S ,u1SaKHSooT 9E1396) 1/0 
,65S8 FURMATCkXO5HTHETAlZ,8H v ,EI3.6q23X.SHOMESAvt1,SH 9 /0 
6560 FOMAT(LXoiHieoz1aH q E 13q,6t3XlHeloI2HDoT a 1/0'
 
6562 FORMAT(I,1AHIATTZF 11) 1/0
 
6564 FORMAT(1 X14HCA) ,E13*6,3KXI4HCA(2) a ,E13.6, 7/O
 
* 2J3XPt4HCAGI) ' E130b) 1/6566 FORMAT(lX,14HAAO1 ,E1396f2OX914HAGAIN1 a *El3v6) /0
 
6508 FORMAT(tLM14HAAO x ,E13o6e2' 14HAGAIN2 a E13a6) 1/O
 




6574 FORbAT(C1A,4HBDMASS m *El3-oG)

6576 FORfAT()XHBOOIYDI(lo6Hl) a oE136*23X,7HBODYDI(olI6H,2) • * 710 
-E13jb3 XvH8OOYDI(ol 6Hm3) a ,E13.b) 1/0
 
6578 FOIMAT(QAt14HDTI(t) = ,El3o6e24X,14HOTI(2) a 9,E136. 1#0
 
* S3X14HOTz(3) OIE)3,6) ifo 
6580'FORMAT(1XoHODOCKING HAS 0cGURRED) 1/0 
6t82 FORMAT(IX.14HCP1 9El-3o) i/O
 
6504 FURMAT1X10HCP2 ,E3oG6) J-0

686 FURMAT(1X l4HDDOQ(l) gf136239l4HDD0l(2) 9E13e6, 7/0 
* g3XZI4HO6(3) X/O9213-o) 

6588 FORMAT(IX54MHTHE-TOTAL PROPULSION IMPULSE ON THE TRANSVERSE AXIS =I/O

*PE;1 0 6) I/0





































































CB(3) 0 CGAINO(3) q COMMC 
COMMc 
* COSF7J 9 COSTTJ 9 COSTTO 9 cOMMc 




















9 012(3) 9 013(3) COMIC 9 COMIC 
Di300(3) 9 D13YCS 9 D13YSN . COMIC 
D13ZCS 9 D13ZSN 9 014(3) 9 COMIC 
0140QT(3) 9 D1GS 9 014YSN COmmC 
014ZC5 9 D14ZSN ONmm 




































































COMMON M(3) 9 . HCMG(3) 0 HDOT(3) * COMM( 
SHI(303)f 









































COMMON OMEGAI * 
NUMCMG 
OMEGA3 p. OEGA4 
COMME 
60CMi 
COMMON PEN03L PEND4L COMA 
COMMON- G(494) COMMI 
C-19 
COMMON R 	 RO(3) R1(3) 0 cOMM(
* R0O0T(3) RlycS 	 R1YSN CoMm(
O 

* 	 RiZCS RtZSN R33) 9 COMMc 
SR2oT(3) R2YCS R2YSN q 0OMm 
* 	 R2ZCS RZZSN 0 R333) 0 COMM(
 
R30OT(3) R3YCS R3YSN 9 OMm(
 
* 	 R3ZCS R3ZSN R4(3) 9 OMMC 
R4OQT(3) AjYCS R4YSN 'Omw 
* 	 R4ZCS RAZSN COMM( 
COMMON, 	 s sOOT SINFEJ COMM(
 
SINTTJ SINTTO SINTTi COMMC

*INTT2 SINTT3 	 SINTT4 OM
Nsp suMi 	 suM2 COMM( 
SUM3 	 S20). S313) CoMM(
d S4(3) CO mw 
COMMON T(30) TC(3933 $ TEMPI(3) q COMM( 
* 	 TEMPZ(3) 9OMM(
* 	 TEMP(S) .TEMP4c3 tEMPS(3,3) * COMw 
e 	 TEM*6 (3,S) 9 TEMPT (3,3) 9 TEMPS(3,3) 9 COMM(
 
TEMp9(3f3) I TEMPIO(3,3) 9 TEMp11(33) Comm(
 
TEMP12(33) s TEMPL3(3,3) t TEMpl4(3,3) aOM(
 
* 	 TEMP1B(393) TERMI(3) TERM2(3) 9OMMc 
* 	 TFRICT TMATA(6) THATAD(6) 9 COMm( 
THETAl THETA3 THETA4 9 COMM 
* 	 THETO I TZBO(3,3) TiO(33) o EOMMi 
* 	 TIME TJ TJI(10) 9 QOMM( 
* 	 TJ2(10) 9 TJ3 (1O} TJ4 (CO) COMM( 
* 	 TMOTOR * aOMm 
* 	 TOEF(3) TOTMAS TOA CoMMC 
* 	 TQOG(3) TQOP(3) 9 TQ1G(3) COMM( 
TQie3) TSTART TSTOP 0 0mM 
STT10T TT3OOT 0 TT4DOT q OMM( 
T1EFC3) T13 * T14 - Comm( 
COMMON V(3) aOMM( 
COMMON WO(3) W$ W1(3) ' COMm( 
* 	 W3(3) 9 w4(3) CoMM( 
COMMON X(6,7) XC XCOOT VOMk(6 








ICFO a 0 ATT 
IF (CFA *gQ, 1) O-TO 11 ATT 
IF (A8S(WOI21) aGT. 0.0002) GO TO 60 AT! 
IF (ABS(WO(3)) *GTe OO002) 0 TO 60 'ATT 
00 10 Molis ATT 
CaM) .-TIsO(clM)*CA(1) * TIBO(ZM)*CA(2) * TIBO(3,M)OCA(3) ATT 
10 CONTINUE AT? 
IF (81) ,LT. 0,9994) G0 TO 11 ATT' 
ICFS a 0 ATT 
-f. 0 	 ATT
 




I FA- I ATT
 
IF (ICFB .EG. 1) GO To 30 ATT
 
TMA m.TIME 	 ATT 




DO-13 M0'10 AT 
DO 13 N=193 ATT 




ON 0 CB(,)02 # CB(2)**2 ATT 
CN a SQRT(dN) 
CA2 m Ce(2)/CN 
CAJ a CH(3)/CN 
AL 0 OSOACOS(CS(1))






IQFB i ATT 
30 CONTINUE ATT 
TmAdNK = TMA 4 5*0 ATT 
IF (TIME eSTo TMACHK) GO TO 40 
IQFD a i 




40 CONTINUE AT! 
IF (ICFC ae 1) *O To 50 ATT 
ZTC a -CA3*(TC(12)OTIBO(1o1)+TC(2,2)*TIBO(2,1).TC(392)*TIBo(3i))ATT
 
* 	 OCAaO(TC(193)*TIBO(191),TC(2,3)*TIBO(2,1),TC(393)@TIBO(391))ATT 
IF (ZTC eGTo ZTCL) GO TO 71 ATT 
ZTCL a ZTC ATt 








TMC a TM8 TMA --6,0 	 ATT
 
TMC a TMB TM% 	 ATT
 











IF (TItE' .GT. TMS) GO TO 80 AT
 
IF (TIME oLT, TMC) GO TO 60 ATT
 
IFD a I ATT
 
0 TO 6o ATT-
B0 CONTINUE At*
 10pFA =.0 	 ATT
 






IF (ICFD 9EQo 0) 0O-To 90 AT! 
TQOP(a) 0 AK*CA3 ATT 
T~OP(3) 8 AI5OCA3 jTt
FAT() 2,-.@ABS(TOOP(2)/AOJ4(2)) ATT 
FAT(Z) a 2,4ABS(T~oP(3)/AOJ(3)) 4TT 


















COMMON A(3) 9 AE(5) AED(S) 0am 
AFOUR'(Q) 9 A1109393) 0 commc 
SAJO(69393) 0 AJII3) ALI 9 COMMc 
SAOCJ(69393) 





















SO8MA S S  BONW() 9 BTHREE(5) 9 OMMC 
eBTWO(4) SIMASS 9 ORMASS 9 COMMC 
83mASS 9 84MASS CORMC 
COMMON CAM3 9 CB(3k 0 CGAINO(3) 9 aOMMe 
CGAINI(M 9 aOMMc 
COBFEJ 9 COSTTj 9 606TTO 9 COMMc 
SCOSTTI 9 COSTT3 # COSTT4 9 cOMMc 
SC02T . CPj 0 ¢p2 9 OMMc 
CST o 0 COMM, 
COMMON DB(3) 


















9 comM ; 
0 COWM 
013ZCS 9 013ZSN 0 01403) 0 COMMO: 
D14DOT(3) 9 D14YCS 9 014YSN f COMMC 






























9 FEED(6) 9 FF(3) 
COMMO: 
9 EOMMc 














oF12(3) 9 F13(3) OMMC 
COMMON GAIN(1O). 9 63 COMMr 
(33DOT 0 04 G4DOT 6Ommc 
COMMON H(3) 9 HOMG(3) HDOT(3) 9 OmMC' 
H10$) 9 HOoM'(6) 9 commc 
SHi(3) t MIPUOT(?) 0 miPRRI(3) -eCOMMc 
SH3PRIM(3) 0 H4PR m(3) aOMMr' 
COMMON IB&P 9 "XCFA 9 jCF8 OMMc 
'XCFC, 
@' o0 # ; G ) 
9 .CFD 9 PDOCK coHmm 
cOMMc 
.-- IGRAVF -IPNDLM 9 ' PNTCK aOMMC 














COMMON PENDUL PEND4L cOMMc 















































































































































































































FFF(l) = 0.e 
FFF43) = a 
00 5 Mt.1.3 
CHG 
CtG 




10 sd*, I 
J! :(,J. .T. NUMCMG) RETURN 




00 p5 M:.1,3 

















00 To 65 C"s
 
20 IF(IOOF(J) *NE 00 TO 35 CMG
 
5INTTi n sIN (THATA.(J)) ams
 
OSTTJ a CO$(THATA(J)I) amG
 
INFEJ a SINWEEM) CMG
 
CUSFEJ a COS(FEE(j)) tmo
 
TEmPl2u) a COWj*AII(J9lq2)*THATAD(,)) CMG
 
+qINTTJ#AII(J#3#2)*THATAU(j) + HW(J)*SINTTJ ame
 












00 22 0103 CMG
 


















TEmPI3(291) COSFEJ*AOCJ(J#192) # SINFEJ*AOCJ(Jol*3) cma

TEMPj3(j!t2) COSFEJ*AOCJ(Jt292) + SINFEJ4 AOCJW9293) Ms
 
TE013(Z93) COSFEJ*AOCJ(Jt3t2) + SINFEJ*AOCj(jt393) ame
 
T.MP13(3tl) a $INTTJOAOCJ(Jtlgl) - SINFEJ*COSTTJ*Aocj.(j*l92) eme
 
+COSFEJ*dDSTTJ AOCJ(Jvl90 MG 
TEMP13(1#2) w-sINTTJ*-AOCJ(jt2vj) - SNFEJ*CO§TTJ*AOdJ4Jq292) Cme. 
*COSFE40coSTTJ*AOCJ(JtZ#3) C146
TEMP13(393 w',jNTTJ*AOCJ(J93vD - SINFEJ*COSTTJ*AO J(jq3v2) MG
 
*COS EJ0cOSTTJiAOCJ(J93v3) cme
Do 2S* M=193 CmG
 
00 25 N*103 
 CMG
 
















COSTTJOTEMP14(lol) + SiNTTJ*TEMP14(391) CMG
 
COSTTJ*TEMP14(192) + SiNTTJOTEMP14(3921 ems
 
COSTTj*TEMP14(193) + SjNTTj*TEmpj4(3q3) 6me
 
S;NFEj*sINTTJ*TEMP14(lpl) + COSFEJOTEMP14(291) aw;

-SINFEJ*COSTTJ*TEMPj4(3jj) I 	 CMG























00 30 M41#3 ams
 
90 30 N*193 
 CMG
 






















EMPIM a Aio(jtltl)*FEEDj M(;
 
EMPIM a C0SFEJ*AlO(Jq2oj)I*FEED(J) - SlNFEJ*AlO'(J93qI)*FEED(J) CMG
 





































UMPM) = MW(J)IDCOSTTJ*COSFEJ gme
 
TEMP4(j) 0 TEMPI(J) + TEmp2(j) + TEMP3(1) CMG
 
T.MP6(2) a TEMPI(2) o TEmP2(2) # TEMP3(2) M(;
 
TEmP4(3) 0 TEMPI(3) 0 TEMPa(3) 4 TEMP3(3) 6MG
 
FFJQ) o AoCJ(j j9I)*TEMp4(j) CMG
 





0 oAoCj(jo'242),%TEMP4(2) * AOCJ(jq293)oTEMp4(3) cme 
FFJU r. Aotj(j t:v-A)*TEMP4(-j) g"s 
0A0CJ(JP39R)0-TEMP4(2) + A0CJ(j*3%3)isTEMP4(3) cmr 
TEMP51191) -w AoCj(J9101). CMG 
TEMPs(192) o A0CJWQ2oU 6ma 
TEMPS(193) 0 AOCJ(Jo3oI) MG 
T905(2:9,J) w 60SFZJoAOCJ(Jil92) + SINFEJ*A0 j.(J9193) CMG 
tEM054292) -a ()SFEJ0AOCJ(Jo292) -bSINFEJ'AOCJ(J#293) CMG 
TEMPS-(293) o CQSFEJ*AOCJ(Jv3f2) 6 SINFEJ40 JW0393), tmG 
TLMP5(391) o -sINFEJOAOCJ(J9lt2) o CO§FEJ*AoCj(j9i93) cme 
TEKps(39a) 7'-SINF9J0A0CJ(Jv2p2L.) * COSFEJ*AOCJ(,J9293) 64G 
TEMPS(393) -a -9lNFEJt5AOCJ(J9'3t2) + (;ojFEJ4A0 J(JV-393) tMG 
00 40 Mwlo3 CMG 
DO 40 NoI93 6ms 
YEMPG(MPN) o AJ0(jqMoj)*TEMPS(jvN) + AIO(j9m92)*TEmPS,(2tN) tk 
*AI0(JqMq3)'()TEMPS(3qN) CMG 








IEMP7(291) C0SFEJ*TEMP6(2tI) SlN0EJ*TEMP6(,3v1.) am(;

TF.071292) -a C0SFEJ*TEMPb(2#2)- -SIN EJ*TEEMP60i2) CMG
 
TEMP7129-3) CoS0&J0TEPiP6-(2# 3) SLNOEJ*TEMp6(3'#3) cme
TFmPT13ol) NNIFF.J07EMP6(t9l) COSOEJOTEMP6(391) CMG 
TEMP7(392) INFE-J*TEMP6(2#-2) COS EJ*TEmp6(3t2) MG 
TEMP71393) SINFEJOTEMP&t2o) CoSFEJ*TiEM06-(j'T3j MG 
TEMPSU91) CoSTTJ0AOCJ(jqjqj) SlN EJ*STNTTJ*AOCj(jqIv2) CMG 
"SINTTJ*COSFEJ*AOCJ(J#193) mr,
 


























0O 45 Mmit3 








COSFEJAOCJ.(Jlt2) # SIN EJ'AOCJ(J i'3) MG 
CoSFEJ*AOCJ(Jt2,2) *' SIN0EJ*AOCJ(Jaw3)o 
CQsFEJ*AOCJ(J,3,2) S1NFEJ*AOCJ4 J9303) CMe 
SINTTJ*AOCJ(Jtldl) * SIN0EJ*CoST jJAOCJ'j12) CmG 
*CQSFEJ*COSTTJ*AOCJ(JO1Q3) AMG 
SINTTJ*AOCJ(J,2,1) a SZNFEJ*COSTTJ*AQCJ(J,292) CUG 
O E#G*COSFEJ*COSTTJ*AOCJ(J#293) 




AII(JMtl)*TEMPB(1,N) * AII(J-4,2)EITEMPS,(2N) cme 
*AII(JM93)*TEMPB(3N) cMe 
gMc 
a CoSTTJ*TEMP9(1,1) 0 SZNTTJ*TE1P9(3P1) CMB 
TEMPlO(iH) vnCOSTTJETEMP9(1,2) 0 SINTTJ*TE4P9(3,2) CU 
TEMP1O(193) m COSTTJOTEMPV(1,3 0 SANTTJ*TEAP9(303) CM 
TEMPI0(291) a SINFEJOSINTTJTEMPY(to1) + COSEJOTEMP921) CMS 
-
*SNFEJ#coSTTJiTEMP9i(391) 
TEMPIO(292) a SINFEJOSINTTJ*TEMP9i1,2) * 
e 	 .SINFEJ*COSTTJOTEMP9(392)





( . *COSFPJ*COSTTjOTEmpg(3v1) 









DO 50 M=193 
DO 50 Nn193 








































EEJ(M#N) a AOCJ(JM,1)*TEMP11(1,N) 0 AOCJ(JMV2)*TEMPI1(2,N) 
o*AOCJ(JM3)oTEMPji(3qN)
55 CONTINUE 
bo THAtA(j) 8 THATACJ) 4 THATAD(J)ODELTAf 








go 00 Miun13 
FFF(M) m FFF(M) # FFJ(M) 
70 CONTINUE 





00 75 N=1,3 
E E'(MvN) = tEEE(,iN)
75 CONTINUE


















COMMON A(3) 9 AECS) 9AED(S) 
£AFOUR(2) 0 AII( 6 e3,3) 9 tvAIO(6 9393) 9 AJ1(3, 	 ALT 9 cot4e1AOCJ(G,.3v3) 9 AOJ(J) 	 AONE(7) 9 C0mmtC 
*ATCPT2(393) , ATHREtS) 9ATLVO(4) 9 om 
OAj(3,3) 9A1J(2) COMW1C 
COMMON BOMASS 9 FQUR( ) 9SMO4 9 COmmtc 
BOOYOX(-3s3 9 eOoYO!(393) I BOOY1I(393) 9 COMMCSOMASS 9SONEC?) 	 BTHREE(5P 9 comNIC 
*STWO(4) 	 9SIMASS 9B2MASS . COM4MC 
* ~ 83MASS B4MAOS COtO) OMMC 
COMMON CAW 9 cB(3) GrO3 9cme 
*CGAIN1(2)cM~ 
COFJ9COSTTj 	 O8TTQ COmk4
 
0COSTI 	 COOST1 9 00877T4 0 COMNC 
*C02T 	 9 ~ CP2 p. e coP4mc 
CST Cl Om 
COMMON .080) 9 0001(3'1 CommN 
0DELTA? DOl®) 9 0O10QOT(3 9 COMM(4 
-D 1T(3) 9 onric 
QTIME 9 D12(3) 9 D13W3 9 COf4c 
-0130QTl3) 9 D13YCS 9013YSN 9 com0 D 3Z 	 S3Z-IV N 9 014(3 9 m
 
013Z08P 9D1YC 14YSN 9COMM1C 
014ooCS 9 O,14YS Com 
COMMON' EEE(393) bEEJ(3v3) 9 ELE(3-) O 
*EL200T(3) 9EL2YCS 9ELtYSN 0 COMMC 
EL2ZCS 9ELZZSN 0ELOP() 9COMMir(
EL3DQT(3) 9E123YC5 EL~ySN -)60m~4 
*EL3ZC$ 9EL3Z$N 0 EL6A3) 9 aOM4M( 
* 	 L400T(3) 9 EL4YCS 9EL6~YSN g Comm! 
EL4ZCS EL4ZSN 9E*,(6o6) Comm(COMMON FAT(8) 9 	 ComMFEE (G) 9 C69 	 FF7(3 9 COWLI(FEEDW 
FF-3) 	 tLAGIJ 9 	 9 tLAG2 aOMM( 
* LA03 9FLAG4 fFM' 	 9, COMM( 
* 70() 9FO1(3) 	 9 02(3) 0 COMM 
F0r3c-3) 9 F1(3 9 him(3 e om 
*P~q 9Com 
F1203) f F13(3) 	 COMm(COMMON GSAIN(l0) 9 e3 	 OM 
* 	 030070 04. 0 640AOOTMCOMMON H(3) * 	 HCMG(3j 0 *4007(3) Q Co"M 
*0HI(3) 9 OWS), Nw(6) 9COMMI 
HI1(3) 9 M1POT0) 9 M1PRiM(3) 0 OMr4I 
*H3PR!M(3) p M4PRXMj3) COmml 
',COMMON I2279 ICFA 9 IvaB 0 cotim4 
9. 	 CF; 0 ICP'D t !DOCK 9QOMMI 
* 	 20076) 9 Qomml 
* GRAVF t !PNOL.M yPNTCK 0eom 
*IPRiNT 0 IPROPF CormI 
COMMON NCASE 9 NCMECK, 9 NDECK * OMW( 
*NGAIN 9 NUMCMG ConrqCOMMON omEoAl1 eOMEaA3 OMEGA4 
COMMqON PEN63L 0PEND4L CQM 
COMMOt+ 0(494) EOMMl 
C-27
 
'COMMON 	 R ROS 0 R(3) comw 
RDOYI1 (S) RZYCS 9RLYSN * cOmW 
R1ZCS RLZSN R2:(3) ;Om"( 
* 	 R200T(3) R2YCS RZYSN f COmNC
 
* 	 -R2ZCS RZZSN R3.(3) f COMM(
R3DqT(3) R3YQ5 RSYS *NeOt 
R3ZCS R3ZSN 3R40) 	 cOMc 
* 	 R4OOT(3) R4YCS 9 R4YSN q COMMC 
R4ZCS R4ZSN cOmMC
 
COMMON S SOOT SINFEJ q eOmmc
 
SSINTTJ SZNTTO SINTTI aONMC
 
SSINTT2 SINTT3 9 SINTT4 COMMC
 
SP SUM9 SUM2 COMMC
 
SUM3 SZ(3 S3(3) COMMC
 
* 	 S4(3) cOMMC 
COMMON T(393) .TC(393) p TEMPI(3) t COrmc 
STEMPS(3) COMmmc 
TEMP3(3) 9 TEMP4(3) 9 TEMPS(3.3) 9 QOMMC 
* 	 TEMP6 (3s3) p TEMP T (393) # TEMPS(3#3 ) 9 COMMC 
'TEMP9(393P TEMPLO(393) , TEMPliC33) * COMMC 
TEMP1R(33) TEMPL3(3,3) , TEMP14(3,3) 9 VOMMC 
TgMP15G4'3) * TERML(3) TERM2(3) 0 COMMC 
TVR!CT TMATA(6) THATAO6) cOMMC 
'THETAI 0 THETA3 9 THETA4 9 COMMC 
THETO f TIBO(3,3) , TIBOI(393) COMmc 
* 	 TIME 9 TJ 9 TJI(02I COMMC 
Tj2(1o) 9 TJ3(4oj Tj4(1O)o 9 COmMC 
TmOTOR COMMC 
TOEF03) TOTMAS TOI1 C0MmC 
* TOQG(3) 	 TQOP(3) TOG(3) COMMC 
TOP,(3} * TSTART TSTop COMMC 
TT1QOT p TT300T f TT4OT 9 C014MC 
TIEF(3) , T13 9 T14 COMMC 
COMMON V(3) VpMmC 
GOMMON WO(o) WS * Wit3) 9 COt, c 
* 	 W3(31I W4(3),Ommc 



















SINTTI : SXjN(THETA1) 	 EMCA
 
Q5TTj COS(Tg TA1) EMCAL 
C-OT w'COSTTI* 2 EMAL 
CST aCOSTTISINTTI EMCA1 
Sz1T a SINTTl**2 ENCAL 
R8Y05 a R1(a)*COSTT1 EMCAL 
R2YCS a RE(2)*QOST1IE~6
R3YCS a R312,)*OSTT1 EMCAL 
R4YCS a R4(2)*COSTTL EMCAL 
RIZCS a RI(3)*COSTTI EMCA! 
R2ZCS a Rz(3)*OSTTL EeiAt 
R3ZCS-u R3(3)*COSTT1 EMCAL 
R4ZCS c R4(3),*COSTT1 EMCAL 









k3Y5N = R3(2)*SINTT1 	 EMCAL
 
H4YSN = R4(2)*SINTTI EMCAL
 
RIZSN = RI(3)*SINTT1 EMCAL
 
ReZSN = R2(3)*SINTTi EMC4
 
RJZSN = RJ(3)*SINTfi EkAL
 
R4ZSN = R4(3)*SINTTI EmcAL
 
ELYCS = EL2(2) COSTTI EMCAL
 
ELOCS = EL3(2)*COSTTJ EMCAL
 
LOYCS = EL4(2)*COSTT1 EMCAL
 
EL2ZCS = EL2(3)*CoSTTI EMCAL
 
EL3ZCS = EL3(3).*COSTTI EM AL
 
EL4ZCS = EL,4(3)*COSTTI EMCAL
 
EL2YSN = EL2(2)*SINTTI EMCAI
 
LL3ySN = EL3(2)*SINTTJ EKAL
 
EL4YSN = EL4(2)*SINTTI FMCAL
 
EL2ZSN = EL2(3)*SINTTI EMCAL
 
ELJZSN = EL3(3)*SINTT.1 EMCiL
 
FL4ZSN = EL4(3)*SINTTI EMCAI­
013YCS = Di3(2)*COSTTI EMCAL
 
U14YCS = D14(2)*cOSTTI EMCAL
 
D13ZCS = D13(3)*CoSTTI, EMCAL
 
U14ZCS = U14(3)*CoSTTI EmCAL
 
Di3ySN = 013(2)*SINTTI EMCAL
 
U14YSN = D14(2)*SINTTI EMCAL
 
013ZSN = 013(3)*SINTTI EmcAL
 












" *(DOI(3)4,013YSN*013ZCS+EL3YSN+EL3ZCS)+84MASS*(R4YC wR4ZSN)* tkAL
 












d3MASS*R3(j)*(U0jQ)#Dl3YCS 013ZSNiEE3YCS-EL3ZSN)- EkAL 
04MASS*R4(1)*CDOI(2)+Dl4YCS-014ZSN+EL4YCS-EL4ZSN) EMCAL 
'3) 4 05T* EMCAL 
EM(193)=SUDYCI(lt3)*BODYII(lg?)*SINTTI*BODYII(lg Tl EMCAL 
-SIMASS*Rl(l)*f)01(3)- EmCAL 




















































































Ei-1(2o3)=BODYOI(293)+BOOY11(292)*CST *BODYII(293)* oV F
 






























































































d4MASS*R4(1)*(S4(3)*EL4(l)-S4(1)*EL4(3)))*COSTTI EM AL 
c- EMCAL 
c NOW SET UP THE LOWER HALF OF THE M MATRIXo EM AL 
C EMOL 
c- DEF-INL'.SOME REOCCURRING TERMS EMCAL 
SR3 Q B.3MASS4(01342) * EL3(2)) EM9AL 
SRs 0 B3MASSO(013-0) o EL3(3)) EM.99L 
SRS a 84MASS*ID14(2) # EL4( )) EMCAL 
SR6 w 84MASS*(DI4(3) i EL4(3)) EMCAL 
SRIESODYll(lo2)--02t-IASS"IEL2(a)-*RR(I)-SR3*R3(i)-SR5*R4(1) EMa4 
SR29;80DY11(lo3)-82MASSOEL2(j)OR211)mSR4*R3(l)-SR *R4(l) EMdAL 
C EM;AL 
EM,1491)=BODYIICIOI)082MASS*(EL2(3)*R2(3),OEL2(21OR2(2))o ENCft 
SR4oR3(3)*SR3oR!(R)*SR6*R4(3)4,SRSOR4( ) EM64 
C EMEAL 
EM(4q2)=SRj,4 OSTTImSR2QSINTTI Et.ICAL 
C, EMC4L 
EM(4o3)mSRj,*SlNTTl*SR9*COSTTI EMCAL 
c I EMCAL 
C REDEFINE SRI AND4 SR2 
9RIagMoMo(ool(, )OCoSTTit,001(3)OSINTTI) ENCAL FMCAl 
SR2z;BMomoi'WDOI(2'),DSINTTXODOI(3)*COSTTI) ENCAl 
C EN641 
EM('4o4) 0 BODYi (191)
0 002MASi0-(&L2(3)o(Rj(3)-SR2) 4.EL2(2)0(R2Q) SRj)) 
EmOt 
EMCAt 
SR4*(R3(3)&SR2), SR3*(R3(2)-SRI), SR6*(R4(3)-SR2)OSRSO-(R4(2) SRI) EMCAt 
EM(495)oB3MASS4(((R3(3),-SR210EL3(3)i,(p3(2)-SRI),*EL3(24)053(ii. 





" ( 4,(2)-SRI)*EL4(l)'0$4(2)-(R4(3)-SR2)6EL4-(I)i 94(3)) EkAj 
C EMCAi 
EM(591)v;-ID3MASS6EL3(1)0-(R3(2)*S3(2)OA3(3), S3(3)) EMCAI 
C, &6gi 
EM(1,592)=83MASS4'(((EL3(3)*R3(3) EL3(l) R3(i))oCoSTTI 






* E041)*Ft3YdS) 6S3 (2) 0 (-EL3 (2) *ft3ZSN* (EL3 (2) 4R-3 (2-) OEL3 (1)!DR3 (1) 4 EMCAl.1 EMCAl 
* 0STTl)*S3(3)) EMCAl 
em-(5-t4) =03MAss4eL3 u o i (QR3 (2) *SRI) *S3 (2) * (mR3 (-a) R2) 6S3 (3) EMCAI EH Al 
C-31 
'C' RMCAL 
EM(59S)uS3MASSOII@*83MASS/TO*MAS)*(((EL3(3)-*i)2+F.L3(1)**2)OS312)- EM * 
EL3(3)OEL3(2)453(3))*S3(2)+((EL3(2)*42+EL3(1)*02)*S.A(3)- EMCAL 
Lt.3 (2),OEL3 (3)iS3(4))*S3(3)) E"* 
C. 	 ElKCAt 
EM(596)n,(BjMASS084MASS/TOTMAS)*((O(EL3(3)*EL*,(3)+EL3(1)i$EL4(i))i MAT
 
0 S4(2)*EL3(.3)*EL4(2)*S443))'*S3(2)#(%,( L3(2)*EL4(2)#EL13(1)*EL4(j))*Ef4 Ai
 
* 54(3)#EL3(2)OEL4(3)OS4(2))*S3(3)) EM6AL 
C EMCAL 
EM(691)2084mASS*EL4,(I) *-(R4(2)OS4(2)+R4(3)*S4(3)) 	 EMCAL
 
C 	 EMCAL 
EM(692)084MASS4(i(EL4(3)OR4(3)+EL4(1)4R4(t))iCo$TTi*EL4(3)OR4YSN)4EMCAL
 
















* S3(3)*EL4(2)*EL3(3)*S3(2))iS4(3)) 	 EMtAL
 
C 	 E14CAI 
EM(696).cB4MASS4(1#*84mASS/TOTMAS)O((( L4(3)*424-EL4'(i)**2)*S4(2)- EMCAI
 
* EL4(3)*EL4(2)OS4(3))*S4(2).o,((EL4(2)0i 2oEL4(1)**Z)*S4,(3)- Ekil
 
0 EL4(2)*EL4(3)*S4(2))*S4(3)) Em il
 
DO 10 M=193 EMCAI
 




























C A(I) CONTAINS THE CURRENT TIME. I.E. AI) a TIME, O'4 
C A() THROUGH A(N) CONTAIN THE INTEGRACS WHERE N EQUALS THE o0.$ 
C NUMBER OF INTEGRALS PLUS 1 OMS 
C TJ IS A SCRATCH ARXAY0 TJ(I) CONTAINs TH* INIThAL DELT AND TJ(z) kOmS 
c THROUGH TJ(N) CONTAIN THE BACK VALUES OF E DEIVATIVES FOMS 
8(i) CONTAINS THE CURRENT OLT AND d(?) THROUGH b(N) CONTAIN THE !OMS
 
C CURRENT DERIVATIVESo - F'OS
 
C IF E a 0o REINITIALIZE THE DERIVATIVES. FOMS
 
C IF E 0 les. CONTINUE THE INTIGRATION* FOMS







LF(N oLE, 1) RETURN FOMS 
IF(E .NEa 0.) 00 To 20 PoS 
E cIt~ OoM 
O0 10 WmloN FOMS 
TJ(I) a 8(j) pO4S 
10 CONTINUE POMS 
20 H02 u 8(1)405 !OMS
 
O0 30 IuZoN FOM$
 













































































































































































































































































































COMMON R 9ROQJ3' R1I3J 9 COmmIC
 
AlDOT(3) 0RlVOS 9R1YSN 9 C0*IC 
*R1ZCS 9 R1ZSN 9R2() COw4C 
*RDooT (3) AZYCS 9 RZySN 9 COMWI 
*RZZCS9 R2ZSN 9R3(3) v COp~w 
W3OO() 9R3YSN ,~9R3YCS 9 
9 HZCS 9R3ZSN 9 R44c3) 9 VOK3C­
*R*DQT(3) o RO~YC$ R4-YSN 9 CO0F4NC 
*R4ZCS 9R 4 ZSN gom?4C 
COMMON S9 SOT SINFEJ 9 cOMMc 
0SjINTTJ 9SINTTO SINTTI P COMMC 
*SINTTZ 0 SZNTT3 SINTT4 *9 m 
4-SP 9SUML SUME 9 OMox 
*SUM) 9 S2(3) S3(3) v COMMC 
S4(3) I -COMV4C 
CvOMMON T(393) *TC(3D3) *TEMP1C3) 9 Oc 
0TEMP2(31 0 omo(~ 
*TEMP3(3) 9 TEMP4(3) 9TErMPS(393) q COMMC 
.4 TEMP6C3.3) 9 TEMP?(393) * TEMPS(393) V VOt4MC 
*TEMP9(39 3) 0TE.MP1O(3e3) 9 TEMPP11( 3 93) 9 COMt4C 
-*TEMP1Z(3v3) o TEMPL3(393) 0TCMP14(393) 9 C0N114 
TEMP15(3o3) 9 TERMi(3) 9TER!42(3) COMNC 
TFRICT 9TMATA(6 9 THATAD(6) 0 60mNC 
44'THETAI 1 THET43 0THETA 9 eOMMC 
THETO 0 T180(3,3) 9 TI80109~3). CO6MMC 
4 TIME 9TJ 9 TAI(1OV q COMI4c 
* V.110) 9 743(10) 9 TjA(1O) 0 COMMC 
*TMOTOR 0 Of4MC 
*TOEFI3) 9 TOTMAS 9 T0l 9 COMMC 
JQOG,() 9 TQOP(3) 9 T(;10( 3 ) 9 COMMC QI()9TSTART 9TSToP 9eowsc
 
*TT100T 9TT300T 9tT400$ com$ic
 
*-T1Er(3) 9yT3 9T4commc 
COMMON V(3) COM14( 
COMMON VlO(3) 0 9~ (3C) 9om 
OW 3 (3) 9W 4(3) CO?4tw 














COSTTO * CQG (THz-To) Gr 
06(i) 0oSINTTo*TIBQ(1,1) * OSTTOQTeO2il) GGRA(
Did4(2) 0 S-INTTO4TIBQC1Q2) * OSTTO*TIgOc20 2)GM 
-080-) 0 -SINTTO*TxdO(1g3) *COS-TTOC!!eO(2v3) GGRAr 
REMP -0 CORA 
00 10 MM193 G0.RAf 
REr4P 9-REMP * OB-(M)-*RO (M) §GRAt 
1-0 CONTINUE OQRAC 
DO 20 Lci,)3 aepAr 
70 (4z) a- Ci*8GOMASS*i(30OREMP60D89 (L) oROC(L) 6RAi 
A(L) a 0*66~
 
00 2o Mztl,3 G6RA(
 
A(L~ A(L) oBODYOIC(LoM) 00B(M) 0A
 
20 CONTINUE GGRAE 
TQO&jj) =3 04Cj0'Q(2)6A(3) .DB(3)*.AP()) ,M 
C-35 
TQOG(3) a 3*C14CD8()Ol*A(2) w DB(2)*A()) 	 QGRA
 
DOWt) 	0 .SINTTO*TI O(1il) # COSTTO*ThfO(2#1) GGRAC
 
*u(2)m COSTTl*(-SINTTO*TuO(l, 2 ) * CoSTTo*TIBO(2 q2)) + GGRA
 
* 	 SINTTI*#(SINTTO*TZBO(C13) * CoSTTOTI8O(R,$fl GGRAC 
0813) .$SINTT1*(USINTTO*TISo(l,2) * coSTTOQT8SO(2,)) * 6GRAC 
* COSTT1*(wSINTTO*TIaO(t3) + COSTTO*TIBOC2,3)) 	 GGRAC 
REMP v 09 GGRAr
 
00 30 Mat3. GGRA!
 






DO 40 Lal,3 
FI1L) a Cj*B1MASS*(3o*REMP*0D(L) * Rj(L)) GGRAE 
A(L) * 0 	 GGRAC
 
DO 40 Mw1.3 66R~f
 













TQGI(2) 0 3.*Cl*(8(3)*A(1) o at 	 G)'A(3 





















































BOMASS 9 BONE(7) 9 BTHREE(5) 9 OMMC 
SBTWO(4) BIMASS 9B2MASS 9 COMMC 
* B3MASS 9 B4MASS COMMc 






, COSTTJ , COSTTO 9 
COMC 
OMme 
" .COSTT1 9 COSTT3 I COSTT4 9 COMMr 
COZT . cPl * CP2 q COMMC 

































COMMON EEE(3t,3) I EEJ(3J3) 9 EI(3) f COM4C 



























0 FEEOC6) 9 FF(3) 
COMMC 
9 COMM( 
FFJ.3) FLAGI 9 VLAG2 q COMMc 
FLAG3 FLAG4 9 FNI COMMc 


































0. HX(3T 9 HiPOOT(3) 9 MIPRIM(3) 9 COMMC 
* H3PRM(3) # H4PRIM(3) EQMmW 
COMMON- B2F 9 ICFA 9*CFB- 9 tOm 
* ICFC I ICF IDOCK # COMM( 
IGRAVF 9 IPNDLM IPNTCK 9 COMi 
* IPRINT 9 IPROPF COmM( 
COMMON NCASE 9 NCHECK 9 NDECK 9 tOMMC 
* NGAIN 9 NUMCMG COmm( 
C-37 
'COMMON OMEGAI OMEGA3 9 OMEeA4 'O"Mc 
COMMON PEND3L PEN04L COMM( 
COMMON Q'49) COMMC 
COMMON R RO(3) RI(3) aOMMC 
RIDOT(3). RlYCS 	 RIYSN aOMW
 
RIZCS RIZSN 	 R21(3) CORMC
 
R2DOT(3) RZYCS 	 R2YSN *OMM(
 
R2ZCS 	 R2ZSN R3(3) COM{
 
* 	 R30OT(3) R3YCS R3YSN COMM( 
* 	 R3.ZCS R3ZSN 9 R413) COMMC 
R4DOT(3? R4YCS R4YSN COMMc 
6 R4ZdS R4ZSN COMMC 
COMMON S SOOT 9 SINFEJ COWM 
* 	 SINTTJ SINTTO SINTTl * COMMC 
S SINTT3 $ COMMCINTT2 	 SINTT4 

* SP sUMi * SUM2 * COMMC 
e SUM3 S2(3) * S3(3) CoMMC 
*S4(3) COMM( 




* 	 TEMpa3 t TEMP4(3) TEMP5(3,3) * VOMM( 
* 	 TEMP633): 9 TEMPT(393) * TEMP8(3.3) 9 COMM(
* 	 TEMP9(393 ) 9 TEMP1O(33)" * TEMPl1I3 ,3 ) * COsN( 
* 	 TEMP12(33) TEMP3(3,3) , TEMPl4(3,3) * OMM 
* 	 TEMPIS(3.3) TrRM1(3) TERM2(3) $ COMMt 
* 	 TFRICT THATA(6) * THATAD(6 ) vomm( 
* 	 THETAI THETA3 9 THETA4 * gOMM( 
* 	 THETO TIBO(3'3) f TIBOI(393) COMM(
 
* 	 TIME 9 TJ TJI(1iO) 'COMM(
W TJ2(1O) TJ3(O) TJ4(1O) COmM(
4 TMOTOR I - COMM( 
4, TOEF3) TOTMAS * TO1 COM( 
* 	 TQOG(3) 9 TQOP(3) TGIG(3) * COMM( 
o 	 T01P(3) # TSTART * TSToP - OMMI 
TT1DOT TT3OOT TT4OT t COMMI 
T14
* 	 T1EF(3) T13 * COM 
COMMON V(3) EOM I 
COMMON WO(W) WS 9 WI(3) t COMI 
* 	 W3(3) W4(3) COMM 
COMMON X(697) . xC XCOOT * COMm 








C. 	 HON 
THATAO(1) a 	 eGAIN(4)*TIBO(32) *GAIN(5)*WO(1) MON 
THATAD(2) a *TIHATAD(1) ACON 

















DLMENSION A(3,3) 	 8(3) 

D(3o3) 9 E(39 3) 
C 
IF IMTYPE oNs, 1) 0 TO 100 


















F(191) r. 0ol)u*E-(c191) + (1.2)*E(2.1) , D (19,3y0E(3 9 1) mulT 
a 	 0F (192 1o)*E(1,2) D(1,2)0E(29 02, b~(1e3)OE(3,2i 	 MUL,! 
F(P113 = D(191)*E(1,3) 0 D(1.2)*Ei(2.3, 0Q(1,3)*)E(a3,3 	 MUL'
F12t2) =D(2,1)OEUVold 0 D(2921*E(291) 0 O(2#3)OE(3o1) 	 SAUL?F(292) = D(2i,)*E(192) 0 D(22)*E(292) ' 0(123)*E(30 2) 	 MULF(93) a D(1)*E(1,3) 0 0(292)0E(293) o D(2,3)*E(3,3) 	 MULt 
F(11) p O(3ol)E(1*1) 0 01302)*EIZ2qI) * D(393V6E(391) 	 MUL'F(39) v 0(3,1)QE(192) 0 D(3,2)*E(Z2) * D(3 93)*E(3 9 2 MULT 













COMMON A.(3) 9 AE(S) fAEO(S) 9 ommc
 
*AFOUR(W t All(§93#3) 9 OWM
 
SAIO(69393) 9 AJIM) 
 A T 	 9 Ommc
 
SAOCJtbt393) 	 9 AOJ( ) 9AONE(7) 
 # OMMC
 
ATCPTZ(393) 9 ATHREE(S) 9ATWO(4) 
 9COWM
 
SAl(393) 	 9 A1J(?) 
 OMMC
 
'COMMON 	 SOMASS 9 BFOUR(Q) 9BHOM 9 OMMc
 
Bo8OyDI(393) v HODYOj(.393) 9BOOYII(3#3) 9 OMMr
 
SO8MASS f BONE(7) 9BTHREE(S) 9 ommc
 










COSFEJ 	 COSTTJ 
 COSTTO 9commc
 
*COSTTI COSTt3 COST74 0 Ommc





COMMON DB(3), t DDOI(3) 9COWM
 





SDTIME 	 9D12(3) 9D13(3) 9commc
 
*01300T(a) 	 9 D13YCS 
 O03YSN 9 OMMC
 
e,1O31CS 9 013ZSN 901403) 9 OMMC
 
*D14DOT(3) 9 O14YOS 
 9D14YSN 9COWM
 
D14zcS 9 D14ZSN 
 cO.mmc
COMMON 	 EEE(393) EEJ(33) ELe W3) 
 COMMO:
 
eEL2DOT(3) tEL2YCS. E42YSN 9COMMc
 
eEL2ZCS EL2ZSN EL30) 9 Ommc
 
*EL30OT(3) 9 EL3Yr.S 	 ELGYSN 
 qCOmmc

e.EL3ZCS 	 0 El.3ZSN 9E440) 
 q OMMc
 
SEL40OT(3) # EL4YCS 9EL4YSN 	 q OMmc
 
EL4ZCS 9 EL4ZSN 9EM(696) cOMMc
 
COMMON FAT(8) 9 
 6OMmc
 
OEE(6) FEEO'(6) FFF(3) 0 Ommc
 




 FLAG4 9N m 	 :-COMMC 
F0(3) FOI(3) 9 0203) tCOMIC
 
-





eF12(3) 9 F13(3) COMMc
 
COMMON GAIN41O) 
 0 03 9 	 cOMMC
 
03D0 9 G4 9 G400T commp

COMMON H(3) 0 HCMG(3) 9 HOOT(3) 9 OMMc
 
HIM3 0 HO(3) 9 HW1(6) t OMMC
 
.eHIM3 t HIPOOT(3) 9 H1PRIM(3 ) q O6MMC
 SH3PRIM(3) 9 H4PRIM(3) O0MW
 
COMMON 1B20 9 I-qFA iCFB rOMMr
 
*' CFC- ICFD IDOCK OMMr
 
e- GRA-VF IPNOLM 	 jPNTCK 
 ommc
 
IPRiNT 	 IPROPF 
 COHmm
 




COMMON 	 OMEGAI OMEGA3 OMEGA4 
 COmmr
 
COMMON 	 PEND3U PEN04L 
 Eommc
 





-COMMON R 9. ROC3) 9R1(3) 9 COMMC 
*RIDOT(3) 0 R1YCS 0RlYSN I t COMMC 
0 R1ZCS IR1ZSN 	 9. R2(3) 9 co'4#c 
* 	 R2DoT (3) 9RaYCS 9R2YSN * CO44mc 
*R2ZOS ,9RZZSN 9 R3.(3) COwet 
R300oT(3) 0 RSVCS 0R3YSN * COMW~ 
4iR3ZC$ RaZSN v 43, CO1tc 
WOW00(3 9 R4YC5 R4YSN t C'OmC 
*R4ZCS 0 R4ZSN cQMMC 
COMMON s * sOoT SINEJ * COMMC 
SXNTTJ 9SINTTO SINTTI 9 CQMMC 
*SINTT2A- SINTT3 SINTT4 9 COrMMc 
*P * suml SUM2 * COMMC 
SUM3 9s2(3) S3(3) 9 COMMC 
0 S4(3) c0Mt4c
 




*TEmPS(3) 9TCmP4(3) 9 !EMPS(3,3) 9 eOMC 
TEbIP6(33) * TCMPt(3,3) , TEMPS(3;3) 9 CQ)MP4C 
*TEMP9(393) e TEMPIO(3.3) p TEMP1i(3.3) 9, m 
*TEMP12(393) 9TEmPL3C3,3p , TemP14C393) 9 COMMC 
TEMPlS(3,3) 9TERMt(3) t TERM2(3) * aQMMC 
TFRXCT * THATA(6) 0TNATAO(62 e COMWr 
*THETAl 	 9 THETA3 # THETA4 9 C0M14( 
* 	 THETO_ 9 TIBQ(3,3) tTISOiC3,3) v COM4( 
TiME 0TJ TJ1(1O) 0 aOM)4c
 
*TJ2(l0) 9 Tj3(iO) Tj4 (1O) I Comm(
 
* 	 THOTOR 9 TOMA OMM( 
*T 	 OEF(]) 9 OMS9TICOMMC 
TQGoef) 0 TGOP(3') $ TQt1GC 3) I CQMMC 
TQ1P*(3) 9 TSTART 9TS7 0 P comm( 
TT100T 9 TT300T 0TT400T *Om 
Ti4
*T1EF( 3) 0T13S COMM( 
COMMON V(31 COmmO 
4COMMON WOI(3) p WS WL(3) *9 m 
w3c3) 9 W4(3) COMkf 














F$ D CSAINOSM)4 V40CM1 	 P90
 






IF 	(C8ST GT, 0 Q:.8,'iFS .- CeAIN(*WO(2).PO 
IF 	(COSTYI oLTO -OoS7T)FS 8cCGAINi(2)*W042) -0cOw 
IF A(SZNTTI oGT, V9S7)FS = CGAINl(2)4W'.3) 	 ?CON
 
IF 	(SINTTI *LTo C.987)FS =.CGAN *W0(3 ) POON
 
FPTi* = 	 2'a*A6S.(V8) PCON 
T-~iP-(i) 75*AjJ(-2) 	 PCON
 




































































































































































































































































'COMMON S SOOT SINFEJ *OMMC 
* SINTTJ -1NTTO SINTTL 9OMMC 
SINTT2 9 SINTT3 SINTT4 QOMMC! 




























































































































EL2CI)u= Dj,2C1) 0 S*S2(11
E42!(2) a 012(2) 4 . *8212,) 
ELZa,3) a D)2(3)# 5%S2C3)
SINTT3 m.S!N(TMHTA3) 
COSTT3 a. COS(THETA3 -)










SINTT4 SIN (THETA4 )
COSTT4 =.COS(THETA4) 















. .-	 - (B3ASS/TOTMAS)*(013(1) • EL3(1))RECALBkMASS/TOTMAS)4 EL21) 

* 	 "(B4MASS/TOTMAS)*(DI4(l) *E 4(1)) RECAL 
R1,i) a (BOMASS/TOTMAS)*-(DOI(2)*COSTT1 o Ol(3)*SINTT J) PECAL 
* 	 .(B2MAS$/TOTMAS)*EL2i2) RE6 
* 	 .(83tASS/TOTMAS)*(011(Z) 0 EL3 (2)) REM 
.,(B4MASS/TOTMAS)*(DI4(2) o EL4(2)) PECt
 






* 	 (B3MASS/TOTMAS)*(D11( 3) O-EL3(3)) REML 
.(B4MASS/TOTMAS)*(DI4(3) * EL4(3)) RECAL 
R241) a RI1U) + EL2(1) RC 





R,(4) 	 RIM * 

R3(I) x Ri) D13(1) + EL3(1) 
R3(2 R(2) D13(?) o RECA 
H3(3) a RI3) * 013(3) * EL3(3) RECAL 
R4() * Ri() D14(l) * EL4(1) RECAL 
R4(2) .R g3 014(a) * EL4(3) RECAL 













COMMON A(3) * AE45 ) * AEO(5 ) 9 tOw 
































































C02T CP1, CPe 6OMmc 









DOooT (3) 9 COMC 
COMw 











D14YsN 9 COMMr 
COMmC 












































































































-, IOF:6) COMMC 
-GRAVF. -PNDLM iPNTCK 9 VOMMf 






9 NDECK * cOMMc 
COMmc 
COMMON OMEGAl , OMEGA3 'OMEGA4 COMMC 
COMMON PEND3L * PEND4L COMMc 




































* R4ZCS 9 R4ZSN COMIC 











* SUM3 9 52(3) 9 9 
SUM2 




































































































































'S¢ Sa L 
C 













AI( 6,33) I 
























































CGA!NO(3) q COMMC 
9 aOMMc 
COSTTI COSTT3 COSTT4 COMMi 


















0 DTIMED13DOT(3) D12(3)D13YCS - 9 013(3)D13YSN * COMM(9 COmM( 
*03ZCS, 







































































GAIN,.10) 9 F13(4)GI * COMm COMM 

















































NCHECK - NOECK , 
COmp 
COpm 












COMMON R 0 RO() R1(3) 9 OMMC
 
* R1DOT(3) 9 R1YCS 9 R1YSN 9 cOMmr
 
SR,1ZCS 9 R1ZSN 0 R213) 9 COMMc
 
R2D0T(3) 9 RZYCS 9 RZYSN 9 C0hC 
RZCS 9 R2ZSN 9 R3(3) : COmf 
* 	 R30OT(3) R3YCS f R3YSN 9 c0mf 
* 	 R3ZCS R3zSN # R4(3) , OMMC 
R4DOT(3) 9 R4YCS 9 R4YSN 9 COWi 
R4ZCS * R4ZSN COMMC 
COMMON S SOoT 9 SINFEJ 9 COMM 
* 	 SINTTJ SINTTO 9 SINTT1 0 COmmc 
* 	 SINTT2. SINTT3 9 SINTT4 * COMMC 
SP SUMl 9 SUM2t 9 COMMC 
* 	 SUM3 s2,(3) S3(3) 9 COMmC
 
S4(3) 11 Cmm#c 
COMMON T(393) 9 TC(3'3i 9 TEMPI(3). * CO94he 
o TEMP2-3) 9 	 cOMC 
TEMP3(3) 9 TEMP4(3) * TEMPS(3,3) 9 COMMC 
* 	 TEMPG(3.3) 9 TEMP7(393) , TEMPB(393) 9 aOMMc 
TEMP9(393) 9 TEMPIO(393) t TEMP11(3,3) 9 COMMc 
* 	 TEMP10(3,3) , TEMP13(3,3) , TEMP14(3,3) 9 COMMC 
TEMP1B(3'3) 9 TERM1(3) I TERM2(3) * COMMC 
TFRCT 9 THATA(6) 9 THATAD(6) COMMC 
THETAI f THETA3 t THETA4 9 COMmC 
THETO 9 TzBO(393) 9 TIaoi(3 ,3) COMMC 
* 	 TIME 9 TJ 9 TJI(1O) * -COMC 
* 	 TJ2(10) 9 TJ3(lOj 9 TJ4(I1O) , COMMC 
TMOTOR * OMMC 
TOO1(3) * TOTMAS 9 TOl f'commc 
*TQQ(3) 	 9 TflOP(33) f TQleG(3) 0 QQMMr 
* 	 TQip.(.) 9 TSTART 9 TSTbp * commc 
STTIOOT 9 TT3DOT TTIOOT aOM* 
'TlEF(3 ,4 9 13 9 14 COWi 
COMMON . V(3) SOMMc 
COMMON WO(3) 9 WS 9 W1(3) 9 COmmc, 
*w3c3) 9 w4.(3) comi 
COMMON X(69?) * xc ,- XCOOT 9 coMW 




C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE ELEVATOR VELOCITYo 	 SOCAL
 
SDOT -a 0o-	 SOCAj
RETURN 	 QCA






















A AUGMENTED MATRIX (AC) WHERE 
ORIGINAL DATA DESTROYED 











C SOLUTION X WILL BE COLUMN N.1 OF MATRIX. A SYKab 
C FLAG a 00 SOLUTION EXIST Fu 1.0 NO SOLUTION SYEQN 
DIMENSION A(NRNC) 
NI * N 




NO a NI -1 SYEQN 
FLAG w'O. 










DO 10 II-MiNOIF( ABS(A04I9M))-'ABS(A(II+ItM))) 5910910
FIND LARGEST ABSOLUTE VALUE COLUMN Mo. CALL iT BIG, 
SYEONSiEMSYEQN 
S MI a II+ 1 SCELT 
1o CONTINUE SYE14 
12 BIG 8 A(MIM)















A(MJJ1 f A(MIsJJ)/BIG 





Go TO 35 SYEQ 
25 
C 
00 30 JJMN2 
NORMALIZE ROW M 
SYEQh 
S!EQr' 
30 A(MgJJ) uA(MJj)/BIG SYE 
35 O0 10 II V1,NI SyEp!i 







38 IF(TEMP) 39,5039 sy . 
3? DO 40 jJU 1MN3;.A(IIJJ)=A(IIJJ).- TEMP *A(MJJ) SYEQSYEat, 
40 CONTINUE SYEOI 








c READ SOLUTION AS N ELEMENTS FROM COLUMN (N.I) SYEOw' 
100 FLAG "1#0 SYEOt 
C SORRY THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX IS SINGULAR SYEOt: 
RETURN Msyaot 
















AI%( 6 9 3 o3) 
9 
9 





















































9 CB(3. 9 CG 
C 
NO(3) 0 aOk 
COMmC 




















































































































































































COMMON OMEGAI1 OMEGA3 0 OMEGA4 COMM 
COMMON PEN63L 9 PEND4L 0f 
-COMMON Q(44) COMM 
C-51 
COMMON i. R 	 9 RO(3) t R1(3), t OMMC 
* 	 RIDQT(3) 9 RIYCS 9 RIYSN ,ONf(

RIZ.CS 	 R1ZSN R2(3) gOMmc
, 	 , 
R2DOT(3) 	 RZYCS f R2YSN CO8W.
R2ZCS 	 R2ZSN # R3(3) * tOsw 
R3DOT(3) 	 R3YCS 9 R3YSN comMr
 
R3ZCS 	 R3ZSN # R44C3) 9 COMMC 
4. R4DOT(3) 	 R4YCS , R4ySN 9 COMMc 
R4ZCS RAZSN 	 COMMc
COMMON S 	 SOOT , SINFEJ * COMM 
SINTTJ 	 SINTTO * SINTTI ,OMMc 
* 	 SIN TT2 SINT T3 , SIN T T4 ,OMMc 
SP sUm% SUM2 COMMC 
* 	 SU;I3 S2(3) S3.(3) COMMC
 
4 S4(3) COMMC 
COMMON T(3#3) TC(393) , TEMPI(3) 9 CQMMC 
TEMP2(3) * cOMMC 
* 	 TEMP3(3) 9 TEMP4(3) 9 TEMPS(3,3) COMMC
 
* 	 TEMP6(393) 9 TEMPT(3,3) 9 TEMPS(3t3) 9 cOMM
3
TEMP9 (3.3) * TEMPIO(3,3) , TEMPI1( . 3 ) * COMMC 
TEMP12(393) , TEMP13(3,3) , TEMP1(3,3) *OMMc 
TEMP15(3t3) 9 TERMI(3) 9 TERM2(3) ' COMMC 
* 	 TFRICT THATA(6) t THATAD(6 ) * cOMc 
THETAl 0 THETA3 f THETA4 q COMMC 
THETO , TIBO(3,3) t TIBO(393) * aOMC 
TIME 9 TJ , TJIl0) f COM14C 
* 	 TjZCO) TJ3(O) 9 TJ4 (lO) * 0OMM 
* 	 TMOTOR 9 COm.Mc
 
* 	 TOE(3) 9 TOTMAS , TOI COMmmC 
TQOG(3) 9 TQOP(3) * TQ.G(3) * cOMMc 
TaIP(3) , TSTART , TSTop # COMMC 
TT1OT , TT3DOT , TT4DOT * COMMC 




COMMON WO) 9S , WZ(3) * COMmC 
W3(3) W4.(3) cQMMc

















C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE TORQUE BETWEEN BODY 0 AND BODY 1. TORK(






































SUBROUTINE TORK13,|T12 CP1tCP2THETAoOMEGA3) 
C 
C TORKI 
C THIS SUBROUTiNE COMPUTES THE TORQUE BETWEEN BODY 1 AND BODY 3. TORKi 
C 
C 
THIS TORQUE CONSISTS OF THE CONTROL TORQUE AND FRICTION TORQUE. 

















c THIS SUBROUTINE CoMpUTES TH, TORQUE BETWEEN BODY 1 AND BODY 4-. OR5?
 
c 





























































SOMASS 9 BONE(7) 9 BTHREE(5) COMMC 
BTWO(4) 
83MASS f4MASs 


















* Co2T CP1 9 CPE * COMmc 
-CST Cl COMMc 

































































































































COMMON 192 9 ICFA * *CFB -9 COMMC 
ICFC: * ICFO 9 IDOCK * CONmN­























COMMON OMEGAl OMEGA3 * OMEGA4 OMmi 
tVOMMON PEND3L PENO4L CpMM(: 
COMMON Q.(4#4) cOMMC 
C-56 
COMMON R 	 RO(3) R113) Co' c

R1DOT(3) R1YCS R1YSN COmmC
 
RIZCS RZSN R2(3) COM*C
 
e 	 R2ooT(3) R2YCS R2ySN EOmw
 
* 	 R2ZCS R2ZSN R3,(3) *cot 
R3DOT (3) R3YCS R3YSN COvlw0
R3ZcS R3ZSN 	 R443) flC
 
* RDT(3) R4YCS 	 R4YSN 9 COM 
* RAZCS R4ZSN 	 COOMC 
COMMON 	 S SINFEJ
SoOT 	 9 COMMr
 
* 	 SINTTJ 9 SINTTO SINTTI 9 COMq
* 	 SINTT2 SINTT3 SINTT4 9 COMC 
,SP SUMi SUM2 9 OMMC 




COMMON T(3t3) TC(33 TEMPI(3)' COMmC
 
* TEMP2(3) 9 COMW 
0, TEMP3(3) TEMP4CS) f 7EMPS(3,3) 9 CO4C 
* 	 TEMP6(393) 9 TEMPT(3#3) 9 TEMPS(3.3) 0 COMMCTEMP9(393) , TEMPIO(3,3) 9 TEMP11(3.3) p COmMe 
TEMP2(33) 9 TEMP13(3,3) * TEMP14(3,3) 9 CO4MC 
TEMP15(93) 9 TERMI(3) 	 TERM2(3) COMMC
 
* 	 TFRiCT THATA(6) THATAD(6 ) COmNC4 	 THEtAI THETA3 9 THETA4 COMIC
 
THETO TIBO(3;3) TiSOI(3,s) COMMC
 
* 	 TIME' TJ TJI(lO) tOMS-TJ2(1O) T43C10) TJ4 (1O) 9 COMc
 
T MoTOR
* 	 9OMMC 
TJOEF(3) 9 TOTMAS 	 TO% COMMC
 
* 	 TQOG(3 ) 9QOP(3) T0( 3 ) FOMMr* 	 TQIP(3) TSTART TSToP COMMC 
OTTiOT p TT300T TT4OT COM4C





COMMON 	 WO() wS 
 WI() 9 	COMMCW3(3) W4(3) COMM(
COMMON x(697 ) 9 XC XCDOT * coMw
















SINTT1 =,SIN(THETAI) XOOT 
COSTTI a COS(THETA) X6OT
Wi 'a WO( )* OMEGAl X6oWl(c2 WO(2)#COSTTl * WO(3)*SINTT XDOT 










ELDOT(Z) 	 (Wi( S2"(1)'YSiOT
3 V)'ELz (2) .Wl(2) EL2c(3) 	 XOOT
FLtOOT(2) W-f3,*EL211) WWt()-OEL2(3) * S2t*aoSoT' XnOT 
EL2DOT(3) j.W()'*EL2(Q) * WI(1)*EL2c2) -4S2(3)*SOT Xo!t 
RO(3) t RIl) O.011 P01(Z) XDOT 
W3() a WR1)SI 	 XOT 
W3 (2--- OM GA3"S3) -. 1 (2) 	 xoT 
0-57 
W30) WOMEGA3iS30) # Wj(3) xdot
 
C63DOT(l) N -W313)*EL3(2. W3(2)*gL3(3) X007
 
EL3DOT('!) a W3(3)*EL3(i) w3(1)*EL3(3) Xbot
 
EL.3DOT(J) W3(2)*EL3(l) + w3(1)*FL.3(2) XIDOt
 
W4.(I) a WI(l) 
 X60T
 
W4(j.) a OMF-,GA44S4(g) 0 WI(2) XQ()TW4(3) a OMkeA44S4(3) # WI(3) 
 XvoT
 
EL4DOT(t) a -W4(3)*EL4(2) #.W4(2)*F-L4(3) X&OT
 
EL4DOT(!) a W4(3)*EL4(li -,W4(1)*EL4(3) XDO*
 
El.40OT(3) W4(2Y*EL4(l) + W4(1)*EL4(2) XQOT
 
DOIDOT(j) WO(3)*DOI(2) + WO(2)*001(3) XDOT
 
DOIDOT(2) -a Wo,(3)*DOI(I) --WO(I)*001(3) XDOT 
DOIDOT(3) a -WO(2)*DOI(I) + WO(I)*DOI(2) XQOT 
013ooT(l) a Wj-(3)*Oj3'(2) + WI(2)*013(3) xDoT 
D13DOT(2) WI(3)*013(1) WIQ)*D13( ) X60T 
013DOT(3) wWI(2)*013(1) Wl(l)*Dl3(2) X00T 
014DOT(l) iq -WI(3)0014(2) WI(2)-*014(3) XbOT, 
01-40OT'(2) WI(3)*DI4(l) Wl(l)*DI4(3) X60T 
014DOT(3) WI(2)*014(l) WI(I)OD14(2) XQOT
RIDOT(j) (BOMASS/TOTMAS)*DolooT(l) XIDOT 
w-(82MASS/TOTMAS)*EL2DOT(l) x6ot
 
-(83MASS/TOTMAS)*(013DOT(l) + EL3DOT(I)) X60T
 
a-(B4MASS/TOTMAS)*-(014DOTG) +-EODOT(J ) XDOT
 





w-(B3MASS/TOTMAS)*"(O13DO-T(2) * EL3DOT12)) x6ot
 
0(84MASS/TOTMAS)*(Dl4DOT(2) * EL4DOT(2)) X601T
 




-(83MASS/TOTMAS)*-(Dl3DOT(3) * E 3WW) XDOT'
 
a(84MASS/TOTMAS)*'(Dl4DOT(3) * EL4DoT(3)) x6of
 
RabOTCJ) N:RIDOT(l) + EL2DOT(l) XDOT 
R2DOT(2) 4 RIOOT(2) 4 EL2DOT(2) XDOT 
RDOT(3) v RlDoT(3) 0 EL2DoT(3) XDOT
R3ooT-(-i) = R-IDOT(l) 4 D13DOT(l) + EL36OTQ) XDOIT 
R3DOT(R) a RIDOT(2) * 013DOT(2) + EL36OT(2) X60iR3pOT(3) wRIDoT(3) +. D13DOT(3) * EL36OT(3) X60T 
R4DOTQ) WRIDOT-Q) 014DOT(l) +-EL46OT(l) X60tR4DOT(2) a RIDOT(2) D14DOT(2) + E44DOT(2) 
 MOT
R4DOT(3) N'RIDOT,(3) + D14DOT(3) * EL400T(3) XQ0T
CALLMUL-T-(HO980DY01-iWO90YMtDUMrDUM91) xoOT 
CALL MUL T(,MloBODYIItWltDUMoDUMiDUM*I) XDOT 
H3PRIMQ) B3MASS*,(-EL3:(3)4oP3DOT (2) EL3'(2)*W3DOt(3)) x0otH3pRIMQ) 83MASS*l, Ei.3 (3)4R3DoT (1) EL3 (1) 4it3l)OT (3) ) XQOT 
H3PRIM(3) 83MASS*'(-EL3(2)i R3OOT(l) + EL3(1)*R300t(2)) XDOTH4pRIM(I) ..B4mASS*-(-ZL4(3)*R4DOT(2) EL4(2)*R4D0f(3)) XDOT
.H4PFtjf4_(2) 84MASS*-( Ej,4(3)*R4DDT(jj ELk (1) "41)OT (3) ) X60T 
H4PfRIM(3) B4MASS*'(;EL,4.(2)*R4DOT(l) EL4.Q)*R4OOT(2)) x6ofHIPKIM (2) 4 Hl*(2) 4 3PRIM(2) + H4PRImj2), XQOT0 C082 Ass*,A EL9(3)*R2DOT(i) * EL2 (1') ipREDoT (3) X6OT 
* *83MASSO( D13(3)*R30OT(l) + D13(1)4R3DOT(3)) XOOT
oS4mAsS*( D14(3)*0DOTQ) # C)14(1)*R4DOT(3.)) XDOT 
H-4-Pit-l-M (3) 11- H1 (3) # H3PR I m(3) # H4pRlk(3) X60-T 
P92MASS01 EL2(2)*R2DOTQ),:,EL2:(I)*R20OT(2)) XQOTW83MASS*-i D13(2,)*R3DOT(l) 0jl(1)*R3DOT(2)) 
 XDoT

-84MASS*"( D14-(-2.)-*R4DOT(l) -w al4(1)*R4OOT(2)) X60T 
IF (TimE.oNEv TsTART) 60 TO 5 X60T 
HIPR.lm(l)-=,Hl(l) + H3PRIMQ) + H4PRIM(l) XDOT
_w42_MASS*-(EL2(.),*RZDOT(2) -EL2'(2)*R DOT(3-)) XQOT 
-B-3MASS*-(D13(3)-*R3DOT(2) a D13(2)4RjDOT'(3)) XDOT$4MASS*,(DjC(3)*R4DqT(2), 
. Dj4(2Y*R DOT,(3,)) X60t

LET-US DEF-INE SOME INTERMEDIATE VALUES NEEDED--TO-COMPUTE M. XDOT 
CQ 
SUMI s o B2MASS*R2007(i) 	 XDOTB1MASSOR1DOT() 

* * B4MASS*R4DOT(1) 	 XZoTB3MASS*R3OoT(1) 
SUM2 a S1MASSRDOT(2) * B2MASSiR2DOT(2) XbOT. 
* *B3MASS*R300T(2) *8 4 ASS*R40OT(2) XOOT 
SUM a 81NASRjOT(3) * BZMASS*R2DOT(3) xDOT 
* " B3MASS6R3OT(3) , B4MASS*R40OT(3) X6o! 
C CALCULATE Ho XQ0T 
00 4-IX1o3 XQOT 
HCMG(I) m-FFF(I) XQO 
00 4 Jvl3 XDOt 
HCMG04) u EEE(tJ)J*tJO(J) * HCMG(I) XboT 
4 CONTINUE XOt 
MUI) HOW0(1 * H1PRIM(1 XQOt 
* ,(aDOI(3)*COSTT1 o DOI(2)OSINTTI)oSUM2 XQOT 
* o( DO1(3)*SINTT1 0 DO1(2)*COSTTj)'*SUM3 XDO 
S- *HCMG(1) XDOT 
Nl) HOA ,02)*j¢OGTTj*HNPRM(2) -.SI0To PRj(3) X"QOT 
, 0Q1(3)OSMI -.DO1(1)OSINTTIISUM2 a,DOI1(j)it*OSTTj$UM3 XDOT 
0 HCMG(2) XDO 
Hi(3) HO(3) o SINTTvrM1PRIM(2) o COSTTI*HIPRIM(3) XDOT 
a DOI(2)OSUMI * DOI(1)*COSTTI*StJM2 DOI(1)*SINmT1OSUM3 XDOT 
* o HCMG(3) XDOT 
5 CONTINUE XOO! 
C COMPUTE THE UNIT'VECTeR J19 X6OT 
AJLlM) a B2MASSQELZ(1) X6OT 
* *3MASS 001311) 0 B3ASS*EL3(1) X00T 
* S4MAsSoD14(1) *B4ASSEL4(1) 	 XDOT 
AJZC2) =-B2MASSQEL.(2) 	 X60T 
0. 	 OBSMASSD3(2) 0-BMASS,*EL3(2) XOO 
. -*B4MASSoDI 
4I2) * S4MASS0ELA(2) xDoT 
AJI(3) a.BMASSoEL,(3) X6O! 
-.B3MAS$0 Dj3(3J) *o83MASS0 EL3(3) 	 XDO
 
*B4mASSOD1 4 ,(3) * 84MASSoEL4(3) 	 xOoT 
XDOT
C 'UPDATE THE ORBIT ANLE 

THETO a TIEOWS XDOT
 
IF!(IGRAVF .EQ, 0) Got TO 10 XDO
 






C 	 SUM THE FORCES ON BODY ZEROe XOOT 
FO(l) m FO1(I) XDOT 
FO(R) a FO(2) X6Oo 
FO(3) r FOI(3) XO0T 
C 	 SUM THE FORCES ON BODY ONE* XOOT 
FI(t)F1i(i) XDOT 
FlE2 F11(2) KQO! 
Fl-() a Fl-(3) XDOT 
C SYM'THE TORQUES ONODY ZERO, XOT 
TOeF(1) TQOGCl) * TOOP.(1). XDOT 
TO a TQOo(2) TQOP!c2) XOO! 
TOEF(3) TQOG(3) TOQOP(3) ZOO 
C SUM THE TORQUES ON BODY ONE. xOO! 
T4E-(1,) a. ?Q1Gl) 'TQ1P(1) XO 
TiEc(2) .TQIG(2) o Tnp.,(2) X 0T 
TIEF(3) 0 TQIG(3Y 0 TQ1P,(3) XDO! 
C LET US DEFINE SOME INTERMEDIATE 
. 
TERMS USED TO CALCOCATE'HOOT, XDOT 
TERN1() a (BoMASS --TOTHAS)*DO1(1) . Ai(l) XDOT 
ERMI(E) a3(BOMASS TOTMAS),6OO1(2) 	 XQOI'
 
* 	 C.COSTT16AJ1(2) * SINTT*AJ.143) XDOT 
' TERMI(3) a (BOMASS TOTMAS)oDO'(3) 	 XDoT
0 














TERM2(2) a SOMASS#( CoSTTIODOI(a) # SjNTTI*oOI(3)) AJII(2) X60,
 
T9RM2(3) 8 BOMASS*(mSjNT.T1*DOI(Z) * CnSTTI*001(3)) AJI(3) XQOT
 
ATCPT2(191) p Ot XqOT
 
ATOPT2(19z) w TERM21-3) X90T
 
ATCRT2(193) a TERMR(g) XROT
 
ATOPT2(291) a COS 10TERM20) SjNTtl*TERm2,(2) X00T
 
ATCPT2(292) 0 wS1010TERM241) XDOT
 
ATCPT2(ao3) a mCOSTTIOTERM2(i) Xbot
 
ATCPT2(391) a SINTTIOTERMZ(3) COSTTI#TERm2(2) XDOT
 
ATCPT2(392) 0 COSTTI#TERM2(i) X60T
 
ATCPTZ(3o3) a oSINTTIOTERM2'(1) x0ot
 






** TOEF(J) # TIEF(l) XD-OT
 
HOOT(2) 8 oWO(3)'*H(l) + WO(I)*M(3) XDOT
 
0( TEPMi(3-)'*FO'(I) - TERMI(I)iFO(3))/TOTf4AS X60T 
!*(ATCPT2(291)*0,1(2)#ATCPT2(2t2)*Fl(g)+ATCPT2(2#3)*FI(3))/TOTMAS XDOt 
** TOEF(2) * COSTTI*TIEF(2)- SINTTI*TiEF(3) xdot, 
HDOT(3) WO(2)*H(l) -,WO(I)*H(2) XDof
 
#.(.TERMI(2)*FO(I) * TERmj(I)*FO(2))/ToTMAS XboT
 
*+CATCPT2(3ol)* 1(1)*ATCPT2(302)*FI(2)*ATCPT2(393)* 1(3))/TOTMAS X60t
 
+ TOEF(3) * SINTTI*TIEF(2) + COSTT14TiEF(3) X60i
 





















03DOTe-S3(2) * (W-1 (3)-'.OH-3PR I M(1);W I (1)*H3PRIM(3) )-63(3) *'(Wj (j)*H3PRIMXDOT 




































FLOW CHART & BLOCK CIAGRAM, 
FOAM bt leOa.l t4.4 
Application MAIN PPM ,AMPLOW CRlfl Date r,'m R 1970 Page .of I..j 
Procedure Drawn By GARY JOHN0O 
so 10 




I INTEGRATION BLOCK 2 
~IO' 
CONTROL MODULN 
IJ iii;INVERSION BLOCK 
OU-TP.T BLOCK . 
- . 
j~jJj.YES TMR> Ttp 2 NO 
ZTiI-  Ft- ----
--- 1-]-i " -T ! !- r-I wsit"p 
_ ' II4Jt !~I 9, ,I ! '- I IIT,-­
FLOW CHART & BLOCK DIAGRAM
 
re ' DE% 1103.01 4 
Applicalion RUN CONTROL MODULE Dole OCTOBER 1970 Pcoe _ of 
Procedure -Drown By--- GARY JOHTSON 
T
 
READ AND WRITE: NDECK 
NCDECK > NCHEOK + 1 




FLOW CHART & BLOCK DIAGRAM r p' DEN 1103-C1 AI46 
Appico),on INPUT MODULE Date- OCTOBER 1970 Pae I of 
Procedure 
- Drawn By___GKY 3I M. 
ENTER 
.... .-GAIN( I) 0. .M _LyiO 
WRITE: NCBECK
 















NIUMMG =0 ?7 E 
DO 110 3 = 1, NTJMCbU 
READ AND WRITE: 
IDOF (3) 
IF (IDOF (J) .EQ. 0) GO To 110
 
-. READ AND WRITE:
 
- .3 




.. I °------ .... - . o 
-- I -[JoL EQ. I-- . .... 
"-I- - '-- .. . . "tI.... . .....
 - al 
v-rr1- - - -'.. : --_- ± ," - ' ,.. .-- ­
(q - - -
ZIVF1 " -i !I t II IhOONTINUE_ ,. 
E R E 4 
-- 1 - -- - 4 
II.I NEXT:<F 
D­
FLOW CHART & BLOCK DIAGRAM
 
Applical!on INPUT MODULE CONTINUED Date OCTOBER 1970 Pao___2_ of 5 
Procedure Drawn By-_ARyJMIi0N_. 
CONTINUED FROM THE PREVIOUS PAGE 






READ AND WRITE:kA(1), CA (2). CA ](3) 
125 














Application INPUT MODULE CONTINIUBI) Date OCTOBER 1970 Page 3 of 
Procedure_ Drown By GARY JOHNSON 







-d01x , d01lY, 1 z
 
2F 
I.. -READ AND WRITE: 










d = d 2 0. 
S2 = S2 = 2 .  =O.. 0. 

157 
CONTINUE TO THE NEXT PAGE 
D-6
 
FLOW CHART & BLOCK DIAGRAM
 
Application INPUlT MOBrInE CANrWT, -Dole nMMRV~1970 Pane 'l& of 5_. 
Procedure Drown By GARY JOfNSON 
CONTINUED FROM THE PREVIOUS PAGE
 
DO 160 J= I'l 
READ AND WRITE: 
Ad3 , OGAN 1i 160 CONTINUE 
NO 
170 
READ AND WRITE: 
03 
d 13x 'd13y -d 13x 







d14'd 14'd =4z 
S 4' -S 0.4 
04 
14 ~ 4 
172 4 
m3 N 0., OP NE72 -A. 
a 13x d13y d13m =. 
S3m = 3y = S3z 0.O 
13 = 03 "3 -0. 
m4 = 0. 
d14x d147 d142 0 . 
S4, - S4y ­ '4x - 0­
14 - 04 =,'4 = -0 " . -
174 
i CONTINUE TO THE NEXT PAGE 
D-7 
5 
5qaF L'OWQH R.0''TTBUOCKITrIAGRAM 
INPUT MODULE CONTINUED 
Pr e. 
Dote OCTOBER Page of1970 5 
Drawn By--GAY.lfRlM2N 

































DTmin = dock - At/0.
 
DTma - Tdock + At/l0x 

DCHd. = Tdock - 1I* at 
DCEm = dock - 09"* At 
READ AND WRITE: 






CONTINUE TO THE INITIALIZATION MODULE
 
D-8 
FLOW CHART & BLOCK DIAGRAM
 
Appication -..2!TIAL1ZATION MODULE 0..... .. OM 19.70 P"-
Procedure-
- --- - Drown By- GARY JOHIISON 
ENTER 
m-0+'1 +'2 +!3 + 4 
ICFA = ICFB = ICFC = ICFD = 0. 
FLAG 1 = FLAG 2 = FLAG 3 FLAG 4 0. 
X2 = I. x3 4 = 5 = 0­







A33 = A34 -A3 5 = 0. 
IMOK = I
TINM = Ts~r 
Tf.u 1.408 x 1016 
R = ALT + 3960.
 
R = 5280.*R 
C, m/R3 
=01. = 0.= F01. =F0 1 T 
F02X = = "02Z 0.2y­
ro. = =E = 0.0 

FI = = EIk =0.
x F1 17 z 

F12 X F12y F12X 0.
 
r =Fy =0.r17 
= T% - = 0. 
T%G. -TQOY ='QG.=o. 
Tq Gx = y = TQIGz = 0. 
TQ~ft = TQPy = TQpz - 0. 
1 TQ 1 0

TAP = TBP = 0. 
FFF(A4) = 0. M =1, 
NO 
DO 183 J -.I, NUMCKG 
3 =0j -? At 
0j 0 1j 01 At 
183 CONTINUE
 
CONT"/NLLE T"O XNTEGRATION Bl-OCK 1 
D-9
 
FLOW CHART & BLOCK DIAGRAM 
F.. DEN 1103-01 t4641 
.Lof.Date OCTOBER 1970 PageApplication T ERAION EOC0 1 
Drawn By GARY JOHNSONProcedure 
OINT T MEOUT 1nE'Ol MOBLO C 
"90
 
g !!i.,1 + "5 2 * woy + %is * VO,*V9. 
.. -+54*"I +f"5, 5 *l 3 + M5 ,6 * 4 
"3+",6*"I + "6s[.5r 
17-
Gl3fITA 
I, - .I- -




-14-1-----------1 4-HH 1 
FLOW CHART & BLOCK DIAGRAM 
Fo, 0EN 103.0114.54) 
Application rNrEGRATObS BLOCK I CONriNUEb Date CTOBE t Page.__ -of _ 11I0 
Procedure Drawn By_ _GAY TOIAi_.N 4 
COTI.MaED FROM THE P-WVI:OLLS PAGE. 
(TICME M OR > ULH',,J). 'YE~iinrn ) T~ 
NO I, 
H, 14, + bOTx 
Ay Hy + DTI v
 
9z flz + DTT, 




COlTlE TO INTERAmION BLOCK 2 
D-11 
ron,FLOW CHART & BLOCK DIAGRAMOtO 11d-c. 4-04) 
oe _ofApplication INTEGRATION BLOCK 2 Dote OeTPO R 1970 Pag . . 









02 = A2 
o3 = A3 
CONTINUE TO TEE QUATEMON BLOCK 
D-12
 
FLOW CHART & BLOCK DIAGRAM 
roAeuOEM 1103-01 14.6A} 
Appliction OUAmTENION BLOCK Dale OCTOBER 1970 Page 1 of 1 
Procedure - Drown By AY JOHNSON 
[Q 
0. -w10 N 
COQ3 v O . 
r E:O Oz "z 





















X4 +  X5,"-i 
!~- ~-x.x1 , 3 HIFN..XI=X 2IFN 
Xg'X 













) 4 F - -
T X4I 
2zs 









- - - -
__ H - -
I I IIiT 
o _i c 
D,.,­
FLOW CHART & BLOCK DIAGRAM
 
Applicolon CO MOLNODULE Dole OnVWIRR 1970 Page '1 of 




FPT(.4) o. M . 
VTO(m))= a. A=d,3 
=
TQI P(A)= O. M I,3 
TQ P(O) = . M = 1?3 
NO 
- 197 
Y S19 9197N. 




TNP = FPT(1) + FP-r(s)
 
_TSP= T5P--TP*A+-






rOruMDEN I1IO.0Ot 1o.041RLOW CHART & BL CK DIAGRAM 
Application INVESRTON ROOWK Date. nVn R 170 Page-I-of__. 
Procedure Drawn By.. aARv ToHNRA1L 
_ _ I . LJ­
* I 4 . 
1

-- V -CALL 




I I! _ 2+ t1% L_ ...
 
< ­11 '~ Es_-I_43 
I 1 1 . 1 ' + - ­
- --- - - - -ST"I 4S (2,r mL + (m m ) ik(d' SO -id' C&)) ­
-~~~ 1j.-+ t2 m %~+d 0 112.& a10 SO)) 
- - -- X I,.'1_-- , !..... ....... , _­






FLOW CHART & BLOCK DIAGRAM
 
Application TflSTON ETOOW drnTtwn Do.' "_B..-FODE, 292& .. __ Poo 2 c f . 
Procedure -Drawn By...-GAE 1Oj. . 
CONTINUED FROM T PREVIOUS PAGE 
VH -FFF 
x1,7XI 
-v7 = V7 
X2, 7 - Vy 
X3,7 = 
X4,7 = Hix 
X5,7 G3 
X6.7 = G4 
CAfl SYEQNS 
1*Oy - X=2,7 
WOz X3,7 
"'Ij = 4,7 
"3 'X 5 j7 
" 202 
V=H-FFF 
x V,1l,5 = 
vi,y  
-
X3 5 EHlx 
PALL SYEQNS 
Wox 1X,5 
W0y = X2 
wOz - xi5 




------. . . . ---.. i" - 2 04 
I I i-I-j- - --- CON0~TINUETO.TRE NX BLOCK 
D-16' 
FLOW, CHART & BLOCK DIAGRAM
 
nn RAlpicoion PDATE'tn Date 0I'AR 1970 Page.Lofi 
Procedure Drawn By- VAR TOHNqoD 
ET 
S TIM4 - TIM + At 
CONTINUE TO THE OUTPUT BDLOK 
D-17 
FLOW CHART & BLOCK DIAGRAM
 
Appicolion OUTpUT BLOn - Onle OCPOBER 1970 ____ Pac _._j_ of 
Procedure - ---- Drown By - .0A.Y JOHNSON 
IPNTCK= IPPJl ? NO (GO TO 215) 
-	 (TNE<T )R(T>T )7n~ 
WRTE: 6580 













CONTINUE TO THE N PAGE 
D-18 
FLOW CHART & BLOCK DIAGRAM 
ronv DEN 1103.01 f4164 
2
Application 0TIePPT p CTTITRD Dale OCTOBER 1970 Page ofi 




































'A R, rF [ r> 
1. J . 1 L. I 
FLOW, CHART &,BLOCK DIAGRAM 
Foky DEN tlO3O01td.6,) 
Application OL4TPLAT BLpoe< PoITINItA - - Dae OeTOLE.R 1I'10 Page f_-of 3.__ 
Procedure Drown y-. 10--O IN 
CONTINUED FPRo TtIE PR VIOLL5 PAGE 
IPNTCK = 0 
215 
TPNTCK = IPNTCK + I 














FLOW CHART & BLOCK DIAGRAM
 
Applicoion STBROUTTNE ATT Dote- OCTOBER 1970 Page 1 -of 
Procedure 
- Drown By _- OAR1 JOFNSON 
ENTER
 
(GO TO 60) I 
IGFB - 0 
(Go To 60) "'ot I > 0.0002 
1CFA I ? E
 
NO 




ETL - . 
A = I N 
O-(O IC 1NE TOE 
ZGL - C0.-
Ckg = CB /GN *I A0(. t 
AK 11,1,1 1SN(L/(. t 








SUBROUTINE ATT CONTInuED Dole 
Drown 
OCTOBER 1970 
By--- GARY JOHNSON 
pae 2 of 3 
CONTINUED FROM T PREVIOUS PAGE 
30 
TNCKTNA + 5.0 
TIRE > TMACER?7 YES 
NO 
ICED) _j1 
(GO To 60) --V 
40 
NO 
ZTC - ­ CA.3 
+ A T l 3 
*,TIB + TO *TIBO 
- 1 2,2 * TIBOI, 1 + TFZ3




..... .... 7 
ZTC> ZTCL ? YES 
NO 
ZTC. - ZTC - ---- -
(GO TO 60) 
71 
flC - THE - TMA -­60 
THC - TMB + TMCA--. 
TME TMC + 5.0IcFc = I 
(Go To 60) 
(Go To 60) YE TM <TM 
CONTINUE TO THE NEX PAGE 
D-22 
FLOW CHART &BLOCK DIAGRAM
 
Applicolion SIBROTIVE ATT CONTINUED - Dote .. O ORR 1Q70 Poge_3.. of 3 
Procedure Drawn By.&RX JOHNSON 
CONTINUD Fr0i T PREVIOUS PAV 
ICFA ­ 0 
ICFB = 0 
60 
C D0? 0 .IC 
NO ..... 
T Npy- K 
L l -AK*CA .... i.. 
FAT-I) : 2. * AS(TQOP() /AoT(Z)) 
FAT(2) = 2 BAS(TqoP()/AOr)) . -
'to c .. 
RETARN 




FLOW CHART & BLOCK DIAGRAM
 
Apphc 
_ _ SUBROUTINE CM___on Dote OCTOBER 1970 Page 1 of 





FFJ - AOWJ, ,3 * HwJ,
 
Y - ACJJ,2,3 * RwJ
 
F J z AO C J j 33* Rw
 
DWI] - [0-1 





CONTINUE TO THE NEU PAGE 
D-24
 
-FLOW CHART & BLOCK DIAGRAM
 
Application__ SUBEOUTINE OMi CONTINUED Dole OCTOBER 1970 Page_. 2_ of__4_ 
Procedure Drown By_ GAY 4O2SON. 
CONTINUED FROM THE PREVIOUS PAE 
Tmw12 L=0o *AlI +2* * 2* 0 +so5 tAnl so H 
TE12y 80s *8 s * AI1, 2 * 0j +C0j * AllJ,2,2 * -8T *, * AlJ,3,2 *0 
TEMPI2 =SOs * CO * AIJ, 2 * 0 + SO * AII * 0 3 3 3,, *3J,2,2 
+ C3j * CO * AllJ z * 0 + 
Hvi * CO 
P-S [oo5 * TEMPlI 
TEMP13 1 1 - C0j * A00ji, + S0j * 801 * AOCJj,I,2 - 50 * 0O3 * AOCJJ,1,3 
TEMP131,2 CO* AOCJ,2,L + SOj * IIJ * ADCJJ,2,2 - So3 * C3J * ACJJ,2,3 
TMO131,3 O3 * AOCJJ,3,t + Soj * SOj * AOCJj,3,2 - Sj * Cj * ACJJ,3,3 
TEMP132 ,1 = C0 * A0OJ3, I,2 + S0j * AOCJ,1,3 
TEMPI32 2 O AOC0J,2,2 + s03 *003 * AOCJJ,2,3 
TE132,3 - CJ * ACJJ,3,2 + so0 * AOCJJ,3,3 
TMP33,1 - SO * AOCJJ, ,L - SOJ * CgJ * AOIJ, 2 + COJ * GO * AOCJJI,3 
TEMP133,2 ="3 * AJj,2,L SO * Gg% * AOCJJ,2,2 + Coi * G & AOGJJ,2,3 
TEMP133 3 = SO * AOCJ13 1 - SO* j AOCJJ,3,2 + C * O *AOQJ 
T IIPIS 03 WTES 141, + So3 * TE.P4 3 ,1 
TEMP 1,2 C0 * T1MP44 ,1 2+ so * TEMF143 ,2 
TExP5 1 ,3 - CJ * TfL441,3 + SOJ * TMP143,3TEAIL2,I .so i * Sgj * TIMW14 I l + Coj * TEE142,1 - IOj * Cgj * T lP143,L 
TEfMP152 , 2 - S0j * SJ * TW14 2 + 00j * TaPl42,2 - 501 * gJ * TEMP4 3 2 
TW52,3 - S0j * SOJ * TENP14L,3 + C0 * T12P42 ,3 - S03 * 0Qj * TM0143,3 
TEMP5 3 , 1 ' - Sj * COJ * TEMP141,1 + s0 * T3MP4 2 , 1 + Co0j * Cj * TEM143 1 
TE1WI5 3 ,2 - - SOJ * C0J * TEMP14 1, 2 + Sj * TH014 2,2 + C0J * C0 * TEMf4 3, 2 
TMP - - SO9* C0 * EPI41 * Mel 2,3 + 0 * 3 TEI143 ,3 [ ]- [0,0 ] * [T 
3 3 TW + S OjMT14 
(cO TO 60) 




FLOW CHART & BLOCK DIAGRAM 
TA, DE' I113.01 (4,4) 
Applicotion SUBROUTTNE Cm OOfTIlIU Date OCTOBER 1970 Page.__.__of 4...... 
Procedure Drawn By___GA X.JVIUIBQL.. 
CONTanUE FROM THE PREVIOUS PAGE 
TSMPI. - AIOJ,~ *0O
 
TEM=P0I O* AI 2,* 0,- S01 * AIOJ,3 ,1 * 03
 
TMm = SO *AN 21*O + CO * AIOj,,1 - + * 
-J t[I 00J * *1 J,1,2 *J J,L.,3 * s*J1 1
 
+ SG9 * [AlIl3 3 -* c *0 +A1 * 9 + AllJ-3 * S0 * 0j]J3,1 J 3.J3,2 1 J,3,3 

THMP2 sSO * so*[Al 1 *0C9*0 + AlI *0 + Al * S0 *
 
: 1 3 1 J
 
i .LlI .1.,2 3 3i,1,3 *31 
+ 00 * [AIXY3 2 1 * 00 * 0 + Aj1 2,2 * 031+ All, 2 3 * 893 * 0 *l 
Ij2,11j J 0J 1 3,2,2 J 1 J,2,3 Jj *
 + C0 * co * Pj, * cJ * 0j + Al1J,3,2 *S0 + Al*j,s3, 3 *3,1 
TEMP3 - H j *So j*Sj
-Si
x0 +XMP * *OC+Al,, *~ * 2 *0 5j*0l 3 3
TEMP3A " H--. * Cj * Oj
 
TEP_ - -1 *-+ + y3 
WY - [0, ] * *0 
TEMPSIII = AOc* *
L
 
TEMPS 1.2 , AOCJj,2,1
TEMP51 3 = AOW 1,3,1
 
T 152,1 2 + Soj *
_ C04 *AOCJj,1, OJ,,3 
T 1512. COj * AOr-j,2,2 *
- JJ,2, + S
2 3
 
TEMS1 = C0 * AOCJJ,3,2 + Soj * AOCJj,3,33 

TE2M53.1 - 3SOJ * AOFJ,,2 + C AOJI,
3
 
TEMPS3, 2 - -.Sj * A0CJJ,2,2 + 0j* AOCJJ,2 ,3
 
TEMPS 3,3 SO * AOCJ3 32 + C * AOCJ,3,3 




THPI= T. 3 ,1,
S 

TM2I7 1 ,2 - O*T MP622-S5*T16, 
TEHP61. - COJ. * T,63*,
 
TEMP7.1 3 - C J * THM 62 - SOj * TEP3,3
 
ST]7 - SO- * TMP6 + * TEPST 1P?, C0j TEP - S7 TB 3,2.2 2 , 2 
TEM7,3 - s 4* TIE6 2 , -+ Oj * TM046 3,TE07 - 0 * TEMP6 + 00 * TEMPE 3 
T.S.. .I0- COJ,* AOCJJ,,t+ 801 * 50j * A3j,1,2 - 53 * 0"3 * AOCJj,1,3
 
TEMP8S f,-- *.X+*- * AJJ,2,2 - SJ * 00J * AOCJj,.1 3
 
TT .8 -T1 * AOCJ2 331 + 80j * S0 * A0033,32 - 803 * C0J * A0C0J,3,3 
'----_ .,A,_CO *AO' J ,,.,±+± * AOOJJ3 13 
J f2,2:*fO-003,2,3'
 
T~8kai0!tM9Jia+ 0 * AO04j 3
,J3,2'--*3T.,- 7,3,3 +CO*1 -J A S. * ba:J AO0J,, + , * ,1* * A.oj,0.3 
­1 32,Lj-C,3,J , 3 1, 3 J + COJ;* .* ,1 
f I t.;,,, J iJ. • 
1 
- - ;.-D.-26 --. ..... L .. -, ..- +.T.-°n l-z- f E ' ' J ­
D-26
 
FLOW CHART & BLOCK DIAGRAM
 
Applicatlon S-UROMTIN OWaCONTIEDl gaIe. OCTOBERl1970 Pag_. 
Procndure - -- Drawn _.A_ LJQU.... ... 
CONTINUED FROM TIM PREVIOUS WEC 
tTm9]- [1j] ETm ] 
TEMPL 1 , 1 - C03 * TEMP9 1, 1 + 031* TMP93 1 
TEMPIO1,2 C 3 T39* g.2 + so * T993,2 
TMI01,3 = co3 * TEMP91,3-+ SoQ* TE1MP93, 3 
T2MP10 2 , 1 - s0j * sog * TEMP9 1 .1 + co * TMlp92.1 - so * Coj * TwM93,1 
TM0 2 = SG * TM99B1,2 + CO * TEdP92,2 - SOj * COj * TEM993,2P0 2	 SO3 * 

so0 00 SO3 *
TUP1l2 ,3 = * s0j * TEMP 3 + CO + TEMB92 , 3 - COj * TEMP9 3 , 3 
TME1031 = - soJ * * S, * * *CJ TmfP9 + so TRM92 1 + C0 0o TMVP93 1 
T MPI0 = - sgj * C0j * TMQSZA2 + SOj * TMO9 2 :2 + C0j * C0 * TE2293,2 
TEMPIO 3 - S90 * COi * TAPUS1 3 + So * TMdB92 ,3 + C0 * C0J * TUP93,3 
3 , 2 
[TEBI1J 	 - [TUB?] + [TmWjo] 
0=01+0 *at 




[222] -[PER] + [xxs] 




FLOW CHART & BLOCK DIAGRAM
 
Apphcalion SUBBROWINE MOALO DaIo TBR97 P__ago 1 -of 
Proce'dure - -Drawn By--. JA.NSOIN 
+ I I i I + rI I0 1o' ot * d-* (1-- R 91) + m, do,* + R1,C91)CO. 	 s 
*aY1R+ - RrS01) * (d (y1 2y0C 1 - SO+ 






+ m3 * (B3y001 - "S0i) * (d 0 y+ d1 3 7d0 1 - d131501 + '23co - I3so 
+ '3 * (%ygi + %3CI)* (:022 + a13Y991 + d13sCo0+ 4yS. + 132Col)
 
+ o4 * (R4/yCO - R 4S 1 ) * ('017 + d 4y;ol - 4[14001 + 24ycgl - 4091)
 
+ m4 * (R4yS01 + R4C01) * (d0 + d4S 1 + d14,91 .+ 14yPI + ,4zoo 
d.i, 1 ,1,2 + x1,1,2 * CO - 11,1,3 * SOI I * ELI, dOly2 
m.*n 2 * ~(d0 1 2SO)y+ '24709-lf 1
- R_.* 13 yCoI - d13Zso1 + I13y0 Gr3 * (d017 + dA COI 

- % * R4, * (Ao d,70 - dI4xSG + .2 o. -14261)
0 7 + 4Y
HI,3 10,1,3 1 * + 3 CO - .m R= *0LZ* * 
- 02 * 1 * (d0 ,X+ 12y91 + '2203j) 
+ 

- 3 * R3x * (d0 1x + d3ySo 1 d13XC1 + I3s 1 + .Cql) 
'4*4. * (do0 + d14y'0 + df 1c z+ i4 SO1+ 47C ) 
, 1.1,1 - * '01- * ((2/1) * A0I - 09 - L"aO.) 
+ , * * (R:Co - R.Os - (rn/m) * doly)
 
- i2 * (do1z + -2- 01 + .42coz* ((m0 /) * do,.- Y991 - R3ZC0 1 )
 
+ .2* (d1,+ -2 - I * (R2 -"'oC) - (/a) * 

"-3* (dox+ (a13 +j jszI + .(13Z + 321).* C.,)* / * do,.- S3 - 0 ',j o ) ­
+ m3 * (do3y+ (A13y + 13y)CO1 (dI3, + 23z) * SP* (R3yCO -%,Sol - (rn/m) * A01 ) 
- =4* (d0l, + (d14y + 24 7)SO + (d14z + 14,) * C01) *((-/1n) *do,. - R4ySO - R4 xCOi1)1 

- i(mon) * + a * (d01y + (d1 4y + ,4,,)C I - (d14z + 14,) * Sol)* (R4 001 - R4 S91 0 d01 ) 
413 j j41, 5.*"	 * * ,,*S * (SU o 
+ "3 * (y - sS9* 13. + . y)3

2156 - - 4 *"4* (S4* 14x -S4z* -64.) 
* (-S 4 7 * 4 +84=* 14y)
+m 4 * R4 7 

14, " X,2,1 + 1,2,1 * 91 1131 * 1 - 1 * *(E 7 0-L~S 
- " * (1R2yC0 - RULS i) * (do, + "2.) 
- m3* (R 3y - 'z1 * C40fX + '1.+ A3.) 
.. *(R CO" - RUSO) *40.+d14zs 4.)n4 
CONTINUE TO M NE'MPAOE 	 .... . .... 
D-28
 
FLOW CHART & BLOCK DIAGRAM
 
Applicoion SUBRDTINEM'4CALC CONTINUED Dole- OCTOBER 1970 Poe _ of .. 
Ptocedure Drawn By."_.GAREY HNEO-L. 
CONTINUED FROM TH PREVIOUS PME 
22 
42,2 = 0,2,2 + 1,2,2C1 1,2,3C011 1,3,2 * 1 11,3,3 1 
+ r 	 *RL*d0+ o0r+ do (R+ 
+ + 
0 
01 rn 1 R1 C0) - + + x ) 




+ m * ' (d01. + d + 
+ m	 * (R3 SO1 +3'CO ) *(doz + d13YS01,+ d13 + I3y.0 + 2-3C0)3	 1 z 
+ m	 * * + d4x+ 14.)4 (di0 1 
+ m4 * (R4 s01 + 4OI) * (do, + SO + + 2 4yso1 + 242 o1)d1 4 d1 4 .0 1 
2 - 2 13,1 10,2,3 + 11,2 2001s0 + 1 1 0-I1 
2,3 
-mI * d0* (RyC - RI SOI) ­
+ +
-m.* (R Col - R2s0o) * '(d0. 12ySO 2.00) 
SO +- m3* ( 113709 - P3.so j)* ( d0Lff + "z3y + d13 cOI+ 3yso .I+ .3c9.)
m4 * (ycOt_ - S4S0 ) * (doL + .2 o + Z Cq 
M2, 4 1i,1, 2 * COI - 1y1,1, * so I m * d0i 1* R+ CO1S 01.3 	 O 1 Szx 
+ m= * doL * Rj.SOj + (mol/m) *m, * d~ * d 'y
- m2 	* (dol. + 12.) * (R~yCO1 - R.SO- do+y) 
+ + )
'4 *d(d0x d14= 14. * (R4yCgl - R4.S~j -. o/m) *doly) 
2's ( 3 S13 13y +1 * Riy003 
1

+in * +Z 2)* 3 SOrnm)R.(S3d . JE

"2 * do * (1-S3y* '3,+ ) *2 3y *C 1 5 
M2, 	 N *~ R4, + £3)14 (+ ~-1z -(n/n) d 1
 
(- -3 *R y * (- 83z * ,3y +S3* . 3)
 
+ ) )




- m45 *R4y*(- S4z * 14y +S 4 14 ) 
+4 	 *LR4* (S4. * P4x- S4.* i 4.)) * SoI 
- (2 	* (do, + (2 ) * (R2yS0 + R2Co) 
- •3(do,,+ d13 + '3 )-* ( RyS0 + R3 0C9 ) 
i 4 *144 S 214x *(d * * + 4C00) 
4:,22 Cl *+so 12,3 *SO 13,2 1 soI5 
1mI *1+y * (RlyS I + R C ) * 
m + R * (0ly + C0 - s 
M3,2 10,3,2 + 4O * - + 	 CO 
-m 113(So + R3x+O) * (d0y+ d, CO - dsO + Go - -eso3 

* (R+4ySd 1£4)* (d0ly + dl4y0g dl4.Sg 1 + ry0 _ 1m4 1+ R 

CONTINUE TO THE NEXT PAGE 
D-29
 
SUBROUTINE CALQ CONTINE -- OCTOBER 1970. 3 .4 
GARY JOHNSON 
CONTINUED FROM THE PREVIOUS PACE 
2
 
M3 3 10,3,3 + 11 * 
2 + 2 




033 122 1 1,2,3~ 1-, 1 1,3,3 1
lSI *(

+ * 'I. *  *0. +rn0 * 0 1 + **R2 * (d0 + .21) 
+ '2 * (RyCQI - R2S ) * (doly + yCO1 - 2 s0)
 
+ -3 * R3. * (dol + d13. + £3
 
+ M3 * (E3yC@1 - R3zSol) * (d0ly)+"d13yC'l -d13zSol + '3ypgl " "93zSol) + m4 * R4. * (dol. + d14. + 14 
+ M4 * (R4yco - R * (d0 1 + d1 4y 01 - d14 S0I + 04yco SO1)-
'3,4 . 1,1,2 * soI + 1,1,3 1 1 
+ m dRoD * ((R) * - - s)* dol dCYS S0+1 
+rn2 * ('0n + 4./) * dam/-). So - E2ySO, - R2ZCQ ) 1 

(dol d1 .(( + - YSlR+ 3 * + 3.)* d ol R%0 - )C 
((rn/-) ­+ % * (do + d14. + *s4.) *om ­





+..3* R * s 3 * 3 +S3X* *S l 
+- ( * R *Y - S3 * 13y+43 1)3 6 4 4 
- *3 R3. *(S. * - S54* 13.)) * Co 
M3,6 N E4l,1+5: * 4'. + S4y*14z) 
+4 4 R4=* S4 y + t ))* 01 
DEFINE SOMERPXCCURRINC TERMS 
SR 3 3* (d1 3 y + I3y 
SE4 - rn * (dl~ + 43Z)3 
SR5 - =4 * (d 14 y + £4y)
SR6 = 4 /* (dI 4 + . 4)
 
SR1 - %11 - D*1y * R7. 
 * 
- R4 
HR2 =11 3~-M * 12 * %x2 -HRE * 4 S3 -SR 6 * 4 
2M4 11 in1, + *2 . * 2.+ 4ty** RjY) + S1*R%3 + SR*R%: + SR6 *.44 4 2+ R5*R 4 y 
M41 8RI* co 1-H o 
MN, =R * soI+ HE2*Co 
REDEFINE SR1 AND SR2
 
sR1I (rn0/n) * (d01l * 001 + daml * so1) 
SE2 (rn0/m)* (-d O1 *80o + dO'* a) 




FLOW CHART & BLOCK DIAGRAM
 
Applcof'oh - SUBROITPTE EMCAT. CONTTMTM Dole ,rniw -1Q70- Poe 4.-of 
Procedure Drown By..GARLJ9_09 SON _ 
CONTINUED FM PRPREVIOUS PAGE 
"4,4 t m * (R2- 2) + i2y 	 (*R - SR-))11,1,1+ 2 *('2. SR 2 
+ SR * (% - SR2) + S% * (R3y - SR.) + SR6 * (R4 , - SR2 ) + SR * (R4 - s4y) 
4,5 	n3 (((R3 sR2) * 23X + (3y - S% ) * 9 y * Sx
 




N,6 4 * (((R SR2 ) * -24.+(R 4 SR) * I4 y * S4=
 
-(R4y SR ) * *S 4 ." (R4 , -S) * 4. S4i)
 
%,I "m3 * 2s * 3y *ssy + 3.* ss1 )
 
45,2 "i* (AX* %, +13x * E) ' + 3. * EAY *8y
 
,3 -3 3* * E3.. 13- * R-)Sk I-3. * Sy * C) s3y
 
+ (-23y * R3 * Sol + (.t3,y*R3 + £ *R3) * C ) *s,)
 
"5,4 - e3* 1.* - 7 + SRI) * s~y + S3 + 82) * %
 
N5,5 = * (1 - ml/TOH) * 2 + A 	 3y "* 

) 4 +
56 (s3*m4Im) * ((-(23* 14, + 13.-* '4. - y '3 * 4y * s4.) *S3y 
*%y+ = 8 s= )*8 + 4x 3Y(~+ (-(y 1 4y + 1U"*4. * 4, + i4'y * 14z *s 4y) *S3)
 
11631 t1 4* 24m (R4 y *8S~ +R14 * S4)
 
+ (-.14y R* 4 +0 4y * R4* + A4 	* D01) * S4.)%.) 
Mt *E 4 , 24. R4 *SO 4.'4 CQ~)'6,3 14 (t4, + * ) - *y O* 
+ y *I R4 . * Sl+ 4 * 4y + *4 E4.) *Col) *84.)
 
6,4 4 * i4 * ((- R47 + SRI) * S4y + (-R4 , + s82) * S4)
 
X6,5 (-3* 141-) * ((4* 13,z+ 4. *.)3g3.* 83y + A4 * * 3 3 ) * S4y 




M6.6 + 4. 4 4*4) 4
 
4y 4 ) *4z 4y 4z 4y) * S4)
 
[m] [MJ + [E] 
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,A SUBEOUTINE FORS . 2 OCTOBER 1970 1 L 







DO 10 1 = IN 
TJ () BIB) 
00 CONTINUE 
20 
NO2 7 B (1) *0.5 
A (1) =A () + H02 *(3. 
TJ-(I) --B (1) 
30 CONTINUE, . 
A (1) A (1) +3(1) 
B (1) -TJ ()) 
D-32
 
FLOW CHART & BLOCK DIAGRAM
 
.. ... .-. .. -. ===---I.-o _ _ K J.-ApplIcalion. SUBROUTINE CORAD o O"E 9 -q___" P,
Do~e 
_ pg. J-. of -__l__ 
Prc.,cdure. 
_Drc,.,n By-. GARYXQ1MN ..j.... 
ENTER 
DBx = - Soo * TIBEDtI + co0 * TIB02 ,1 
DBY = - s 0 * TIB0 1,2 + Co0 * TIB02,2 
DB% - .S 0 * TIBO1 ,3 + C0 * TIB02,3 
REMP = *R * R + DB R 
Pi4 =0 Ro:(D MY~Oy R)CZ 
F c (3. * 1 * FB - *1 
0,1,1 0,1,2 y 0,1,3 

AY = 10,2,1 * DB + 10,2,2 * DB7+ 10,2,3 * Bz
 






= 3. * CI* (DBy * A - DBz * A )3 . - * 
•* Y 0o* * A - B3* A )C* (D  x 

Tqoo, = 3. * (DB * A - DB * A )CI * x 
DB = - So * TIB0 1i + C0 * TIB02,1
 




+ so1 * So0 * TIB01,3 + Co0 * IB02,3) 
1B - So (- S00 * TIB01,2 + co * TlB02,2)
o 

+ Q0I * - 5 0 * TIBO 1,3 + co0 * TIB02,3) 
+ + DREDP -Dx*Rlz By*Rl y B -z 
F . 0* 1m *(3. *REMP *DB ) 
Ax = 11,1,1 * DB + 11,1,2 * 
1 By + 11,1,3 * LB 
Ay 1,2,1 * DB + 11,2,2 *DBy + 1i,2, 3 * B x 
 3 

= I11.2.+ 11.2. DR
A =1~1,3,1 *DB. + 11,3,2*1D7 + 11,33 *
 
TQjGy = 3. * C1 * (DB * A1 - DB * A )
 
TQ10Y - 3. * * (B * A - DB* A)
C1 
3. c, (DBA-"D A3-)TQ 1 1
 
D1-33 
I~CO OCTOBER 1970 
GARY JOHNSON 
I R 
= GUN *TIBO + GAIN42 3, 5 
.- 34 
n -34 
FLOW CHART & BLOCK DIAGRAM
 
Application SIJBROTyJINE MULT Date OTOBER 1970 Page I -ofj 
Procedure Drawn By A JOHNSON 
ENTER 
S- 2 , * %+ * By + *A2 ,2 A2 , 3 
D1,1 * Z1, 1 + D1,2 * B2,1 + D1.3 *F1 

F1,2 = D1,1 E1 + DI 2 *
2 * E2 , 2 + D1 , 3 E3 , 2 
F1,3 = BI * E1,3 + DI,2 * E, + D1 3 * E3.33 
F2,l = D2 ,3 * 3 1 1 + D2,2 * E,1 + D2 , 3 * E3 , 1 
'2,2 - D2,1 E1,2.+ D2,2 * 2,2 + B2 , * E3,23 

F2,3 - D2,1 * E 3 + '2,2* F., + * E3,2 .3 3 
F3,1 , 1 ,+32 * %,1B2 ,1 + 3,3 

+
Pq,q - Dq' 1 D, I Dq q
F3,2 3,1 s + ' 3 * E3 IB1,2 * 2 , 2 3 ,2 
* 
-4­
FLOW CHART & BLOCK DIAGRAM 
................
 
Ar" 6LBROkly ,CI-----.. A-QD.. Poo.A. of.. .o 
DC 20 M'A S 
Fs C&Aflo(M*WocM) 
FPT(m) . ASS(Fs) 







P - C6&A I I
 




FLOW CHART & BLOCK DIAGRAM
 
NL D, - D ta OT 01EI ±9170" Page -2 ofApphl,,on SW(3Ro{,TI OE Pr_(Ot cO brT 
By ---Cx _Y _ 2A I5 _JPrc-ueDrawn 
CO r FRO/A Ti*e PREVzOL(S P&Et-FIUED 
p5s= - c nxNJi()* wo 
r5-Pa) rs&XM Aa.Tvz) 
Ffl(4) = 2. t ABS (rs) 
F s = C-AZ Ni (i) ( 
2 t±- 5P ) 
FPTCS) = 2.* AB(FS ...) 
TQ±P(i) Fs AITZJ() 
T - t
'7-i -' -- ' -
....--- -------.... 
4 F-V .. -- I4 V 
f--­ I-i------------­
-




FLOW CHART &BLOCK DIAGRAM
 
App!;calion . SUnBDiPINE RECALC , Date OCTOBER 1970 pace 










= "4 	* S4 * 
- C3/m)-*( 4. 
-(m4lm) 	 * (6j4 + xx 
.r = &or) * (dOy *OO 1 +d 0 *SOl) 
R (?n2/r) * o +(m4/') (d14y + -84.)

- (r2/+) * 3 x) 
Xi =y(mo0/m) *(d dOly CO S1 + d O1 *SO 
(m31n) * (a13 +-3 
- (m4/m) * (d1 4 y + 4x) 
.... __R + _. . .
 
11-38 
FLOW CHART & BLOCK DIAGRAM 
FRl, DEN 1103.01 (4-64) 
Application SUBROTITINE SCAXC Date OnBER 1970 Poe 1-.of__.. 





_ ___-_ ... ..-- .
-- -- . . 4 -.... 

i--- t+- ­ . + J. 
I I 1 D-39I i 

I 
FLOW CHART & BLOCK DIAGRAM
 
Appliction STUflOVT,,,s..a.. -.. ,t..ZB P o . 1.o
 





FLOW CHART & BLOCK DIAGRAM 
ro-,,act I 13-01 (4-041 
Application 
Procedure 
SUBROUTINE SYEQNS Date 
Drawn 
OCTOBER 1970 
By GARY JOHNSON 
Pane .I._of.2 
SUBROUTINE SYRQNS (A, N, NR, NC, FLA) 
ER 












M I X2 
S2
 
I I + 1 
40 j 
D-41 
FLOW CHART & BLOCK DIAGRAM
 
Application - SUBROUTINE SYEQNS CONTINUED -Dote, OC'TOBER 1970 Page -2 of 2__ 
Procedure 





BIG - A CMI,M) 
NO 100 






DO 20 JJ - X, N2 
TEMP A (N, JJ) 
A (K, JJ) = A (MI, JJ)/BIG 




DO 30 J1 - M, N2
 

























A (i , JJ) - T



















FLOW CHART & BLOCK DIAGRAM
 
Application SIBRTOPTNE TO(C0l Date I)M0RER 1970 Page I ofL1 









MOVER (1)= At, 
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Purpose: This subroutine computes the angular momenta produced
 
by the CMGs located on body 0. Either 2 degree of freedom, I degree
 





I/0 Name Symbol Definition 
I NUMCMQ NCMG 	 The number of CMGs located on body 0 
I IDOF(R) I The number of degrees of freedom for
 
T
DOF the kth CMG 
I HW(K) H 	 The momentum of the kth wheel
 
I AII(J,K,M) II 	 The inertia matrix of the inner gimbal
including wheel. 
 The subscript J
 
refers to the CMG being 	referenced,
 
K, and X are dimensioned 	3 and
 
accommodate the inertia 	matrix
 
I AIO(J,K,M) -I 	 The inertia matrix of the outer
 
gimbal. The meaning of the subscripts
 
are the same as AII(J,K,M)
 
I THATA(J) - j 	 The inner gimbal angle 
I FEE(J) 0 	 The outer gimbal angle
 
I THATA(J) 0 	 The time-derivative of 9. 
I FEED(J) 0 	 The time derivative of 0 
0 FFP(M) f 	 The total angular momentum of the 




S EEE(M,N) E 	 The total angular momentum of the 
CMs which is a function of the 
angular rates. For further discussion 











Purpose: This routine simulates the action of an attitude
 






I/0 Name Symbol Definition 
I WO (3) Z0 Angular rates of Body 0 (stator) 
I TIBO(3,3), [I,B]0- Transformation from Body 0 to 
inertial frame
 
I CA(3) Direction cosines of reference
 
direction 
I TIME t Time 
I BODYII(l,1) I MdMoment of inertia around spin axis Of 
- rotor
 
I OMEGA1 i Gimbal rate of rotor
 
I DELTAT At Time increment per step
 
0 TQOP(3) Control torques
 
0 FAT(S) 	 Control forces
 
I AOJ(3) 	 Reaction jet lever arms
 
Subroutines required: 	 none
 
Equations programmed: 	 AK = £11 1 sin/2/(5.5 +At) 
coordinate transformat ions 
Discussion: A complete description of this routine is
 
given in the final report.
 
In order to activate the attitude control function it is
 
necessary to set both IPROPF and IATTIF in the input data.
 
The attitude section also requires designation of the three
 




inertial space at which control is desired. For a reorientation
 
maneuver the initial orientation of the spin axis is Inertial
 
space read in (TIBOI(ll), TIBOI(2,1), TIBOI(2,3) are the initial
 
direction cosines of thespin axis in inertial space) can be
 
specified different from CA. It is necessary, however, to
 
ensure that the angle between the initial direction of the
 
spin axis and the direction to which it is commanded to be
 
redirected be not greater than 600 for the attitude control
 
routine employed in this program.
 
The propulsion control section must be supplied with
 
appropriate jet couple lengths and control gains for removal
 
of transverse angular rates (see discussion on PCON subroutine),
 






Purpose2 Subroutine HMCALC assembles the M matrix used in the
 





1/0 Name Symbol Definition 
I TRETAI 1 Angular displacement betwieen bodies 0 
and I 
I R1(3) ri 	 Vector distance from system a.m. to
 
the a.m. of body I
 
I R2(3) r2 	 Vector distance from system c.m. to
 
the c.m. of body 2
 
I R3(3) 	 Vector distance from system c.m. to
r3 the a.m. of body 3
 
I R4(3) 4 Vector -istance from system a.m. to
 
the a.m. of body 4
 
I EL2(3) 12 	 Vector position of the movable mass
 
I EL3(3) A3 	 Vector position of body 3 from hinge
 line s3
 




I D01(3) 01 Vector distance from the c.m. of
body 0 to the hinge line of body I
 
I D13(3) 13 Vector distance from t:he a.m. of
 
body I to the hinge L:.ne of body 3
 
I D14(3) d14  Vector distance from the c.m. of
 body I to the hinge line of body 4
 
I 














m2 MasH of body 2 
m3 Mas of body 3 
m4 Mass of body 4 





Coordinate transformat on from 
body 0 to body 1 
Vector distance from system clm. 
to the c.m. of body 1 t 
r2 Vector distance 
c.m. to the c.m. 
from t e system 
of boy 2 
r3 Vector distance from tie system 
c.m. to the c.m. of boly 3 
1 I The inertia matrix of )ody 0 
I BODYII(3,3) I The inertia matrix of 'ody I 
I S3(3) The hinge line of body 3 
I S4(3) s4 The hinge line of body 4 
0 EM(6,6) mij The X matrix 
Subroutines required: None '
 
Equations programmed: The M matrix is related to the angular 




Hx mlI 12 m1 3 M1 4 M1 5 m16 Ox 
Hy M21 M22, M23 M24 M25 M26 Oy 
Hz M31 M32 M33 M34 M35 M36 0z 
'lx M41 '42 M43 '44 M45 '46 'I
 
3 3 M51 M52 N53 M55 23
M5 4  "5 6  







Purpose: This integration routine calculates values of a 
oat of viriablen at time tn+1 fro, their values at tn and their 
derivatives at times tn and tn I . 





I/O Name Symbol Definition
 
I A(I) x ith variable at time t; i = 1, 2 
.; I=i+l 
0 A(I) xi,n 	 ith variable at time tn+I
 
I B(I) Ain 	 ith derivative at time tn 
I N m 	 Number of variables to be inte­
grated; m = N-i
 
I,O E 	 Flag to use current derivatives
 




I TJ(I) i,n-	 ith derivative at time tn-i
 
o TJ(I) kin 	 ith derivative at time tn)storage
i 1 :for next step 
Subroutines required: none
 
Equations programmed: x+l = xn + 1/2 At(3 -* 
Discussion: The variables and derivatives are indexed over
 
values of I from 2 to N. B(l) is used to bring in At. A(l)
 
is set up to be used for time but is not used in this program.
 
On the first integration the current derivatives are also used
 






Purpose: This subroutine calculates the forces and torques
 






1/0 Name Symbol Definition
 
I THETO @0 	 True anomaly 
I TIBO(3,) [I,B] 0 	 Transformation from Body 0 to 
inertial frame
 
I BODYOI(3,3) [i10] Moment of inertia matrix of Body 0
 
I BODYII(3A) [Ii 	 Moment of inertia matrix of Body 1
 
o FOI(3) F. 	 Force on Body 0 due to gravity gradient
 
o FII(3) F 	 Force on Body I due to gravity gradient
 
o 	 TQOG(3) Torque on Body 0 due to gravity 
gradient 
O TQIG (3) Torque on Body 1 due to gravity 
gradient 
I Cl Gravitation constant and earth 
radius factor 
I BOMASS m0 Mass of Body 0 
S BIMASS m1 Mass of Body 1 
I THETAl 0 Gimbal angle of Body I 
I RO 3) Ir Distance between centers of mass 
of Body 0 and system 
I 	 RI (3) Distance between centers of mass 





Torque: T M 3AIR
 
Force: F - 3 (r __-2R0)G R3 R0
 
where R0 = distance to center of earth 
r = distance between center of mass of body and
 
center of mass of system
 
Discussion:- The translational motion is limited to circular
 
orbits in the X-Y inertial plane in order to simplify transforma­
tions and relationships in this subroutine. Gravity gradient
 






Purpose: The subroutine contains the control laws in terms of
 
gimbal angle rates for the CMGs. In most cases the user must furnish
 





I/0 Name Symbol Definition 
I Any program variables to be used in 
the control law 
0 FEED(J) 0 Outer gimbal rate of the Jth CMG 









Purpose: Subroutine MULT multiplies either and 3 x 3 matrix
 
by a 3 x I matrix or a 3 x 3 matrix by a 3 x 3 matrix.
 





1/0 Name Symbol Definition 
I. A A 3 x 3matrix used in the 
matrix multiplication 
C=AxB 
I B A 3 x 1 matrix used in the 
matrix multiplication 
C=A xB 
0 C A 3 x I matrix which is the re­
sult of A x B 
I -D A 3 x 3 matrix used in the matrix 
multiplication 
F =DxE 
I E A 3 x 3 matrix used in the 
matrix multiplication 
F-DxE 
0 A 3 x 3 matrix which is the 
result of D x E 
I MIYPE A flag which determines the 
type of matrix multiplication 
being performed. If MTXME = L 
then C = A x B is performed, 
if MTYPE # 1 then D= R x F 
is performed.
 
Discussion: When subroutine MUtT is used to multiply a 3 x 3 
matrix by a 3 x 1 matrix variables F, D, E are dummies, when used 





Purpose: To simulate a reaction jet control system for
 
removing transverse components of angular velocity, maintaining
 











I WO 0 Angular rates of Body 0 
I TETAl 1 Angle of Body 1 with respect to Body 0 
I OMEGA1 Ql Angular velocity of Body I with 
respect to Body 0 
I CGAINOW) Control gains of stator jets 
I- AOJ(3) Stator jet couple arm length
 
I CGAINI(I) Control gains of rotor jets
 
I AIJ(2) Rotor jet couple arm length
 
0 TQOP(3) Control torques on stator
 
0: - TQIP(3) Control torques on rotor 





Discussion: Certain restrictions on the configuration of the
 
reaction jets have been assumed.
 
Associated with the torque around an axis there are four jets.
 
One pair is in a pure couple to produce torque in one direction.
 
The other pair, identical in location and strength, is oppositely
 








control gain of the jets of the couple and the distance between
 
the two jets forming the couple must be specified. Since the
 
couples are similar for the two directions, this data is read
 
only once for each axis.
 
The firing of jets on Body 1 (rol:or) must be :imed accord­
ing to alignment with stator axes. Gimbal angle sensing is
 
used in this routine to provide this timing.
 
The PCON subroutine :imulates a reaction jet control on
 
angular rates. Transvers! control torques are made proportional
 
and opposite to transverse velocities. Such a control is similar
 
in effect -to an external frictional force acting against trans­
verse motion. For a trarsverse torque TT related to the magnitude
 
of transverse rate &)T by TT = - K )T some estimate of the decrease
 
in magnitude of transverse rate over a time interval t is given by
 
&T To e- K/IT t where wT is the initial transverse angular
 
rate and IT =(0 + I (I + I3). This estimate will be
 
22 22 033 33
 
good for jets on Body 0 where both transverse axes are controlled.
 
For the single axis jets on the rotor the control will be much
 




In Figure jet configurations are illustrated. Note that 
it is not necessary for jets to be symmetrically located with 
respect to any coordinate axes or planes. It is necessary, however, 
that4the X-Jet couple arm be -parallel to the Y-Z plane, the Y-jet 
couple arm be parallel to the t-Z plane, etc. The data deck is 
simplified by requiring only magnitudes of jet couple arms with­
out regard for actual directiohs or components. 
The reaction jets are activated by setting IPROPF = I and
 
supplying control gain and couple arm length data. If it is
 
desired to leave a certain axis uncontrolled, the corresponding
 
control gain is set to zero, but the couple arm length should be
 
given some non-zero value in order to prevent division by zero
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AN 
-I OJL 
"xC7AI VD cAk(3) 
AOJ(Z) K 
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Body 1 
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Purpose: The purpose of this subroutine is to compute the
 
distance from combined system center of mass to the center of
 






























mn Mass of body 00 
m2 Mass of body 2
 
"S Mass of body 3
 
m4 Mass of body 4
 
m Mass of composite body
 
Vector distance from the c.m. of
01 body 0 to the hinge line of body 1
 




Vector distance from the c.m. of
13 body 1 to the hinge line of body 3
 
J4 Vector distance from the c.m. of
14 body I to the hinge line of body 4
 
A Vector position of body 3 from the hinge line s3
 




r1 Vector distance from system c.
 to the c.m. of body I
 
r2 Vector distance from the system c.m.




o R3(3) r3 Vector distance from the system c.m.to 
the c.m. of body 3 
0 R4(4) r4 	 Vector distance fro' the system c.m.






r= -d0 --- 2 - - ) (d4+z)3a4--
I m 01 M. 2 .m 13 3) i 144 
'n0 Im 2 m3 	 m4 (d 
+
 
2 =- d0 1 +(1--) £2 	- -d 1 3 +23) (d1 4 4) 
=-d M2 +(d m3+ ) m4 (d
3 1 0 m2 i 13 3 - 14 +4
 
- m 
r 4 MOd 01 m.2jm J2- 3(d + m 4(..A (d + ) 
in0 m 	 i 
2 m 13 '3) + 	 14 + '4) 
M0' M2 M3m4n3, M,
 
d10 , d1 3, d1 4
 












I/0 Name Symbol Definition 
0 S S Distance of Body 2 from D12 
along direction S2
 
Note: Other I/0 variables may be employed depending on
 
the formulation of the subroutine.
 
Subroutines requiced: Not specified
 
Equations programmed: Not specified
 
Discussion: This subroutine will be constructed to suit
 
the needs of the user. Any variables appearing in the common
 













I/O Name Symbol Definition 
0 SDOT Magnitude of velocity of Body 2 
along direction S2.
 
Note: Other I/0 variables may be employed depending on
 
the formulation of the subroutine.
 
Subroutines required: Not specified
 
Equations programmed: Not specified
 
Discussion: This subroutine will be constructed to suit
 
the needs of the user. Any variables appearing in the connon
 






Purpose: Subroutine SYEQNS solves a set of linear simultaneous
 









I/O A A A is the system matrix as depicted 
above. Also the answer x will appear 
as the N+I at column of matrix A 
I N N N is the number of linear equations 
to be solved 
I NR NR NR is the number of rows in A 
I NC NC NC is the number of columns in A 
0 FLAG FLAG If FLAG = 0 as solution exists if 









Purpose: The purpose of this subroutine is to compute the
 
torque acting between bodies 0 and 1. The present version of
 








I/0 Name Symbol Definition
 














Purpose: This subroutine computes the torque between
 





I/0 Name Symbol Definition 
I THETA3 9 Angular displacement of body 3 about 
the hinge line s3 




I CPt CPI 	 Gain for 
3
 
I CP2 CB2 Gain for 93
 














Purpose,: This subroutine computes the torque acting between
 









I THETA4 P4 Angular displacement of body 4 about 
the hinge line 84 
I 0MEGA4 4 Angular velocity oi body 4 about the 
hinge line 84 
I C CPI Gain for £04 
I CP2 CP2 Gain for 93 
0 T14 T14 The torque acting between bodies 











Purpose: To compute the derivative of the unconstrained
 













I/o Name Symbol Definition 
I IOMEGAI S2 Angular velocity between bodies I and 0 
I W(3) o0 Angular velocity of body 0 
0 WI(3) ti Angular velocity of body I 
I THETAI -0 Angular displacement between






+ n1 	 Wix = 0Ox 
Ca OS + CO sing o 
I Oz Iw0 1ly = 
Wiz = -w0ysingI +w 0 ozsQ1 
Discussion: The angular velocity of body-0 (0) is trans­
formed to the body 1 coordinate system and is added to the primary
 




Segn 3nt 2. 
Purpose: To compute the vector position of the movable mass
 




I/0 Name Symbol Definition 
I S a Movable mass travel, a speci­
fied scalar function of time 
I D12(3) a12  	 Fixed vector (in body I coordi­
nates) locating the path of
 




I S2(3) s2 	 Unit vector defining direction
 




0 EL2(3) 12 	 Position of movable mass 
(in body 1 coordinates) from
 






a 4x ' d12x ' aS2x
 
12 4 d2 + ss2y 2 
= 
s2 12z dl2z + 's2z
 
Discussion: The position of the movable mass is computed
 












I/0 Name Symbol Definition 
I THETA3 03 Angular position of pendulum 3 
I S3(3) s3 Hinge line of pendulum 3 
I PEND3L '3 Scalar length of pendulum 3 
0 EL3(3) 13 Vector position of pendulum 3 
from hinge line s3 
1 THETA4 0 4 Angular position of pendulum 4 
I S4(3) 84 Hinge line of pendulum 4 in 
body I coordinated (no dimensions) 
I PEND4L 14 Scalar length of pendulum 4 





_1 13x = £3 sing3
 
=
body lI 3 3y 43 cosO9 8 3z 
23 ' 3 z 3 C08 3 8s 3y body 1 coords. 
s4 14y= "14 cos°4 s4z 14
 
' 14 4 4 4y








Purpose:, To compute the center -of mass equations for bodies 0,
 
Is 2 and 3. i is defined as the vector distance from the system
 
































Vector position of the movable 
mass 
23 Vector position of body 3 
from hinge line s3 
24 Vector position of body 4 
from hinge line s4 
Vector distance from the c.m.
of body 0 to the hinge line 
of body 1 
13 Vector distance from the c.m.
of body 1 to the hinge line 
of body 3 
14 Vector distance from the c.m.of body I to the hinge line 
of body 4 
m0 Mass of body 0 (slugs) 
m2 Mass of body 2 
m3 Mass of body 3 
m4 Mass of,body 4 
m Mass of composite body 






















Vector distance from system
 
ca.m. to the c.m. of body I
 
Vector distance from the 
system a.m. to the ca.m. of 
body 2 
Vector distance from the 
system c.m. to the c.m. of 
body 3
 
Vector distance from the
 







rrIx dOF] Id3 3zs 149 + l411 
Ol 2 2 d13y + )3y 14y+ 
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ir d 





rI. d1z z 
Fr Fd 1+j,jIx 14x1 4x 
r +1d 1+14 
=r, r1L d1Y+A. 
12' 13' 14 
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Segment 5
 


























WI 	 Angular velocity of body 1
 
12 	 Vector position of the 
movable mass 
a2 	 Unit vector defining the
 
direction of travel of the
 
movable mass (body 2)
 






The time derivative of a.
 







CPM W  
E-3 1
 
where 0 -Wl(3) WI.(2) 
CPMw) = WI(3) 0 -WIl) 






Purpose: To compute the angular felocity of body 3 ( 3)o
 
Fortran Math 
I/0 Name Symbol Definition 
I Wl(3) W I Angular velocity of body I 
I OM-GA3 23 Angular velocity of body 3 
-about the hinge line a3 
I s3(3) s3 The hinge line about which body3 rotates 








s3 3y sy + ly 3
 













I/O Name Symbol Definition 
I fL3(3) 3 Vector position of body 3from hinge line s3 
I W3(3) 03 Angular velocity of body 3 


















I/0 Name Symbol Definition
 
I WI}3) Angular velocity of body 1
,i 

I OMEGA4 24 	 Angular velocity of body 4 
about the hinge line s4 









1 04s = + lx 
s WO = s +~. W4 4y 4S4y ly y
 













I/O Name Symbol Definition 
I EL4(3) A4 Vector position of body 4 
from the hinge line s4 
I W4(3) v Angular velocity of body 4 


















I/O Statement Symbol Definition
 
I D01(3) 01 Vector distance from the c.m.




I D13(3) d13 Vector distance from the c.m.
 




1 	 D14(3) 14 Vector distance from the c.m.




<1 	 Wi(3) F4 Angular velocity of body 1
 
D01DOT(3) 01 Time derivative of 01
 
DI3DOT(3) 13 Time derivative of 13
 





o01os 	 d1o AO o o8	 0 01  
"'l - IMZ . I 	 •o 
d01  	 d
 
10 Ld0L 	 dL0I 
E-37
 
I d14x 1d4x 14 1 14 
dd 







Purpose: To compute the time derivatives to the center of
 
mass variables rl, 
r2, r3 and r4 . 
Input/output: 
Fortran Math 
I/O Statement Symbol Definition 
I DODOT(3) d01 Time derivatives of d01 
I EL2DOT(3) i2 Time derivative of 12 
I D13DOT(3) 13 Time derivative of d13 
I EL3DOT(3) 13 Time derivative of 13 
I D14DOT(3) d14 Time derivative of d14 
S EL4DOT(3) 4 Time derivative of 4 
I RIDOT(3) rI Time derivative of
 
I BOMASS m0 Mass of body 0
 
I B2MASS m2 Mass of body 2
 
I B3MASS m3 Mass of body 3
 
I B4MASS m4 MAss of body 4
 
I TOTMA Min Mass of composite body
 
(total MASS) 
I A1 Coordinate transformation from body 0 to body 1 
0 RIDOT(3) rI Time derivative of rI 
0 R2DOT(3) r2 Time derivative of '2 
0 R3DOT(3) r3 Time derivative of 3 
0 R4DOT(3) r4 Time derivative of r4 
E-39
 
Subroutines required: None 
Equations programmed: 
tIx d0X 12x d13x + 314x +4x 
k - [A] 
mmm 
d " 2 13y 




l 4 y t 4 y 
.- d- d­ 13y +13z 14z +4z 
'.2x r•x'1. 24 
k2y. k 1 + 2 
f~z kiz 2 2z 
f3x f*I d13 x + '3x 
3y ly + d13y + 3y 
f 3z lz d13z + 1 3. 
• 4xS 
4x k Ix d14x +4x 
f4y -kly + 14y 4y 
fi4z - z 14z+14, 
01 (body 0 coordinates) 
d10 , d13, d 14, 12 13 4 (body 1 coordinates) ~,;1r 3, -r4 























Angular velocity of body 0
 
w1 Angular velocity of body 1
 




II The inertia of body 1
 
h0 The angular momentum of body 0
 

























Purpose: To compute the primed angular momentum of bodies 1,
 
3 and 4. 
Input/output: 
Fortran Math 
I/O Name Symbol 
I B3MASS mn3 
I EL3(3) 3 
I R3DOT(3) r3 
0 H3PRlIM(3) h-
I B4MASS m4 







I H3PRIM(3) E 





I EL2(3) 2 
I R2DOT(3) r2 





The mass of body 3
 
Vector position of body 3
 
from the hinge line s3
 
The time derivative of r3
 




The mass of body 4
 
Vector position of body 4
 
from the hinge line s4
 





The angular momentum of body I
 








The mass of body 2
 
Vector position of the
 
movable mass 
The time derivative of r2 
The mass of body ,3 
I 
 R3DOT(3) r3 The time derivative of r3 
I B4MASS m4 The mass of body 4
 
I 
 R4DOT(3) r4 The time derivative of
 
I D13(3) d13 	 Vector distance from the c.m.
 




I D14(3) d14 	 Vector distances from the c.m.
















r m' 	 (body I coords.)
Zy [rjl 3y 
(body 1 coord.) h3z 	 r3z" 
-x r4x 
-4r4 i m4L f 24j 4y h (body I coords.) 
































, , 2, r32 , 3:3, 3:4 
r4zl 































































The angular momentum of body 0
 
The primed angular momentum of body
 
Vector distance from the c.m. of
 body 0 to the hinge line of body I
 
Coordinate transformation from 
body I to body 0 
Mass of body 1
 
Mass of body 2
 
Mass of body 3
 
Mass of body 4
 
Time derivative of il
 
Time derivative of '2
 
Time derivative of £3
 
Time derivative of ;4
 








h 0 y + [A0] 
hix 
h{ + [c0(a 0 0 ] [40]. 
mIrix + 22x + 33x 
1t +.1 + m3 
Oz hoz hM 
'o'(body 0 coords.) 
4, r1, z2, r3, r4 (body 1 coords.) 
fliz + m2'2z + m33z 






Purpose: To compute in body I coordinates, the unit vector
 
3. This is done as a matter of computational convenience and is 





I/0 Name Symbol Definition 
I EL2(3) Vector position of the movable mass 
I D13(3) a Vector distance from the c.m. of body I to the hinge line of 
body 3 
I EL3(3) 13 Vector position of body 3 
I D14(3) d14 Vector distance from the c.m. 
of body 1 to the hinge line of 
body 4 
I EL4(3) 4 Vector position of body 4 
I BMASS2 2mn Mass of body 2
 
I BMASS3 m3 Mass of body 3
 
I BMASS4 m4 Mass of body 4
 






1 iI - dd +2 2 13x + 3. 14x '4x1'2'13' '43-
m2 " m 2 +m3 +1m4 +4y+14,13' ' 12y dBy +13, d j'[ly4 
j > d +3y (body 















I/0 Name Symbol Definition
 
I TIME T The time in seconds
 




o THETO 0 The orbital angular position 
0 TQIG(3) TQIG The gravity gradient torques
 
0 TQIP(3) TQIP The propulsion torques
 


































































The torque acting on body 0
due to gravity gradient
 
The torque acting on body 0
 
due to propulsion forces
 
The torque acting on body I
 
due to gravity gradient
 
The torque acting on body 1 
due to propulsion forces 
The summation'of the torques
 
acting on body 0
 
The summation of the torques






Purpose: To calculate the time derivatives of the angular
 





0/ Name Symbol 
I WO(3) w0 
1 H(3) H 
I TOTMAS m 

I BOMASS m0 

I D01(3) d 

I AJl(3) Jl 

















Angular velocity of body 0
 




Mass of the composite body
 
Mass of body 0
 
Vector distance from the c.m.
 




A vector, defined in body 1
 










'body 1 to body 0
 
Summation of the torques acting
 
on body 0 
Summation of the torques acting 
on body 1 














diL dOlz J F.adt'-".  

_%IXl Jlx FIx[ TOFx T IMX
 
+I A0 Co 0 l- y F + TOFy + AO TIE
 
d01z } Jlz FIz TOEFZ IEFZ
 
70Q 'a ' OEF' J01 (body 0 coords.) dH (body 0 coords.)
 








d - d -i- 0+ 3 ° +
 
+













1/0 Name Symbol 
I W1(3) W 
I HIPRIM(3) hl 
I B2MASS m2 
I EL2DOT(3) 12 

I R2DOT(3) r2 

I B3MASS m3 
I D13DOT(3) ai3 
I EL3DOT(3) I 3 
I R3DOT(3) r3 

I B4MASS m4. 
I Dl4DOT(3) d 
1 EL4DOT(3) 14 

I R4DOT(3) r4 

I AJI(3) 3l 
I TIEF(3) T 
I TO T01 
0 HIPDOT(l) h' 
Definition
 
Angular velocity of body I
 
The primed angular momentum 
of body 1 
Mass of body 2 
Time derivative of 12
 
Time derivative of r2
 




Time derivative of 23 
Time derivative of 3 
Mass of body 4-
Time derivative of a14 
Time derivative o '4 
Time derivative of "4
 
A vector, defined in body 
1 coordinates, used for 
computational convenience 
Summation of the torques

acting on body I
 
The torque acting between
bodies 0 and 1
 









along %i­ 1 (axis) 
ix ly l zly ly "22z3 3z 3 +z~ 
- tlz (-2 2 2y - m3 (d1 3 y + 3y) - m4 (d1 4y + 1 4y) 
+j c-2yz Fo 
-ly (-m sing1 " cosO) + il c-'- cosQ1 + m Oz 
F l y  +
"Jz - Jl-'Fz TEx + T( x 
lz m M IF O--x 
r2 , "2 TiEr T(04 *01 1 , r3, r4, 213 Jk4 ' 1 1 ) 
(body I coords.) 









Purposel To calculate the time derivatives of the primed
 






























































The hinge line of body 3
 




Mass of body 3
 
Time derivative of 3 
Time derivative of r3
 
-3 3 
Vector position of body 3 
from the hinge line s3
 
Mass of body 4
 
Mass of composite vehicle
 
Summation of the forces
 
acting on body 0
 
Summation of the forces
 
acting on body 1
 
Torque acting between bodies
1 and 3
 
Time derivative of the un­
constrained component of E3
;  







I S4(3) a4 The hinge line of body 4 
I a4DOT(3) 4 Time.derivative of 14 
I R4DOT(3) r 4 Time derivative of '4 
I EL4(3) I4 Vector positionof body 4 fromthe hinge line 4 
I T14 T 4 Torque acting between bodiesI and 4 
0 G4DOT I (h1s 4 ) Time derivative of the un­
constrained component of h4 





U-f;;)+ s3y (eh - x +~ l3y 3x'
 
m3s3y (3z3x - 3x5f3Z) + m 3 S 3 z (13x*3y - 3yf.3x) 
+
+ s (F + F _(- FoySing, + F02c+S+l Flz) 
m3
 
+m Sz 3z (F0 Cos@1 + F i Fy) (F + F 
II3zw3z Y Ii ) I54 kyj4 3y x I 
d ;'4 4+ 5 s 
=dn 4y 4x - mlzh S4z (°olxh4y-t h' )( wlxh,_) + wlh4x 
' Sm4S4y J 4z f4x - '4x*:4z) + m4S4y )14,"4y - !4yr4x) 
4y 2 4z (Fox + FIX - j (- F0 sing1 + Fzcoso1 +.F) 
+ m4 4z P + FIQ + T1--414x (FcosG°I + F Zin@1 + Fly) - '4y (Fox 




, 0 (body 0 coords.) d(hsh;L + 
a= a (h,~ +hh54s3 
t (fLA) Iat (h 4 y 4y- 4 
(body 1 coords.) 
Discussion: None 
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